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ABSTRACT 
 In critical dialogue with the tradition of American Protestant youth ministry in the 
20th and 21st centuries, this dissertation aims to generate novel insights into how 
congregations influence adolescent development and thriving. Using a mixed-methods 
approach, I explore recent shifts in the focus of the theology and practice of youth 
ministry in dialogue with the lived experiences of adolescents in mainline churches in the 
United States.   
 Questions of adolescents in churches are particularly relevant to mainline 
Protestant congregations that are declining in membership and cultural capital. The 
questions are also relevant to adolescents who face complex economic, ecological, and 
social challenges that are unique to the 21st century. Some of these challenges are due to 
cultural notions that simultaneously idolize and vilify adolescents. To address these 
issues, I draw on social scientific resources to reconsider the term adolescent, arguing 
against G. Stanley Hall’s famous definition of adolescence as a time of universal “storm 
and strife.” Instead, I employ feminist anthropology, Positive Youth Development, and 
social constructivism to redefine adolescence as part of a lifelong process of becoming.  
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 In the dissertation, I begin by tracing the history of adolescence and American 
Protestant youth ministry since 1900. I then introduce three churches in which I carried 
out ethnographic work to gain deep insight into the lives of adolescents while clarifying 
the stakes and outlining concepts that are developed later in the dissertation. Youth 
ministry practices and theories are embedded within and intersect with social theories, 
economic theories, denominational histories, and the realities of life in the 21st century. 
To understand adolescent experience, therefore, I undertake an analysis of adolescent 
experiences alongside the broader sociocultural and intellectual currents that shape these 
experiences. I then approach the same questions quantitatively, developing a shared 
language to render intelligible the different ways adolescents thrive in diverse contexts.  
 I next place the ethnographic and quantitative research in dialogue with several 
theological and philosophical thinkers, arguing for a non-essentialist view of both 
religious identity and adolescents that emphasizes pluralism, intersectionality, and the 
contestation of meaning. I reconstruct adolescence in congruence with a broader view of 
human becoming, within which connection, human plasticity, and reciprocity are vital. 
Finally, I suggest that a kenotic ecclesiology can help churches continue to promote the 
flourishing of adolescents and indeed of all living things. 
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1 
Introduction 
 Adolescence emerged as a distinct life stage during the Industrial Revolution at 
the beginning of the 20th century. During the next fifty years, thoughtful Christians 
designed and built both parachurch ministries and church-based youth ministries that 
aimed at making disciples of adolescents, who were quickly carving out a unique place 
within American culture. As the century progressed, youth ministry’s stature grew, and 
youth ministry slowly professionalized. Youth ministry is much newer than worship, 
missions, or other categories of Christian practice and theology. Therefore, research into 
the complex ways young people exist in the world and in churches lags behind research 
in other areas. This dissertation endeavors to address this gap.  
Thesis 
The guiding question of this dissertation is the extent to which congregational 
culture, which is comprised of relational habits, practices, and embodied theologies, 
influences youth’s formulation of livable theologies that contribute to human 
flourishing.1 Throughout the dissertation, I argue for the importance of the congregation 
in youth ministry, and I interrogate and challenge widespread assumptions in and beyond 
youth ministry that cut short possibilities of youth flourishing. 
                                                        
1. ‘Youth’ is here defined as the period of midadolescence, as defined by the American Counseling 
Association (ACA). The ACA defines midadolescence, which emerged as a discrete category in the 1980’s, 
as the period of life when an individual is between 15 and 18 years of age. See: Chap Clark, Hurt (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2004), 34-38.  
A congregation is a fluid, yet distinct, group of people who meet together for religious purposes. A 
congregation can be studied using at least six categories: demographics, physical setting(s), the event, 
interactional patterns, verbal and written content, and meaning. See: Nancy Tatom Ammerman et. al., eds., 
Studying Congregations; a New Handbook. (Nashville, TN: Abindgon Press, 1998), 200-201. 
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 The concept of a ‘livable theology’ will be operationalized in this dissertation 
according to the model developed by psychologist Pamela Ebstyne King.2 King argues 
that spirituality can be broken down into ideological, social, and transcendent contexts or 
spheres. King’s model is built upon the supposition that understanding these dynamics 
has the potential to significantly improve youth flourishing.3 Flourishing is 
operationalized in the model using a Positive Youth Development construct which will be 
further discussed below. While this model has strong conceptual power, it requires more 
empirical study in order to verify its structure, a task this dissertation will undertake.4 In 
addition, this dissertation assumes that livable theologies formed with emphases on 
development of agency, theologies of mystery and wonder, and a warm congregational 
culture will correlate with positive youth development outcomes. This dissertation 
explores these connections and theorizes how positive adolescent development outcomes 
relate to broader global issues such as poverty and climate change.  
                                                        
2. Pamela Ebstyne King, “Spirituality as Fertile Ground for Positive Youth Development,” In Positive 
Youth Development and Spirituality; From Theory to Research eds. Richard M. Lerner et. al., (Hoboken, 
NJ: John Wiley and Sons, 2008), 55-73. I will use the terms ‘spirituality’ and ‘livable theology’ 
interchangeably, as defined in the Glossary. While King uses ‘spirituality,’ with ‘livable theology’ the 
accent is more clearly on personal agency. 
 
3. Ibid., 67.  
 
4. Ibid., 67. King admits as much, and the concluding sections of the article all include suggestions for lines 
of inquiry. See also Muhia Karianjahi, “Church as Village: Rites of Passage and Positive Youth 
Development,” Journal of Youth Ministry 14, No. 1 (Fall 2015): 5-31; Elizabeth M. Dowling, et. al., 
“Structural Relations Among Spirituality, Religion, and Thriving in Adolescence,” Applied Developmental 
Science 1, Vol. 8 (2004): 7-16. See also Daniel T.L. Shek and Wynants Ho, “Spirituality as a Key Positive 
Youth Development Construct for University Students,” International Journal on Disability and Human 
Development 15, Vol. 2 (May 2016): 175-180. 
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Addressing a Research Gap 
This dissertation will address a gap in research on adolescents and the mainline 
Protestant Church in the United States created by the unsettling of once ubiquitous 
assumptions in youth ministry discourse. Mainline Protestant youth ministry was 
developed in the twentieth century against the backdrop of swift cultural changes 
regarding adolescents. These changes included the rapid growth of high schools, the 
emergence of the ‘scientific’ study of adolescents, development of a distinct youth 
culture, and an explosion of market based research focused on the economic value of 
adolescents.5 Early church-based youth ministry models were derived from parachurch 
models such as Young Life, which developed in the 1940’s and 1950’s along explicitly 
masculine, middle-class trajectories.6 
Until the late 20th century, youth ministry discourse largely revolved around some 
combination of these assumptions: a strong (usually male) leader, a focus on cognitive 
assent over practical knowledge, a view of adolescents as not-yet adults leading to a 
general separation of adolescents from older congregants, heteronormativity, white 
normativity, and a commitment to a simplified Gospel presentation.7 As more diverse 
                                                        
5. Nancy Lesko, Act Your Age! A Cultural Construction of Adolescence, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 
2012); Thomas Hine, The Rise and Fall of the American Teenager (New York: Harper Collins, 1999); Jon 
Savage, Teenage: The Creation of Youth Culture (New York: Penguin Group, 2007); David White, 
Practicing Discernment with Youth (Cleveland, OH: Pilgrim Press, 2005). 
 
6. Jon Pahl, Youth Ministry in Modern America (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc., 2000); Mark 
Senter III, When God Shows Up; A History of Protestant Youth Ministry in America (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Baker Academic, 2010); Andrew Root and Kenda Creasy Dean, The Theological Turn in Youth Ministry 
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2011).  
 
7. Houston Heflin, Youth Pastor. The Theology and Practice of Youth Ministry (Nashville, TN: Abingdon 
Press, 2009); Tony Jones, Postmodern Youth Ministry: Exploring Cultural Shift, Creating Holistic 
Connections, Cultivating Authentic Community (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 2001); 
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voices have entered the youth ministry conversation, however, these assumptions have 
become increasingly unsettled. Growing awareness of both the complexity of real 
congregations and the diversity of human experience demands a significant shift in the 
direction of youth ministry research. The problem, to be further explored below, is that 
empirical research and its dissemination lag behind the development of new models, 
delaying the emergence of new ways of thinking and doing youth ministry.8 Many 
churches, therefore, have little choice but to continue operating with old sets of 
assumptions thus cutting short possibilities of adolescent flourishing. 
For example, while data cited below suggests that congregational culture matters 
in terms of developing livable theologies, little is known about how congregational 
culture influences youth, or what could be done to skew that influence in a positive 
direction.9 Much youth ministry literature focuses almost exclusively on the elements of 
the youth pastor or worship, in spite of the fact that, in a recent study by Kara Powell, 
youth mentioned personal relationships and congregational warmth as positive factors in 
their faith development more than any other factor.10 Later in the same study, church 
                                                        
Mark Oestreicher, Youth Ministry 3.0 (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2008). Dori Baker, “Girlfriend 
Theology: God-Talk Across Religious Borders,” Religious Education 95 no. 3, (2000): 320-39. These 
themes will be explored in detail in chapter 1.  
 
8. Chap Clark, ed., Youth Ministry in the 21st Century: Five Views (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2015). 
 
9. Elizabeth Weiss Ozorak, “Social and Cognitive Influences on the Development of Religious Beliefs and 
Commitment in Adolescence,” Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 28, No. 4 (December 1989): 
448-463; C. Ji Chang-Ho, JI and Tevita Tameifuna “Youth Pastor, Youth Ministry, and Youth Attitude 
Toward the Church,” Review of Religious Research 52, No. 3 (2011): 306-322; Scott A. Desmond, 
Kristopher. H. Morgan, and George Kikuchi, “Religious Development: How (And Why) Does Religiosity 
Change From Adolescence to Young Adulthood?” Sociological Perspectives 53, no. 2 (2010): 247-270.  
 
10. Kara Powell, Jake Mulder, and Brad Griffin, Growing Young (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2016), 170. 
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leaders identify their own congregations as the number one barrier to faith development 
in youth.11 Theologian Kenda Creasy Dean also advocates for a closer look at 
congregations. After working on the National Study on Youth and Religion, she 
concluded that the shallow faith found among America’s youth is not, or at least not 
mostly, the fault of vocational youth ministers, whose theological and practical training 
has vastly improved in the last half of the 20th century. She writes: “Some young people 
we encounter in ministry come away with life-changing faith, but many (perhaps most) 
do not. Why? The answer may simply be that most youth ministry is not accomplished by 
youth ministers.”12 Dean argues that perhaps the floundering religiosity of Christian 
youth is caused by the poor theologies of our churches.13 These examples mark a shift in 
youth ministry discourse and the gap in empirical research that this dissertation will help 
to close.  
                                                        
11. Ibid. 291. Likewise, Kinnaman’s interviewees describe the church as: “overprotective, shallow, anti-
science, repressive, exclusive, and doubtless.” David Kinnaman, You Lost Me (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Books, 2011), 92-93. 
 
12. Kenda Creasy Dean, Almost Christian (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 11. 
 
13. Her claim is based on the National Study on Youth and Religion (NSYR). Further studies corroborate 
and nuance the findings of the NSYR, e.g. Fuller’s Sticky Faith initiative, which found that the faith of 
teens was like a Red Bull drink: powerful for a short time but lacking staying power. “What is Sticky 
Faith?” Fuller Youth Institute, accessed March 10, 2019, https://fulleryouthinstitute.org/stickyfaith. Also 
see Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton, Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of 
American Teenagers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).  
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Significance of This Study14 
This dissertation is significant in at least three different but overlapping spheres. 
First, it will contribute to the ongoing scholarly discourse about faith in a post-secular 
world. The secularization theory, in its mature form, encompasses at least one major 
thesis and two sub-theses. First, modernization inevitably leads to a functional 
differentiation of secular and religious spheres. Second, as a nation modernizes, religion 
would decline or even disappear. Third, if any religion survived this process, it would 
become privatized and minimized.15 Sociologists and others believed that these were the 
inevitable outcomes of modern processes. While this theory continues to be debated, 
suggestions of a post-secular world are emerging. The ‘post’ designation is probably 
necessary, although care will be taken to avoid the overly reductive analyses that can be 
products of such nomenclature. The idea of the post-secular does provide a way to 
discuss the complexity of religious identity. Elaine Graham calls a society post-secular if 
it “reckons with the diminishing but enduring…existence of the religious.” 16 She points 
to a complexification of religious identity and practice, noting that even among those 
claiming no religious affiliation, “it is not simply a matter of ‘no faith’ but a continuum 
of attitudes toward the possibility of ‘God’, the nature of spiritual or non-material 
                                                        
14. Portions of this section are derived, in part, from an article published in Religious Education on 
February 6, 2018, available online: 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00344087.2017.1393180?journalCode=urea20  
 
15. Jose Casanova, Public Religions in the Modern World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 
 19-25. 
 
16. Elaine Graham, Between a Rock and a Hard Place (Norwich, UK: Hymns Ancient and Modern Press, 
2013), xviii. The focus here is both on religion’s persistence and an increase in the complexity of sources 
and understandings of religious belief.  
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existence, the credibility or otherwise of religious belief, and so on.”17 Such a framing 
provides a helpful way to reconsider the unsettled assumptions in the youth ministry 
discourse. 
Similarly, Nancy Ammerman argues that, in a world no longer underneath what 
Peter Berger calls the Sacred Canopy, “[R]eligious identity is not an essentialist social 
category.”18 That is, former concrete identity markers such as ‘Christian,’ ‘Catholic,’ or 
‘Presbyterian,’ no longer refer to all-encompassing worldviews or ways of being in the 
world. Instead, she urges researchers to consider how individuals uniquely bring together 
the sacred and the profane across institutional borders once believed to be solid. By 
employing the term post-secular, then, I mean to emphasize a context in which 
uncertainty about the role of religion in shaping the identity and worldview of the next 
generation abounds. The term post-secular therefore names a moment in which old 
traditions19 face the somewhat daunting options of decline or radical change. As we will 
see below, new ways of thinking are required to conceptualize potential options for this 
change and to render intelligible, for example, new patterns of religious (dis)engagement. 
 Second, this dissertation addresses mainline Christian denominations that are in a 
steady state of decline. For example, between 2003 and 2014 the PC(USA), a progressive 
Protestant denomination, lost 1,200 churches and nearly 800,000 members. From 2013 to 
2014 fifteen new churches were formed, while 224 churches dissolved, merged, or were 
                                                        
17. Ibid., 7. 
 
18. Nancy Ammerman, Sacred Stories, Spiritual Tribes (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 300. 
 
19. I am particularly interested in the PC(USA), a mainline denomination in the United States. 
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dismissed into other denominations.20 Drawing on the leadership literature of Ronald 
Heifetz, Charles Foster argues that one of the reasons for this is an inability of mainline 
churches to engage adolescents, and this represents an adaptive challenge for this 
denomination, meaning that it cannot be solved using existing techniques and knowledge. 
By their very nature adaptive challenges require new, pertinent research. 
David Kinnaman’s research has uncovered some of these new challenges facing 
adolescents. Youth in their teens are among the most religiously active people in the 
US—but those aged 18-29 are among the least active.21 This data reinforces the mountain 
of data, from a wide array of disciplines, that points to middle and late adolescence as a 
crucible of spiritual development.22 Kinnaman concludes that “For the sake of Christ and 
the church’s mission, we must give [the next generation] better tools and a thoughtful, 
livable theology to match.”23 This dissertation will closely examine one factor that is 
important to the development of a livable theology: the local congregation in a post-
secular context. 
Despite growing interest in spirituality, Christian churches—particularly Mainline 
Protestant—are struggling to maintain vital ministries. From 2007 to 2011 the Barna 
                                                        
20. Jerry Van Marter, “PC(USA) Membership Decline Slows, But Does Not Stop,” PC(USA), accessed 
March 10, 2019, https://www.pcusa.org/news/2018/6/4/pcusa-membership-decline-slows-does-not-stop. 
21. Kinnaman, You Lost Me, 22. 
 
22. Clark, Hurt; James Fowler, Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for 
Meaning (New York: Harper Collins, 1981); Steven Sandage and F. LeRon Shults use a crucible metaphor 
when describing spiritual formation. They write: “A crucible is a container or melting pot for holding 
intense heat and pressure that can transform raw materials and catalytic agents into qualitatively different 
substances…the resiliency and non-reactivity of the container is essential to the transformative process.” 
Steven Sandage and F. LeRon Shults, Transforming Spirituality: Integrating Theology and Psychology 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2006), 3.  
 
23. Kinnaman, You Lost Me, 183, italics added. 
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Group conducted a number of online and phone surveys of 18 to 29 year olds in the 
United States to ascertain why so many of them were disconnecting from institutional 
churches. According to David Kinnaman, president of the Barna Group and lead 
researcher on this project, they were looking for one overwhelming explanation for 
young adult disconnection. Instead, they discovered a myriad of partial explanations 
which they divided into three types of ‘dropouts’ from traditional Christian traditions. 
The first group, called nomads, are those who are suffering some disillusionment with 
church and are taking a break, possibly to return in the childbearing years.24 They remain 
Christian in name only. The second group, prodigals, are those who have left the faith 
altogether, feeling as if they have thrown off chains of repression or intellectual naiveté.25  
 These first two groups, one suspects, have existed ever since the Church became 
an institution. The third group, exiles, is new in terms of significance, if not unique to the 
post-secular moment. This group, although they have disconnected from traditional forms 
of religion, seeks a faith that engages with the world. They tend to see God working 
“outside the walls of the church.” Furthermore, they feel as though the Church, rather 
than affirming their talents and vocational callings, is fearful of their deep engagement 
with the world beyond the church door.26 These young people have been let down by the 
very congregations that could be nurturing them. Kinnaman notes: “[t]heir fellow 
Christians…frequently have a hard time relating to their choices and concerns. This can 
                                                        
24. Ibid., 64-67. 
 
25. Ibid., 68-71. 
 
26. Ibid., chapter 4. 
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be the young person’s parents, but often is the friends of parents or other well-meaning 
Christians who can’t get their head around their unique calling.”27 Yet spiritual 
communities are still important to the development of livable theologies. Nancy 
Ammerman writes, “One of the most striking results of this research has been the degree 
to which participation in organized religion matters…If [people] do not learn the 
language, it does not shape their way of being in the world.”28 This dissertation endeavors 
to add nuance and depth to scholarly and practical understandings of the role of 
congregational culture in post-secular faith development. 
 The third area of significance this dissertation aims to contribute to is the actual 
flourishing of young people and the social and environmental contexts in which they live. 
David White and Kenda Creasy Dean have elucidated how adolescents are often viewed 
as incomplete adults.29 This often leads to youth ministries that focus narrowly on 
cognitive assent to specific doctrinal positions in line with denominational standards. In 
contrast, this dissertation aims to develop ways of thinking and practices that enable 
churches to contribute to the flourishing of adolescents as they develop into adults. 
Flourishing will be explored in two ways. 
 First, flourishing is a biblical concept. Grace Jantzen argues that while both 
salvation and flourishing are themes in the biblical text, salvation, because of its linkages 
                                                        
27. Ibid., 78. 
 
28. Ammerman, Sacred Stories, 301. 
 
29. Brian J. Mahan, Michael Warren, and David White, Awakening Youth Discipleship (Eugene, OR: 
Cascade Books, 2008); Kenda Creasy Dean and Ron Foster, The Godbearing Life (Nashville, TN: Upper 
Room Books, 1998). 
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with an imaginary of death, colonialism, and capitalism, has dominated theological 
reflection in the West.30 Flourishing, according to Jantzen, is the content of God’s 
promise to Israel through the prophets and wisdom literature. Hosea, Zechariah, Psalms 
and Proverbs all feature God’s vision of flourishing. In the New Testament ‘flourishing’ 
is replaced or paralleled by ‘abundance.’ Jesus’ famous pronouncement in John 10 that he 
has come so that people may have abundant life is at least a partial fulfilling of the 
Hebrew Scriptures. When Paul writes in Ephesians and elsewhere about ‘the fullness of 
God’, Jantzen claims, this too implies flourishing, recalling as it does the injunction in 
Genesis to ‘be fruitful.’  
 Samuel Wells also uses abundance as an analog to flourishing. Wells interprets 
Jesus’ teachings as a demonstration of the superabundance of God: when Jesus turns 
water into wine the quality exceeds expectations, and when he feeds the 5,000, a dozen 
baskets of extra food are collected.31 Expanding the imagination to better grasp God’s 
superabundant gifts becomes the primary ethical task for the church. This dissertation 
correspondingly explores important ways in which adolescents qua adolescents can 
participate in and contribute to this biblical vision of flourishing. 
 Second, flourishing (or thriving) can be operationalized in terms of Positive 
Youth Development, or PYD, which emerged during the 1990s around research on youth 
strengths, plasticity of human development, and resilience.32 Developmental psychology, 
                                                        
30. Grace Jantzen, Becoming Divine (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1999), 156. See also 
Pamela Dickey Young, Re-Creating the Church: Communities of Eros (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press, 
2000). 
 
31. Samuel Wells, God’s Companions (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 18-19. 
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not unlike youth ministry discourse, is at a crossroads. Following in the steps of such 
pioneers as Piaget and Eriksen, developmental psychology favored increasingly nuanced 
stage-based models. Following the critiques of Carol Gilligan and others, however, such 
models can now be considered somewhat suspect or at least incomplete.33 James Fowler, 
author of the influential Stages of Faith, acknowledges these criticisms when he writes: 
“the formal structuring of the stages is, at best, only half the story as regards the shaping 
and maintaining of a person’s (or group’s) worldview.”34 Charles Foster makes a similar 
critique in terms of developing educational goals and strategies.35  
One way to begin telling ‘the other half of the story’ is with Positive Youth 
Development. Developed by a team led by Richard Lerner at Tufts University, PYD is a 
relational developmental systems model centered on a dialectical relationship between an 
individual and his or her context. The central hypothesis of PYD is that: 
if the strengths of youth (e.g. a person’s cognitive, emotional and 
behavioral engagement with the context) or possession of the intentional 
self-regulation skills of selection, optimization, and compensation can be 
aligned with the resources for positive growth found in families, schools 
and communities…then young people’s healthy development may be 
optimized.36  
                                                        
32. Richard M. Lerner, Jacqueline V. Lerner, and Janette B. Benson, eds., Advances in Child Development 
and Behavior, Vol. 41 Positive Youth Development (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2011). 
 
33. Carol Gilligan, In A Different Voice (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982); Patricia H. 
Miller, ed., Theories of Developmental Psychology, 5th Ed. (San Francisco, CA: Worth Publishers, 2011); 
Robert Kegan, In over our Heads: The Mental Demands of Modern Life (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1998).  
 
34. James Fowler “Faith Development Theory and the Postmodern Challenges,” The International Journal 
for the Psychology of Religion 11, no. 3 (2001): 169. 
 
35. Charles Foster, From Generation to Generation: The Adaptive Challenge of Mainline Protestant 
Education in Forming Faith (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2012). 
 
36. Lerner, Lerner, and Benson, Advances in Child Behavior, 6. 
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Significant empirical research, in a variety of contexts, ranging from after school 
programs to public health initiatives, suggests that optimal development occurs in areas 
of competence, confidence, character, caring and connection, or the five Cs.37 As an 
individual develops these five C’s, she or he positively contributes—the sixth C—to the 
context that provided fertile ground for development. Importantly, none of the five Cs has 
an upper limit, which means that movement is not linear or bounded by progression to the 
next stage. Furthermore, while some of the specific contextual needs of the environment 
may change over the lifespan, the essential dialectical relationship between person and 
context remains the same, thus reducing the necessity to imagine adolescents as 
incomplete adults. 
 The conceptual key is thriving, which is “a dynamic and purposeful process of 
individual → context interactions over time, through which the person and his/her 
environment are mutually enhanced.”38 While the quality of enhancement the individual 
offers to the community changes over time, the implication is that thriving is possible at 
any age. Conceiving of thriving in this way has the potential to overcome the 
oppositional binary of age reified by the social construction of adolescence since it places 
all humans into the same category of thriving. Rethinking adolescents as capable of 
thriving and contributing can help religious communities across denominational lines 
                                                        
37. Robert J. Nystrom, Adriana Prata, and Sarah Knipper Ramowski. “Measuring Positive Youth 
Development: The Development of a State Benchmark,” Journal of Youth Development 3, no. 1 (2008): 
26-42. 
 
38. King, “Spirituality as Fertile Ground,” 165. 
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consider the place of youth in their congregations.39 In sum, this dissertation will 
contribute to the already rich conceptions and practices that promote adolescent 
flourishing in and through Christian churches.   
Method of Investigation 
 The methods used in this dissertation are derived from the now common practice-
theory-practice models in practical theology,40 drawing on the work of Richard Osmer, 
William Cavanaugh, and Juan Luis Segundo. Rebecca Chopp argues that these methods 
can be ineffective if the research subjects and researcher find they are drawing on the 
same resources to make their claims.41 Segundo is an important dialogue partner, then, 
because of the two preconditions he insists must be present. The first precondition is that 
the question arising from everyday experience must be “rich enough, general enough, and 
have enough to force us to change our customary conceptions of…the world in 
general.”42 The second precondition is an openness to new readings of Scripture and 
                                                        
39. I believe there are broader ramifications to adopting this framework. One of those is the potential for 
churches and their surrounding communities to come together around the shared goal of thriving for all 
people.  
 
40. See Don Browning, A Fundamental Practical Theology: Descriptive and Strategic Proposals 
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1991). While Browning did not invent this method, his work helped 
ignite more robust debates in the field. 
 
41. Chopp’s concern, similar to Segundo’s, is that practical theological methods can all too easily re-inscribe 
dominant power structures. She is particularly concerned with the extent to which a correlational paradigm 
can prevail within practical theology. Segundo, more than Osmer, is explicitly in search of a liberating 
theology. Rebecca Chopp, “Practical Theology and Liberation,” in Formation and Reflection: The Promise 
of Practical Theology, ed. Lewis S. Mudge and James N. Poling (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1987), 120-
138. 
 
42. Jean Luis Segundo, The Liberation of Theology (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books 1976), 8. 
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tradition that are generated by responses to the situation as it is. These two preconditions 
feature prominently throughout the second and third chapters.   
William Cavanaugh’s work Torture and Eucharist is helpful as an example of 
interweaving material and theological issues.43 In it, Cavanaugh analyzes torture in Chile 
under the Pinochet regime as a theological and ecclesiological problem. The middle third 
of the book is a long theological treatise tracing the roots of the theological problem. The 
final section re-constructs the Eucharist considering these ecclesiological problems. The 
outline here follows a similar pattern. The four steps in the model are as follows. 
 1) Description. The researcher employed ethnographic methods to study two 
mainline congregations. Ethnography, an inductive, qualitative method of study is 
becoming commonplace in practical theology.44 It can be described as “a dynamic 
process of meaning-making that is inherently intertwined with power dynamics.”45 
Viewing ethnography as a process with a number of guiding principles or values46 
situates the researcher as a learner who participates along with the subjects. This view is 
similar to Elaine Graham’s description of action research that views the subjects as co-
researchers rather than objects of study.  
                                                        
43. William T. Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 1998).  
 
44. Pete Ward, ed., Ecclesiology and Ethnography (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2012); Mary Clark 
Moschella, “Ethnography,” in The Blackwell Companion to Practical Theology ed. Bonnie J. Miller-
McLemore (Chichester, UK: Blackwell, 2012). 
 
45. Christian Scharen and Aana Vigen eds., Ethnography as Christian Theology and Ethics (New York: 
Continuum, 2011), 16. 
 
46. “Participation; immersion; reflection, reflexivity, and representation; thick description; an active 
participative ethics; empowerment; and understanding.” Ward, Ecclesiology, 6. 
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 Additionally, quantitative methods supplement and triangulate the qualitative 
data. While this may present an epistemological difficulty (see below), triangulation is an 
important process of validation in qualitative research.47 These quantitative methods 
correlate the five C’s model of thriving developed by Positive Youth Development 
scholars with a congregational climate scale distributed to congregants.48 A further scale, 
the spiritual Questing scale, is implemented to nuance the transcendent sphere of 
spirituality as noted above. The scope of these surveys is broader than the two 
congregations studied; a further two congregations completed only the quantitative pieces 
of the research, since this data relies more heavily on higher numbers. The suggested 
scales are in the appendix; however, given the vicissitudes of qualitative research, it is 
possible that different or additional scales might be appropriate.49 
 2) Interpretation. All description is, in a sense, already interpretation. It is 
nonetheless important to disclose one’s own interpretive lenses.50 In line with 
ethnographic methods, this dissertation uses social construction theory as a guiding 
interpretive lens. Social construction theory ascribes positive agency to individual 
subjects in constructing reality. It takes seriously individuals’ own accounts, descriptions 
                                                        
47. Sarah J. Tracy, “Qualitative Quality: Eight “Big-Tent” Criteria for Excellent Qualitative Research,” 
Qualitative Inquiry 16 (2010): 837-851. 
 
48. See Appendix. 
 
49. Johannes Van der Ven, whose multilayered approach to research shows the value of this open-ended 
approach, sets a worthy precedent. Johannes A. Van der Ven, “An Empirical Approach in Practical 
Theology,” in Practical Theology – International Perspectives, ed. Friedrich Schweitzer and Johannes A. 
Van der Ven (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1999): 323-339. 
 
50. Mary McClintock Fulkerson, Places of Redemption: Theology for a Worldly Church (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2007).  
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and experiences of reality and does not presume a superior “view from nowhere”.51 
Theologically this has resonances with the humble epistemology of Soren Kierkegaard, 
who emphasizes truth generation as an interactive, subjective process.52 There are also 
strong resonances with practical action research.53 It is possible, however, to gain some 
hermeneutic distance which is particularly important when considering quantitative 
data.54 
 The qualitative data was analyzed using the ethogenic method, which involves 
identifying recurring phrases, habits of interaction, symbols, and themes in dialogues.55 I 
used SPSS statistical software to analyze quantitative data gathered from the surveys, 
which were collected both in paper form and on the Boston University Qualtrics website.  
 3) Reflection using Normative Sources. I am a member of a mainline 
denomination, meaning my own concerns have been shaped by similar sources to those 
of the communities I am researching. In addition to the preconditions noted above, and in 
dialogue with the theological tradition of the PC(USA), I will draw on theological 
                                                        
51. See Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday & Company, 1966). For the closely related paradigm of “cultural imaginaries,” see Claudia 
Strauss, “The Imaginary,” Anthropological Times 6 (2006), 322-344 . 
 
52. See Kyle Roberts, Emerging Prophet; Kierkegaard and the Postmodern People of God (Eugene, OR: 
Cascade Books, 2013).  
 
53. Elaine Graham, “Is Practical Theology a Form of ‘Action Research?’” International Journal of Practical 
Theology 17, no. 1 (2013), 148-178. 
 
54. See Steven Sandage et. al. “Hermeneutics and Psychology: A Review and Dialectical Model,” Review of 
General Psychology 12, no. 4 (2008), 344-364. 
 
55. Mary Elizabeth Moore, “Dynamics of Religious Culture: Ethogenic Method,” in International 
Handbook of the Religious, Moral and Spiritual Dimensions in Education, Vol. 1 ed. Marian De Souza 
(Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Springer, 2006), 415-31. 
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approaches that emphasize human responses to the mystery of God’s being.56 This 
maintains Segundo’s commitment to theological process over prepositional, doctrinal 
certainty. 
 In another sense, however, normativity emerged from within the contexts 
themselves in dialogue with theologies and theories that make sense of the unique, post-
secular moment in the history of religion.57 Normativity is therefore treated as 
contextually derived and temporally limited. This work therefore aims to illuminate and 
understand present phenomena and their recent history. As Segundo’s hermeneutic circle 
suggests, the claims made in this dissertation ought to be immediately subjected to the 
same critique as is employed here.  
 4) Strategic Action. The final movement in the circle is constructive. The final 
chapters reconstruct the concept of adolescence, so churches and church leaders are better 
able to create contexts that are conducive to adolescent flourishing and development. 
Since youth ministry practices were designed to accommodate a time and culture-bound 
conception of adolescence—one that, I argue, abstracts adolescence from actual living, 
breathing bodies—developing a new understanding of adolescence precedes significant 
changes to ministry practice. Furthermore, this rethinking of adolescence opens a space to 
rethink the shape ministry might take in local churches. Relying on Soren Kierkegaard’s 
                                                        
56. Elizabeth Johnson, She Who Is (New York: Crossroads, 1992); Laurel Schneider, Reimagining the 
Divine (Cleveland: Pilgrim Press, 1998). 
 
57. Elaine Graham, Transforming Practice; Pastoral Theology in an Age of Uncertainty (Eugene, OR: Wipf 
& Stock, 2002). 
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kenotic ecclesiology, I advocate for context-specific practice development, so concrete 
practical applications will be somewhat minimal.  
Sources 
In addition to the sources in the above section, this dissertation draws on Positive 
Youth Development (PYD) and cultural theory. Researchers in Positive Youth 
Development, a conceptual frame introduced above, have begun examining the role of 
spirituality in youth development. Pamela Ebstyne King unites the PYD concepts of 
plasticity and context with the ideological, social, and transcendent qualities of 
spirituality to argue that engagement with a religious congregation can contribute both to 
youth’s spiritual development and provide a platform for youth to contribute to the 
greater good.58 King concedes that her model, while conceptually astute, lacks thorough 
empirical backing, particularly in terms of the relationships between the three identified 
qualities of spirituality.59 She therefore intends her model to be a beginning point for 
researchers interested in ascertaining the relationship between spirituality and 
development. One of the central unanswered questions is why some forms of spirituality 
contribute to flourishing and others do not. For King, both spirituality and positive youth 
development emphasize the dual roles of the plasticity of human experience and context 
for the development of agency. King’s model provides a helpful way of conceiving the 
individual → relations that are central to PYD. She theorizes that the three dimensions 
                                                        
58. King, “Spirituality as Fertile Ground for Positive Youth Development.”  
 
59. One study examines rites of passage in a Kenyan congregation as they relate specifically to PYD. See 
Muha Karianjahi, “Church as Village: Rites of Passage and Positive Youth Development,” Journal of 
Youth Ministry 14, no.1, (2014): 5-31. 
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of spirituality “promote both individual development…and a contribution to the greater 
good.”60 Table 0.1, below, provides a visual depiction of the multidirectional influence.  
Ideological Context →   Optimal Individual 
Development 
Social Context → Spirituality → PYD  
Transcendent Context →   Contribution 
Table 0.1 
Given the diverse ways spirituality is understood by scholars and practitioners, 
these linkages provide a way to distinguish spiritual and religious paradigms and 
practices that promote flourishing and those that do not.61 This dissertation argues that 
certain kinds of social, ideological, and transcendent contexts contribute positively to 
youth spirituality and PYD, while others do not. Specifically, congregational warmth and 
a questing, open-ended spirituality are investigated. Furthermore, this dissertation 
examines the possibility that the movement within this model is bi-directional or cyclical. 
Is it possible that youth in an optimal place in terms of PYD are more likely to develop 
livable theologies through spiritual practices? Finally, this model refuses a simple 
bifurcation of spirituality and religion, instead seeking to identify how individual and 
communal practices weave together in a young person’s life.  
 In order to better understand the context, I propose adopting William Connolly’s 
view of the world as becoming. Connolly’s view philosophy and theology into close 
contact with recent developments in quantum science. He draws on William James, 
                                                        
60. King, “Spirituality as Fertile Ground for Positive Youth Development,” 57.  
 
61. For a brief discussion on spirituality, see Daniel T. L. Shek, “Spirituality as a Positive Youth 
Development Construct: A Conceptual Review,” The Scientific World Journal 2012, (January 2012): 1-8.   
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Friedrich Nietzsche, Alfred North Whitehead, and Gilles Deleuze as he envisions a world 
with multiple force-fields, whose energies, when they inevitably encounter other force-
fields, resonate together in a sort of cosmic creative action.62 Following Connolly, I trace 
various overlapping spheres of influence, or force-fields, that act on and are acted upon 
by adolescents. These include industrial processes, popular culture, increasing pluralism, 
postmodern theories, post-secular theories, and others. Connolly’s argument suggests that 
change and innovation do not often occur unilaterally, but through the interactions of 
many different force-fields. Much analysis in youth ministry distills these force-fields 
down into one issue that is then critiqued: consumer culture, perhaps, or the realities of 
race. Here, those issues are viewed as moving parts in larger, more complex 
constellations. Therefore, many thinkers are brought to the table to name connections that 
might bear fruit when pursued further than is possible here. Connolly’s process-oriented 
thought can thus be read as influencing both the content and the form of the final 
chapters. 
 In addition to the themes introduced by Connolly, other concepts interweave 
through many of the sources presented in chapters four and five. The most important of 
these are a non-essentialist epistemology and a commitment to the plasticity or 
changeability of humanity and the role of wonder in promoting creativity and flourishing. 
Regarding the former, Mary Elizabeth Moore’s work in educational theory is 
supplemented by the ontological philosophy of Jean-Luc Nancy and the theological 
anthropology of Eleazar Fernandez. The latter is emphasized in the PYD literature 
                                                        
62. William E. Connolly, A World of Becoming (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011).   
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discussed above and in John Thatanamil’s ecclesiology and MaryJane Rubenstein’s 
philosophical treatise on wonder.   
While the study of congregational culture has been increasing, attention to the 
relationship between particular congregational cultures and youth spiritual development 
has typically been absent. 63 Literature about youth and culture abounds, but it tends to 
focus on pop culture,64 technology,65 or youth culture understood primarily in terms of 
peer to peer relationships.66 According to James Hopewell, however, religious 
congregations can be accurately described in cultural terms: “a group of people cannot 
regularly gather for what they feel to be religious purposes without developing a complex 
network of signals and symbols and conventions—in short, a subculture—that gains its 
own logic and then functions in a way peculiar to that group.”67 While Hopewell has been 
critiqued for imposing concepts external to the context at the expense of a thick 
description, Kathryn Tanner’s nuanced approach to the complex interactions between 
beliefs, practices, and power offers a helpful way to approach particular congregations as 
sub-cultures. Her work illustrates numerous ways of understanding how such a subculture 
is formed at the porous boundaries between itself and the broader culture.68  
                                                        
63. Nancy T. Ammerman et. al. eds., Studying Congregations; A New Handbook (Nashville, TN: Abingdon 
Press, 1998); Tanya Luhrmann, When God Talks Back: Understanding the American Evangelical 
Relationship with God (New York: Vintage Books, 2012). 
 
64. Walt Mueller, Engaging the Soul of Youth Culture; Bridging Teen Worldviews and Christian Truth 
(Grand Rapids, MI: IVP Books, 2006). 
 
65. Mark Oestreicher and Adam McLane, A Parent’s Guide to Understanding Social Media (Colorado 
Springs: Group, 2012). 
66. Clark, Hurt. 
 
67. Quoted in Ammerman et. al., Studying Congregations, 78. 
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 Tanya Luhrmann’s admittedly controversial work further establishes the value of 
studying congregations ethnographically. While studying two Vineyard congregations as 
a participant observer, she discovered that although each community had clear rules for 
discerning God’s voice, “No one at the Vineyard ever laid out rules of discernment for 
me like a train schedule. I never heard a sermon that set them out in a list. But the rules 
existed within the community the way teenagers know the local expectations of how to 
dress and date.”69 The religious community’s norms are present only and exactly to the 
extent that they are learned and practiced in the community—not only in worship, but 
also in small group meetings and individual relationships. Luhrmann’s work is important 
because of how she accentuates the role of the local congregation in spiritual 
development. Luhrmann’s critics have argued that the interpretive frame she brings to her 
work as an outside to the tradition puts her analysis in question. Luhrmann also writes in 
the voice of the communities she studies, rarely stepping back and writing self-
reflexively about her role as a researcher. This danger is mitigated here because I will be 
studying traditions, broadly speaking, within which I have spent considerable time.70 The 
congregational cultural materials will also be supplemented with theological and 
ecclesiological texts, particularly those that are relevant to mainline Protestant traditions. 
                                                        
68. Kathryn Tanner, Theories of Culture; A New Agenda for Theology (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 
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69. Luhrmann, When God Talks Back, 63. 
 
70. There are at least two other safeguards in the research practices: First, analysis of the data will be done 
with a colleague who will help differentiate the author’s voice; and second, I shared themes from the 
qualitative research with the church members so I could more clearly see how my interpretive lens 
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 Finally, this dissertation dialogues with additional youth ministry voices that 
creatively address contemporary and contextual issues regarding youth ministry practices. 
Joyce Mercer’s Welcoming Children; A Practical Theology of Childhood is a good 
example, especially in terms of methodology, of reimagining ministry practices. Mercer 
defines the consumeristic culture of the United States as the context in which ministry to 
children happens. As such, following her feminist methodology, she redefines education 
as taking place within a congregational community of practice. Crucially, she claims that 
“children are already fully human,” and play an important role in the body of Christ.71 
Katherine Turpin similarly defines consumerism as the ministry context in Branded and 
her book chapter “Princess Dreams.”72 These works are important not only because of the 
helpful methodological considerations, but also because of their deep engagement with 
contemporary issues and contexts, and the way that engagement leads to new 
understandings of God and humanity. 
 Other youth ministry writers are also helpfully reimagining adolescents and their 
presence in religious congregations. Sarah Arthur makes a compelling case for the youth 
pastor as storyteller, while Kenda Creasy Dean’s neo-Aristotelian early work emphasizes 
passion as an important, untapped quality in young people.73 Morgan Schmidt’s book 
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72. Katherine Turpin. “Princess Dreams,” in Children, Youth, and Spirituality in a Troubling World, ed. 
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Woo: Awakening Teenagers’ Desire to Follow in the Way of Jesus includes a brief 
disclaimer from the publisher. Ostensibly this is due to the author’s status as an unknown. 
It might be, however, that the Youth Cartel is expecting pushback from more traditional 
youth ministry fare. Schmidt, taking aim at the youth ministry tradition she inherited, 
writes that youth ministry’s telos is helping youth discover their personhood, not 
converting them. It is not about reprogramming their desires, but showing them that their 
desires are gifts from God. “Rather than the prime season of life to indoctrinate students, 
adolescence is the developmental sweet spot for teens to figure out how they wish to see 
themselves and the world around them.”74 Her argument stumbles—and she admits 
this—at the point of evidence. After writing passionately about desire and teenagers, she 
notes halfway into the text that most research on teens focuses on high-risk behavior and 
she finds no studies to cite that describe how teenagers form good desires.75 These 
sources provide a rich, multifaceted tapestry to which this dissertation endeavors to add.  
 
 
                                                        
74. Morgan Schmidt, Woo; Awakening Teenagers’ Desire to Follow in the Way of Jesus (San Diego, CA: 
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CHAPTER ONE: Shifting Sands 
Adolescents...took up positions in border zones between the imagined end 
points of adult and child, male and female, sexual and asexual, rational and 
emotional, civilized and savage, and productive and unproductive…From 
this perspective, the categories and processes involved in adolescents’ 
identities are simultaneously sites of broader cultural debates about 
knowledge, identity, representation, and power.76 
 
 Being young is not what it used to be. In many ways, this is a good thing. Quality 
of life and life expectancy are higher than they were one hundred years ago when what 
we now call adolescence began emerging as a distinct stage of life. Adolescents are no 
longer expected or allowed to work excessive hours each week for little or no pay, and 
the practice of leaving home for an apprenticeship or early marriage is no longer common 
in North America. Instead, adolescence, a term whose boundaries vary, but is generally 
considered the time between the onset of puberty and entrance into society’s definition of 
adulthood, has become hotly contested border territory. Young people and those who care 
for them are often unsure when the transition to adulthood takes place, muddling 
expectations and causing high levels of anxiety and disillusionment.77 Adolescence, 
though, is not just about adolescents. As the quotation at the beginning of this chapter 
suggests, adolescence is a site of cultural debate. During World War II, when huge 
swaths of Americans between 18 and 22 went off to war, high school age adolescents 
were thrust into the national spotlight, and they have never left.  
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 Protestant churches, ever watchful of cultural trends, quickly followed the 
surrounding culture’s lead, developing parachurch and then church ministries dedicated 
to reaching and teaching this newly defined, energetic, enigmatic group of people. This 
chapter traces the values of those early youth ministry efforts and choices made early in 
the history of youth ministry still echo today. After analyzing these values and noting the 
ways they are still explicitly and implicitly operating in much of today’s youth ministry 
discourse, I situate the present work among recent youth ministry theologians and 
practitioners who have embraced the uncertainty, pluralism, and suspicion that 
characterize late modernity. 
Protestant Youth Ministry’s Shifting Architecture 
 Willie James Jennings employs an architectural metaphor to describe the specter 
of white male dominance in academic theological history. The history we inherit is not a 
‘given,’ but depends upon intentional choices made by those who preceded us, just as the 
houses we live in were built with specific conceptions of space in mind. Thus “when 
moving into a house, choices have to be made for the sake of survival and human 
flourishing. My concern is with the range of those choices and whether in fact we have 
positioned ourselves in ways that illumine new possibilities, new wine and new 
wineskins.”78 For architects, these choices depend upon and reproduce the desires of what 
Jennings calls a logic of habitation. A structure can be evaluated based on the structural 
design of desire, the design of desired structures, and the demand for structural success. 
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By examining the ways in which “materials have been set in place to capture and 
generate hope, facilitate pleasure, and overcome despair”79 it is possible to understand the 
desires expressed by the architect(s). Furthermore, examining the design of desired 
structures helps one understand what kind of flourishing is possible in the space, and 
which people or ideas are less welcome or able to flourish. In his chapter Jennings 
attempts to expose the hopes and dreams embedded in the curriculum of theological 
education to enhance the coherence of theological education both with its tradition (the 
architects) and with its context (current inhabitants) without being given over to the 
agency of those who came before. The demand for structural success reminds us that 
buildings, even abandoned ones, endure. Is success defined by the architects or the 
inhabitants? Is it defined by the structure’s coherence with its context or the potential for 
hosting unanticipated events?  
 This chapter attempts to understand the fate of young people in Protestant youth 
ministries in the 20th and 21st centuries by exposing the logics of habitation in the 
architecture of youth ministry discourse. A survey of youth ministry histories and 
literature shows the prevalence of three once stable architectural pillars that have been 
present ever since adolescence began becoming a distinct period of life during the 
Industrial Revolution in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. These pillars are: a dualistic 
discourse that privileges male over female and reinscribes damaging racial inequities; a 
view of adolescents as ‘not yet adults’ leading to ressentiment and commodification; and 
a frozen Gospel emphasizing cognition and employing banking educational strategies. 
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These can be broadly viewed as epistemological, socio-anthropological, and theological 
pillars. While each element depends upon and is related to the others, each will first be 
examined individually.80 Many who enter this space find it oppressive, each pillar more 
disconcerting than the last. Nevertheless, it is possible to trace their shadow even across 
the most radical renovations.  
Additionally, these three architectural elements combine to create a discursive 
space much like that described by John Rawls’ in his work on public reason. A discourse 
is more than the words that are said: a discourse is that which delimits the kinds of words 
that can be said and the values that can be enacted. The second part of the chapter 
examines how these pillars have become unsettled as different voices began renovating 
the old, stale space, and situate the current research within this discourse. The working 
thesis here is that while these pillars have become unsettled in the last twenty or so years, 
they have not been dislodged; the old architecture remains, and renovation is slow. Their 
unsettling has, however, opened spaces for new directions in youth ministry scholarship. 
One: Dualisms81 
 Youth ministry discourse in the United States has gender issues. Those of us 
working and writing in the 21st century are the inheritors of a long legacy of youth 
ministry discourse shaped and influenced by males and male concerns. In this section I 
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trace that trajectory, analyze recent trends that challenge it, and explain how the current 
project is subversive.  
The three most prominent historical accounts of North American youth ministry 
are those of Jon Pahl, Andrew Root and Mark Senter III.82 Pahl’s text examines four 
different approaches to youth ministry from the 1930’s to 2000. Root’s text, written 
seven years later, uses ‘relational youth ministry’ as a hermeneutical/historical 
framework to assess youth ministry’s emergence and development. Mark Senter III is 
probably the pre-eminent historian of Protestant youth ministry in the United States. His 
book When God Shows Up: A History of Protestant Youth Ministry in America is 
unparalleled in terms of length, detail, and creativity. It differs from Jon Pahl’s earlier 
account in its unrelentingly positive outlook. Also, where Pahl also examined Catholic 
parachurch traditions, Senter intentionally limits his account to Protestant youth 
ministries. Perhaps the most distinctive feature of all three accounts though, is the lack of 
women. In Root’s account, anthropologist Margaret Mead is mentioned in a footnote. 
Pahl’s account includes no prominent women, but Senter’s account of the hostility 
toward Evelyn McClusky offers the most striking example of youth ministry’s attitude 
toward women.  
Evelyn McClusky, the divorced daughter of a Presbyterian pastor, began teaching 
the bible at a local high school in Portland, Oregon. 83 She taught in a calm, narrative 
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style that could be contrasted with the more forward, aggressive teaching of radio 
evangelists who were emerging at the time. Her teachings became popular, and in 1935 
she launched the Miracle Book Clubs. Within a year over 100 such clubs popped up, and 
within two years clubs were nationwide. In 1937 McClusky wrote a book that outlined 
the club’s structure, practices and goals. The goals of the meeting were: “1. To invite 
high school students to salvation in Christ. 2. To help converts realize and understand the 
true meaning of Christ living in them. 3. To enable converts to successfully implement a 
Christian lifestyle. 4. To teach students how to become Christian conversationalists in 
witnessing to their peers.”84 McClusky also emphasized student leadership and wanted to 
create an environment in which students were comfortable—describing invitations for 
salvation, when present, as low-key to avoid inducing embarrassment.  
This was perceived, according to Senter, as being “too feminine,” perhaps due to 
McClusky’s insistence that “wild young people” be allowed to participate, suggesting a 
not-overbearing leadership style.85 After all, it was the Word itself that transformed 
people, not the group’s leaders. This is where the masculine bent inherent in youth 
ministry discourse emerges in Senter’s account. He notes that the majority of Miracle 
Book Club teachers were women, ranging from 80 percent in 1939 to 73 percent in 1940. 
The very next sentence states that, “Jim Rayburn, the founder of Young Life, was the 
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most effective of the Miracle Book Club teachers.” Rayburn became the director of 
Miracle Book Clubs in Texas, at which point he promptly replaced the women with men, 
leading Senter to write: “Quickly the Miracle Book Clubs in Texas took on a much more 
masculine flavor with Rayburn’s style replacing Evelyn McClusky’s more flowery 
approach to communication.”86 This is even more striking because he also notes that Al 
Metsker and Jack Hamilton, founders of Youth for Christ, also got their start in the 
Miracle Book Clubs. Rayburn, having garnered the financial support of Herbert J. Taylor, 
re-incorporated the clubs under the name Young Life. Senter writes “The decision did not 
sit well with Mrs. McClusky or the many women who previously had hosted or taught 
Miracle Book Clubs, but there was nothing they could do about it.”87 Senter offers no 
other commentary on Rayburn’s coup de tat beyond “Jim Rayburn’s split with the 
Miracle Book Club in 1941 was awkward but necessary.”88 Senter does not explain why 
it was necessary to split from an organization that was evidently growing in influence and 
effectiveness. The reader is left to wonder whether it was necessary simply because the 
women had too much power. 
 While the lack of critical commentary in Senter’s account may be discomforting 
to the 21st century reader, youth ministry’s gender issues are yet deeper than the 
usurpation of Evelyn McClusky; these issues can be traced back to G. Stanley Hall’s 
monumental work Adolescence; Its Psychology and its Relations to Physiology, 
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Anthropology, Sociology, Sex, Crime, Religion and Education. This book marks, 
symbolically if not actually, the beginning of the scientific study of adolescents. While it 
is difficult to imagine a work as detailed and broad as this being widely known at the 
time, some of Hall’s terminology—e.g. his description of adolescence as a period of 
‘storm and strife’—is still prevalent.89 As colonialism waned in the Western world, Hall’s 
work provided a new way to think about civilization and progress. Rather than comparing 
themselves to “savages,” civilized Westerners could compare themselves to ‘not yet’ 
civilized adolescents. Adolescence thus became the battleground upon which progress 
would be gained or lost. Of utmost importance was the scientific classification of ‘ideal’ 
youth and a description of the stages through which one must pass en route to 
civilization.  
 Nancy Lesko uncovers the ways Hall’s work legitimates the ‘othering’ of youth 
by explicitly connecting them, via what is known as the recapitulation theory, to the 
Great Chain of Being. The Great Chain of Being traces the theoretical development of all 
living things, from plants to animals, then to ‘savage’ humanity and finally to the apex: 
Western civilization. It was prevalent in both the social and natural sciences at the end of 
the 19th century. The Recapitulation theory, described in scientific terms by Hall, argued 
that each individual human life ‘recapitulated’ the great chain of being. Babies were 
equated with the ‘pre-human’ era, adolescents with the monarchical period of European 
history, and the adult (male) with European civilization. Lesko notes: “In this way 
recapitulation’s analogy of primitives and children set up basic ways of knowing, 
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labeling, and ranking that were endlessly repeated in child rearing but also in 
psychological knowledges and public policies about adolescence.”90 She elucidates how 
this ‘scientific’ study of adolescents, which was very compelling in the post-
Enlightenment West, led to judgments about individuals based on such arbitrary 
measures as the size of the jaw or shape of the ear.  
 The adolescent period could now be viewed through the eyes of a putatively 
objective adult scientist that both valorized—youth were important for the survival of the 
nation—and fetishized youth. The chapters in Lesko’s book alternate between analyses of 
Hall’s work and its relationship to contemporary issues including teen pregnancy and 
hyper-competitiveness in high school athletics to demonstrate that Hall’s legacy is the 
reification of adolescence into a period of always “becoming” but never arriving. There is 
even evidence that storm and strife can become a self-fulfilling prophecy.91 Significantly, 
one of the stages through which young men had to pass was the feminine stage. Men 
were thus held up as the pinnacle of human development, and it was assumed that only 
men could think objectively enough to understand their subjects. This trajectory, which 
Hall launched in 1905, has continued to shape and legitimate the discourse about the role 
of adolescents at home and in society.  
 We will return to Hall’s account in the next section, but here it is possible to link 
both accounts to the strongly masculine epistemology of the enlightenment. Hall’s 
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approach to understanding adolescents is essentialist. Serene Jones traces essentialism 
back to its etymological roots. “Essences were considered the fundamental and 
indispensable properties of persons or objects and thus constituted their most basic or 
core identity…they inhere in an object naturally and cannot be attributed to culture or 
convention.”92 An epistemology is essentialist if it contains a reference point that is 
beyond all cultures and underlies, or perhaps is even more real than, lived reality.93 
Rosemary Radford Ruether links this concept to historical patterns of exploitative 
systems. In such systems, people in power are understood to be fully autonomous, 
rational subjects. “In this view,” she writes, “only elite men are fully selves; women and 
subjugated people are by definition dependent.”94 She cites numerous authors to support 
this claim, tracing these epistemological roots to the paradigmatic shift from ‘world as 
organism’ to ‘world as machine’ during the European Enlightenment.  
Epistemological questions are always linked to ethical questions, however, and 
knowing is never neutral, it is always contextual. Ivone Gebara succinctly critiques two 
features of the development of this objective, essentialist gaze used by Hall. First, it treats 
some human experience as universal, and second, since it was men who were the creators 
of scientific, philosophical, or theological knowledge, referring to such knowledge as 
‘true’ always placed men in possession of true knowledge. “What was left to women and 
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to the poor was so-called experiential knowledge, knowledge based on everyday 
experience; but this was not automatically recognized as real knowing.”95 In this way, the 
essentialist assumptions proffered by Hall and his numerous followers effectively 
silences the voices of adolescents, and female adolescents in particular. 
 Carol Gilligan’s work sheds light on the assumed universality of human 
experience and the concomitant, if sometimes unintentional, silencing of women’s and 
girls’ voices. Her book In a Different Voice is a sustained critique of her own mentors’ 
constructions of stages of human and moral development. For Gilligan, since Lawrence 
Kohlberg’s stages of moral development were developed exclusively based on male 
experience, it is both unsurprising and unethical to relegate women’s typical ways of 
construing moral issues as somehow less developed than those of men. Where women’s 
voices do exist in such accounts, they are misunderstood and ultimately silenced.96 
Analyzing the responses of male and female adolescents to a hypothetical moral 
conundrum, she writes: “Thus if the secrets of male adolescence revolve around the 
harboring of continuing attachments that cannot be represented in the logic of fairness, 
the secrets of the female adolescent pertain to the silencing of her own voice…by the fear 
that, in speaking, her voice will not be heard.”97 When female reasoning depended on an 
ethic of care or solidarity, or drew not on abstract principles but contextual, relational 
cues, it was marginalized as impartial knowledge.  
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 For Kohlberg, the pinnacle of ethical reasoning is ‘postconventional.’ That is, it 
draws on abstract principles and can therefore be universally applied. Repeatedly, though, 
Gilligan discovered that women asked for more contextual information before they were 
willing to suggest a response to the hypothetical moral dilemmas. These contextual 
elements, argues Gilligan, allow the women to recast the question—regarding whether a 
husband should steal medicine for his dying wife—not in terms of upholding the good, 
but as between two evils. The man’s decision is therefore considered in terms of the real 
consequences it would have upon those about whom he cares. The logic employed is not 
the formal logic of abstraction but the relational logic of care and responsibility. Since, 
however, “the categories by which development is assessed are derived from research on 
men,”98 women’s inherently different language and framing are not recognized as 
postconventional.  
 An alternative to the essentialist epistemology thus requires “multiple but 
interlocking perspectives.”99 This stance assumes from the beginning that one person’s 
experience is different from another’s, but that because of humanity’s participation in the 
broader web of life, individual experiences are not entirely distinct from each other. 
Understanding is always constructed within existing social and linguistic constructions. 
Ivone Gebara, for example, argues that, because of the ways that environmental 
destruction impacts those who are already suffering from racism, sexism and poverty, any 
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feminist ethic must be an eco-feminist ethic. For Gilligan, Jantzen, and Gebara, the 
diversity of women’s experience—and experiences of oppressed people everywhere 
could be added—exposes the epistemological ‘view from nowhere’ that has dominated 
Western epistemology at least since the Enlightenment and upon which the dominant 
youth ministry discourse depends as patriarchal and oppressive.  
 Anthropologist Margaret Mead’s experience in the 1920’s provides a prescient 
example. Mead’s work in Samoa in the 1920’s directly challenged Hall’s hypothesis. She 
persuasively argued for a view of adolescence that was more intimately related to cultural 
diversity. Mead spent nine months in Samoa focusing her attention on the sexual 
practices of Samoan girls in order to answer one question: “Are the disturbances which 
vex our adolescents due to the nature of adolescence itself or to the civilisation? Under 
different conditions does adolescence present a different picture?”100 She concludes, 
contra Hall, that “adolescence is not necessarily a time of stress and strain.”101 Though 
Mead became a famous anthropologist, her challenge to Hall failed to gain traction in 
youth ministry discourse. While Hall’s “storm and strife” conception is frequently 
mentioned in youth ministry guides, Mead’s anthropological view of adolescents rarely 
receives more than a footnote.102 
 Additionally, this conflict engaged the broader public when Derek Freeman 
published a critique of Mead and her work in 1983, five years after her death and nearly 
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sixty years after its publication. Quite apart from the technical details of the critique, 
Freeman’s attempt to discredit Mead’s work from sixty years previous played into the 
rising of the Moral Majority and pushback against the sexual revolution. “Identifying 
himself as a proponent of science, reason, truth, evolution, and the future, Freeman linked 
Mead with prescientific reasoning…and cultural relativism…Mead was peripherally 
associated with [the sexual] revolution and became a target of the conservative 
counterrevolution.”103 Paul Shankman, tracing the public firestorm Freeman’s work 
precipitated, argues that much of the controversy stems from Freeman’s propensity to 
attack Mead’s character and competence rather than attack the research itself. This 
conflict illuminates the attitudes that both the American public and the academic 
community more broadly held toward female leadership and expertise in the middle and 
latter parts of the 20th century when youth ministry was developing. The architecture of 
the youth ministry discourse was congruent with the architecture of the surrounding 
context: In youth ministry as in its context, women who advocated for adolescent agency 
were marginalized by men in positions of power. 
 We can now return to Senter’s account of the usurpation of Evelyn McClusky’s 
Miracle Book Clubs. According to Gebara, since all ‘legitimate’ knowledge was 
generated by men, women’s knowledge became marginal. In Senter’s account, he calls 
McClusky’s style of communication ‘flowery’, while Jim Rayburn, the founder of Young 
Life, infused the clubs with a much more masculine style. But what does ‘masculine’ 
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mean in this context? According to Senter, Rayburn’s approach had five distinctives. The 
first was that it was leader centered; and this leader was always male. He quotes from the 
1941 training manual: “[A Young Life Club] gets results as the LEADER meets his 
qualifications and is HIMSELF effective in conducting the meeting and teaching young 
people to do so.”104 While McClusky’s style was more invitational, Rayburn’s style used 
language like “winning students for Christ,” which was more confrontational and 
competitive in nature. Masculinity here corresponds with hierarchically arranged power 
with a man at the top. 
 In 1945 Young Life, with the strong financial backing of Chicago Aluminum 
mogul Herbert J. Taylor, began purchasing resort camps. These camps built on Rayburn’s 
method of going where the kids were in order to “win the right to be heard.” Once the 
right to be heard was ‘won’, the Gospel could be presented as a package deal that was 
then either rejected or accepted. Senter writes that the resort camps were a “second and 
even more effective delivery system.”105 In this model, then, knowledge of salvation is 
reduced to consent to agree to the abstract principles ‘delivered’ to the youth by what 
they perceive as a caring adult. Men determined exactly what that knowledge was, how 
much was needed, and how it would be communicated. Adolescents, male and female, 
were viewed as little more than receptacles for this knowledge. While Rayburn and his 
followers met youth ‘on their own turf,’ their aim was to develop enough relational 
capital to be able effectively to deliver the gospel package into their minds.  
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 This approach has had an enduring effect on youth ministry. Andrew Root 
interviewed several youth pastors for his 2007 text Revisiting Relational Youth Ministry. 
He argues that relational youth ministry, which is fundamentally based on the ministry of 
Rayburn and his contemporaries, became the dominant ministry model in the United 
States. None of the youth pastors he interviewed mentioned any structural or social issues 
as potentially having an influence on the faith—let alone flourishing—of the youth in 
their care.106 Root paints a picture of contemporary youth ministry very much in line with 
the dualistic epistemology that pushed McClusky out of the picture in the 1940’s. For the 
youth pastors Root interviewed, their ability to push the youth to a moment of ‘decision’ 
far outweighed their ability to suffer with, or even truly hear the voices of the youth. He 
quotes one youth pastor as saying: “the whole purpose for my relationship with you is to 
make sure that you make heaven your home.”107  
 In the epilogue to Senter’s historical account of Protestant youth ministry, he 
notes some of the gaps in his text: African Americans and “virtually all ethnic Protestant 
American youth ministries,” women’s issues, and ministry to “at-risk” kids.108 Of course 
he could have written a book that focused on these issues. The fact that he could write a 
thorough history of youth ministry without those issues exposes a difficult truth: the 
history of Protestant youth ministry in America is the history of White Middle-Class 
American men. The structure of youth ministry was designed as a delivery system from 
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knowledgeable men to their subjects in order to support the status quo of Christendom. 
This pillar is often hidden in the framing of the house, but its prevalence can hardly be 
ignored.109 
 In sum, youth ministry in the United States in the 20th century assumed that (1) 
men should lead, and that the needs of youth required (2) a deeply rational approach in 
line with the masculine epistemology of their predecessors in the Enlightenment. This, as 
we have seen, tends to render women’s voices obsolete, whether because of their moral 
reasoning, in the case of Gilligan’s work, their multiculturalism in the case of Mead, or 
because of their communication and leadership styles in the case of McClusky. Both 
Senter and Root, perhaps unintentionally, expose youth ministry’s dependence on the 
intellectual trends of the time. It has only been in the last twenty or so years that women’s 
voices have reappeared in meaningful ways in youth ministry discourse, and their 
reappearance catalyzed significant shifts in that discourse. This will be the subject of the 
second part of this chapter.  
Youth ministry discourse also traditionally depended on a dualistic approach to 
race. Youth ministry shares with race theory an interest in identity construction. While 
youth ministry materials written by people of color take questions of race seriously, one 
is hard pressed to find a youth ministry text in the dominant tradition that even considers 
race.110 An informal analysis of source material shows a significant gap between white 
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and black approaches to youth ministry, with the former typically relying on more 
homogeneous sources and/or failing to name its reliance on race-infused cultural 
materials. As has often been noted, if the status quo is not challenged, it is implicitly 
accepted. Here I will briefly introduce the work of three thinkers who navigate race and 
identity formation. Since dominant youth ministry discourse typically ignores this aspect 
of identity formation, I argue that race inequality thus functions as an important piece of 
youth ministry’s foundation.  
 Keri Day’s provocative work Religious Resistance to Neo-Liberalism links 
economism—particularly the popular and entrenched form known as neo-liberalism—to 
racial injustice. Neoliberalism refers to the resurgence of classical liberal economic 
policies and practices meant to allow freedom for markets to self-regulate. Classical 
liberalism, developed by Adam Smith and David Ricardo, fell apart during the Great 
Depression. Neoliberalism gained traction in the 1970’s during the global economic 
crisis, driven by a surge in oil prices. But neoliberalism quickly expanded from a set of 
economic policies to a cultural product, shifting government’s role from representing 
people to protecting markets and corporate interests. Day argues that these changes are 
significant enough to label neoliberalism a “rationality that structures and governs human 
conduct and behavior within societies that employ markets. Neoliberalism is a market 
rationale that orders people to live by the generalized principle of competition in all 
social spheres of life, making the individual herself or himself an enterprise.”111 Day 
recognizes the great diversity of neoliberal economies and governments; nevertheless, it 
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is possible to track, along with neoliberalism’s rise, concomitant changes not only in 
economic practices, but in interpersonal relationships and cultural injustices. 
 Atomistic individualism and competition form the backbone of the neoliberal 
discursive project. These foundational concepts provide a way for neoliberalist societies 
to self-regulate their subjects. Success is equated with economic success, which is the 
sole product—and evidence— of responsible agency. Day then shows how these ideas 
perpetuate racial injustice. First, in a neoliberal society, “some people’s lives will be 
worse off (in the short-term or perhaps forever) in order to create new industries and 
economic opportunities that generate greater profit and economic wealth.”112 Even after 
the Civil Rights Movement, practices like redlining continue to disadvantage “poor 
women of color, who are disproportionately affected by neoliberal economy.”113 So while 
economic processes work to keep people of color poor, the very justifications for those 
processes ensure that the deeper reasons for their poverty are hidden from view. Before 
arguing that youth ministry is complicit, I turn to two additional accounts that examine 
race and the Church.  
 Willie James-Jennings, in his book The Christian Imagination, reveals the 
diseased social imaginary that has plagued Western Christianity for centuries. Jennings 
first began to think about this when he was a child, when some white Christians from a 
nearby church approached him and his mother and invited them to church. They 
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displayed, to the twelve-year-old Willie, an “inexplicable strangeness” because they 
utterly failed to comprehend the Christianity he and his mother practiced.114 This not 
knowing, Jennings argues, “signaled a wider and deeper order of not knowing, of not 
sensing, of not imagining.”115 His argument, told through four colonial stories, is long 
and complex, touching on far more issues than can be treated here. He traces themes of 
displacement, translation and intimacy as they played out globally as Western 
Christendom extended its control through mission work, colonialism, and the slave trade. 
What emerges is a portrait of a Christian imagination inextricably linked with 
colonialist—and Enlightenment—visions of a theologian on high, who has forgotten his 
or her own “creatureliness” and disjointed relations between peoples and land. Jennings 
writes: “Such Christian identity can only inevitably lodge itself in the materiality of racial 
existence.”116  
 As the slave trade grew, Whiteness dis-placed place as an organizer of identity, 
destroying the “fine webs that held together memory, language, and place to moral action 
and ethical judgment.”117 This move effectively encloses theological thought within 
narrow, privileged perspectives that are unable to imagine and enact intimacy.  
[Christian theology]’s historic colonialist trajectory with is pedagogical 
imperialism and its epistemic insularity makes the problem difficult to see. 
The problem is not simply in what or how theologians write, although the 
writing is a serious problem. The problem is not one of contextuality or 
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insensitivity to situatedness; or of attending to difference, otherness, or 
alterity in the writing of theological texts; or of determining the true object 
of theology, God or our perceptions of God, or both. The problem is in 
imagining whom we theologians belong to as we write, as we think, as we 
pray. This problem has fundamentally to do with a world formed and 
continuing to be formed to undermine the possibilities of Christians living 
together, loving together, and desiring each other.118 
 
To whom do Christian theologians belong? To whom do youth pastors belong? For 
Jennings, we belong to each other, to the extent that we must enter into one another’s 
lives, sharing the plight of our neighbors. This shared life, however, is precisely what 
cannot happen so long as Christian imaginations are held captive to a colonialist program.  
Moreover, what happens if we do not wish to belong to each other, or if we 
imagine ourselves as belonging to some, but not other others? Christopher Driscoll agrees 
with Jennings that, since at least colonialist times, whiteness has helped people with 
internal identity and external group construction. He traces this history backwards, from 
the murder of Trayvon Martin to mob lynchings of previous centuries. Driscoll interprets 
this as a power move, whereby those in power—white men—display their inability to 
respond to human limitations by forcing those limitations on others. That is, powerful 
whites have failed to come to terms with their own “radical contingency,” a term that 
doubly refers to each individual’s dependence on others and the realities of human 
mortality that we all must face. According to Driscoll, this history can be read as the 
“white-man’s god complex,”119 which depends upon one group, in this case powerful 
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whites, exerting as much power over others as possible in a futile effort to overcome their 
anxiety of their own limits. This complex depends on the existence of two god-idols: 
whiteness and theism.  
 Whiteness, he argues, does not do the same work it once did; public racism no 
longer supports upward mobility. But the god-complex has gone underground, and 
challenges to the complex’s existence are met with anger and, potentially, violence. 
Driscoll writes: 
First, the god complex is largely unacknowledged in its actual function; its 
logic goes unexposed and unexplored by the very actors with the system 
who act as if they are distinct from it…Second, because increasing social 
complexity militates towards exposure of this logic, more drastic (and 
violent) structuring of sacrifices is necessitated so that the god complex 
remains intact. Simply stated, if “god” existed in the scope suggested by 
many adhering to the complex, there would be no reason for social 
expressions of power over any group…These features allow for the 
autopoietic reproduction of the complex.120 
 
Driscoll then links racist practices in the United States to theologies that place belief in 
the foreground. Arguing that belief in God is actually belief in society, he reverses 
Feuerbach’s famous dictum, claiming that white men had to ‘become gods’ given 
challenges to their belief in a metaphysical guarantor of eternal life. Drawing on Max 
Weber, he adds that minute differences between denominations became unimportant; 
what mattered was the social capital one earned by participating in a denomination, and 
thus participating in the god complex.  
 At times, the argument becomes heavy-handed; surely not everyone who 
professes belief in God and participates in a worshiping community intends to express 
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power over marginalized people to protect against existential angst. Nevertheless, his 
account provides some clues to understanding youth ministry in the last sixty or so years. 
The absence of minority voices, the forceful elimination of women, and the emphasis on 
belief and certainty expose the underlying fears of youth ministry’s founders in the 
1950’s. Two examples should suffice.  
 First, Driscoll’s claim that belief is more fundamental than God in white religion 
links it closely with Day’s neoliberalism and the following section on the frozen Gospel. 
He draws on a brilliant argument made by Alastair MacIntyre. According to MacIntyre, 
Pascal’s wager signifies the emergence of both theism and atheism, since prior to this (or 
at least what this event signifies) belief in God was presupposed. But when belief and dis-
belief become options, belief itself takes the place of ultimate concern, to use Tillich’s 
term. Belief is viewed as a personal choice and becomes inextricably linked to the same 
rationality that undergirds Day’s neoliberalism.  
 In youth ministry’s terms, this leads to a diminishment of cultural differences. 
Only one category seems to matter to youth ministers: belief. For example, in Lost and 
Found, the authors begin their analysis by naming the four kinds of young unchurched 
adults: “1. Always unchurched (never been involved) 2. De-churched (having attended as 
a child) 3. Friendly unchurched (not particularly angry at the church) 4. Hostile 
unchurched (angry at the church or have had some negative experiences with the 
church).”121 Issues of race, class and gender do not figure into the discussion, because 
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they are rendered unimportant by the specter of belief. Numerous other youth ministry 
texts could be cited here to illustrate this point.122 When belief becomes fundamental, 
other categories stop functioning. Analysis of structural inequality is unnecessary if the 
only thing that matters is belief or unbelief.123  
 The second example draws on the experience Mexican-American theologian 
Patrick Reyes, who tells a story about being asked to sit in the hall during an exam in 
seminary because he was covered with white powder from an overnight construction job. 
The white powder, he says, could be interpreted symbolically as he was just trying to fit 
in with all the students whose stories were different from his own. Despite being told by 
the professor that “Grad school isn’t for everyone,” Reyes did his best to complete the 
work and his education. He suggests “This was and is a form of Christian education. You 
may read it as ‘not Christian,’ but this was Christian education. Christians in America 
have been labeling who was in and out in my land since the Spanish first landed.”124 
Reyes calls out Christian educators here by refusing to separate bias from theology and 
practice. The emphasis on belief is a white cultural construct. Thus, by placing belief at 
the center of Christianity other cultural practices and understandings were excluded.   
 Jon Pahl’s analysis of African American youth ministries provides an example of 
how African American ministries may differ from dominant ministries on this point. Pahl 
traces the history of Bethel AME in Baltimore, Maryland, and supplemented his history 
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with analysis from William Myers’ Black and White Styles of Youth Ministry. In both 
cases, he found that rather than hiring a youth pastor to run a solo ministry, successful 
black churches formed ministries that were congregationally driven, intergenerational, 
and focused on empowerment. Furthermore, youth “have been welcomed as members of 
the community who belong, rather than as problems to be managed or children to be kept 
pure.”125 Young people are taught not to be afraid of popular culture, but to critically 
engage it using tools from their spiritual and ethnic heritage. Similarly, Anne Streaty 
Wimberley and Evelyn Parker describe the church as a place for wisdom formation: “Our 
churches are essential faith “villages” that generate this wisdom formation through giving 
gifts of time, information, insights, encouragement, and praise.”126 Not all African 
American churches have been as intentional and successful as these;127 the point here is if 
churches and the youth ministries they support do not actively push back against the 
diseased, neoliberal god-complex, they end up implicitly supporting it. In North America, 
marginalized youth pastors and writers have long known this. The oppressive architecture 
of American youth ministry has often obscured these processes from view, rendering 
these processes invisible to the mainstream of youth ministry thought and practice.  
 While other hegemonic dualisms, such as heterosexuality vis-à-vis 
homosexuality, also persist in the literature, space does not permit a full analysis of all of 
them. Gender and race are centered here because they are presently important sites of 
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cultural change and debate and because they feature so prominently in the literature. In 
any case, the constructive work in Chapter Five, which draws on assemblage theory and 
identifies interlocking domains of oppression, works to counteract the prevalent dualisms 
of gender, race, and others.  
Two: Ressentiment and Commodification 
 I have previously examined how adolescents in 20th century America came to be 
viewed as not-yet adults, occupying a border zone within which they were viewed as both 
idealized humanity and less-than humanity.128 This was the result of at least three 
processes: academic, popular, and industrial. The danger is forgetting that such a view of 
adolescence is in fact a social construction, not a simple, brute fact. Following Peter 
Berger and Thomas Luckmann, I argued that the view of adolescents as not-yet adults 
was reified in the 20th century: “it is assumed to be ‘just the way things are.’ In the 20th 
century in the United States, the concept of adolescence emerged as a foil against which 
adulthood could be defined.”129  
 Significantly, the emergence of youth ministry during the 1940’s and 50’s as a 
highly professionalized and specialized profession strongly depended upon new 
economic forces of commodification.130 It is no historical accident that the architecture of 
youth ministry emergedcame to be during a shift in the global imaginary from a time of 
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nationalism to a time of economism. Rather, I would argue that economism—defined 
below—was central to youth ministry’s development and the subsequent diminishment of 
youth agency. 
 According to John Cobb, Western imaginaries, “what binds the multiple aspects 
of human existence together,”131 have been dominated in the last thousand years by three 
different but overlapping themes. The first he calls Christianism, which lasted from the 
fall of the Roman Empire until the middle of the seventeenth century and the conclusion 
of the Thirty Years’ War. At this point Nationalism, which had been gaining traction for 
some time, became the center of the de facto Western imaginary: “There were good 
Christian reasons for seeking some other basis on which society could be ordered. The 
available candidates were the secular political leaders.”132 Nationalism thus supplanted 
the role of religion in uniting human existence. 
 World War II brought Nationalism, if not to an end, then at least to a point of 
crisis. In the wake of the bloodiest half-century in the history of humanity, actions were 
taken which significantly weakened national awareness: the European Economic 
Community and the United Nations were formed, as well as the Bretton Woods 
Institutions and—eventually—the World Trade Organization. “These organizations 
collectively were created in order to further trade throughout the world and, thereby, 
economic prosperity…The assumption is that all people will be better off if market forces 
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replace national policies as the primary determinants of international trade.”133 Cobb 
argues persuasively that the economistic moment, while partially based on U.S. 
hegemony, nonetheless contributes to a disempowerment of national governments. 
Governments, it seems, exist to guarantee the rights of corporations as well as those of 
humans and all goods are reduced to their economic use value.134 
 At the same time, radio and television, the backbone of what Max Horkheimer 
and Theodor Adorno deem ‘The Culture Industry,’ began uniting in a mass deception of 
humanity. Humanity, thinking it was moving into a new era of enlightenment, 
nonetheless began “sinking into a new kind of barbarism.”135 Written during World War 
II and published shortly thereafter, The Dialectic of Enlightenment exposed the ways 
economism deceived individuals into thinking they were exercising free choice while at 
the same time enfolding them into an ever deeper deception. Individuality is subsumed 
into the universal: consumption.136 Horkheimer and Adorno argue that the culture 
industry resembles the land of milk and honey—read, abundance—all the while initiating 
individuals into an imaginary of scarcity: “The public crowds forward for fear of missing 
something. What that might be is unclear, but, at any rate, only those who join in have 
any chance.”137 Once culture is reduced to a commodity, advertising triumphs and 
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consumers are locked into a self-fulfilling cycle of consumption which never quite 
delivers on its promises. 
 Conceived during the rise of the culture industry and economism, youth ministry 
was commodified—that is, reduced to an economic valuation. Youth ministry was 
deemed important enough to have a budget; churches hire the best person they can find. 
Only those churches with initiative can “join in” and snag the best possible resource. But 
this practice is already rooted in scarcity: “Faced with myriad possible consumable 
choices that could satisfy me, once I choose one I have foregone all others. All exchanges 
assume a doctrine of human action where every transaction exchanges the infinite 
(freedom) for the finite (objects located in space and time.) Thus my choice at any 
historical moment is always already connected with lack…I always live and act in a 
situation of scarcity where to decide for something at a particular moment is at the same 
time to decide against something else.”138 Churches, in deciding to participate in this 
economy of scarcity, have decided against themselves. Youth ministry exists and 
operates according to economism’s rules—thus rendering the community’s role 
invisible—precisely because churches have so often chosen against their own goodness 
that the potential good in our communities has been co-opted by an economy of lack. 
 Indeed, when Jim Rayburn fashioned Young Life from the clay of the Miracle 
Book Clubs, his influence was multiplied because of the financial backing of Herbert J. 
Taylor, a rich Chicago investor.139 Economic concerns have never been far from youth 
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ministry development; Mark DeVries admits that the popular youth ministry model he 
develops in Sustainable Youth Ministry is actually a corporate business plan he learned 
from a parishioner.140 Youth pastors and leaders are told to ‘invest’ in their youth because 
they are the church of tomorrow. One popular youth ministry book suggests that the first 
critical question to ask in a youth ministry job interview is: “How are raises 
negotiated?”141  
 Youth ministry, to the extent its values and norms are determined by neoliberal 
economic practices, loses its ability to develop a critical consciousness in the youth that 
would be capable of challenging an architecture that consigns adolescents to the border 
zone of not-yet adult. Mai Anh Le Tran suggests that “in our pluralistic yet also 
politicized, polarizing, and racialized world, even progressive Christian faith 
communities are still culturally captive and our stories/theologies and rituals/practices of 
the faith continue to anesthetize moral agency and debilitate courageous action for hope 
and change.”142 Until the structures of youth ministry move out from under their captivity 
to the cultural construction of adolescence and the imagination of scarcity inspired by the 
concerns of economism, most youth ministries will continue to bolster rather than 
challenge the status quo. 
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 This commodification of adolescent bodies, according to Jean Luc-Nancy, 
maintains a metaphysics that legitimates ressentiment. Ressentiment names “resentment 
against the most fundamental terms of existence as you officially embrace them.”143 It is 
a refusal to accept the movements of time and the contingencies of embodied human 
experience. Mortality, suffering, grief, limited capacity to know, and vulnerability to 
death, if unaccepted, lead to feelings and practices of ressentiment. Everyday resentments 
interact with each other in a resonance chamber that, if unchecked, shape the social, 
economic, and political world. In the 21st century, as “the minoritization of the world” 
accelerates, people attracted to concepts of stasis, wholeness, purity, and essentialism, 
have wounds opened in their creeds.144 Sharon Betcher employs ressentiment to describe 
the disgust people feel when coming up against different bodies. For her, disability 
“names the location of existential ressentiment that has been rationalized and theologized, 
for categories of disability punitively remark on the mere, if apparently intolerable fact 
that human becoming remains mutable.”145 The impetus for ressentiment in Betcher’s 
work is the vulnerability that public disability unmasks—it names one location where 
ressentiment crystallizes. All bodies are vulnerable and open to influence from what is 
beyond them. It is easy enough, when surrounded by healthy, able-bodied adults, to 
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ignore human mutability. But when faced with flesh transfigured, the precariousness of 
human existence is exposed. This openness, Betcher claims, “scares every one of us.”146  
 I do not want to co-opt Betcher’s reading of ressentiment as if adolescents are 
somehow categorically equal to persons with disabilities. Instead, I want to draw an 
analogy to how adolescent bodies can produce similar feelings of ressentiment. In 
particular, to the extent that ressentiment names a “temporal disorder,” an unwillingness 
to accept the radical contingency of each fleeting human life, adolescent bodies can 
become targets. If disability names one location of ressentiment, adolescence names 
another, perhaps subtler one. Rubem Alves points to this when he writes that children, 
who are weak, are systematically defeated by adults who, due to the de facto power 
differential, assume their way of seeing the world is superior. He writes:  
The processes called socialization and education are programs whereby 
we impose our[adult] reality on the weak—namely, children—through a 
subtle brainwashing process…We want them to become adults. They must 
be made to fit into the little boxes (whether houses or values) we have 
built for ourselves. Why do we do this? Because if we are to preserve our 
world, children must play the game of life according to our rules.147  
 
For Alves, children’s play, with no goal beyond itself, if a direct affront to mature adult 
behavior, the merits of which are judged by one’s ability to produce monetary goods and 
reproduce the status quo. 
While children are therefore systematically “defeated,” the growth of anti-aging 
products shows another face of ressentiment as a temporal disorder. In 2017, Orbis 
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Research estimated the Global Anti-Aging Market’s worth at $250 billion, with an 
expected increase of 5.8% per year to $331.41 billion by 2021.148 Young people remind 
older people that they are no longer young; as adolescent visibility increases through 
social media and popular culture, ressentiment can be expressed in this refusal to accept 
time’s effect on our bodies.  
 Ressentiment thus names a pillar of the dominant youth ministry discourse that is 
still captive to cultural representations of adolescents’ ideal bodies as fodder for 
economic exploitation, imitation, or danger. Such bodies must be controlled. By 
employing the term, I am highlighting the linkages between these concepts, which 
include economics, flesh, and the social control of adolescents. One way ressentiment is 
expressed is in the conceptual—and often practical—separation of adolescents into a 
discrete category of existence. Katherine Turpin and Anne Carter Walker link this “ethic 
of control” to the cultured despair of the middle class.149 F. Douglas Power and Jasmine 
Smothers see a similar dynamic of control. For them, post-civil rights generations 
growing up in late-modernism tend to be critical thinkers, but “the church is trippin’ 
when it comes to relating to this generation. The church wants these “out-of-the-box” 
individuals to fit into a mold that was created for them by generations taught to 
conform.”150 Sarah Farmer and Anne Wimberley pick up this theme, adding that a church 
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that demands conformity is a church that demands silence.151 These themes will be 
revisited below.  
Three: A Frozen Gospel 
 In this section I analyze a constellation of related ideas prevalent in the dominant 
youth ministry discourse. Modern youth ministry, reacting to anxieties about storm and 
strife and employing a strong masculine epistemology, tended to present the Gospel as a 
hard, absolute truth, frozen across time and true in the same way in all times and places. 
It is not difficult to see the reasoning behind this temptation; if youth are uncivilized and 
somehow dangerous, or if they are lost and wandering, then having a strong core to grasp 
onto seems to provide a helpful Archimedean point. During the rapidly changing 20th 
century, the temptation to control adolescents proved decisive. It included at least four 
interlocking concepts: a frozen Gospel, strong theology, a Rawlsian public space, and a 
banking methodology.  
 Paul Ricoeur’s essay “The ‘Sacred’ Text and the Community” provides 
background to the idea of a frozen Gospel. According to Ricoeur, in Christianity there 
ought not to be any sacred text at all; the text simply points to the Sacred One whose 
inspiration caused the text to come into being. Three events, however, short-circuited this 
route and the text itself became sacred. First, “the text was frozen and the process of 
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interpretation stopped because of the fight against heresies.”152 Second, the Church added 
an authoritarian interpretation to the text, privileging this interpretation vis-à-vis the text 
itself. Third, the Protestant Church reversed the locus of authority, holding the authority 
of Scripture against the centralized authority of the Roman Catholic Church. These 
actions, repeated ad nauseum throughout church history, also lead Juan Luis Segundo to 
write that “without a hermeneutic circle…theology is always a conservative way of 
thinking and acting.”153 Segundo is reacting more precisely to modernistic readings of 
Scripture that do not begin with questions from experience and end by calling unjust 
social practices into question. Again, such readings provide a ‘safe’ option to hedge 
against the forces of anxiety in the rapidly changing socio-political landscape of the 20th 
century.  
 The fourth formational structural element in 20th century youth ministry discourse 
is the acceptance of this frozen text and, furthermore, a frozen Gospel. While it has been 
employed in different ways, a frozen Gospel is generally: immutable, easily explained, 
and complete. I will examine Jason Lief’s understanding of strong theology in youth 
ministry as well as Andrew Root’s trifold critique of this tendency. Interweaved in this 
section is the notion of a Rawlsian public theology, which is a way of conceiving the 
discursive space promoted by an emphasis on a frozen Gospel, masculine epistemology, 
and the assumption of adolescents as inhabiting a border zone. 
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Jason Lief describes strong theology as:  
The focus of “strong” theology is to exercise power by using language to 
make positive statements about God, the kingdom of God, and the way the 
world should be. In strong theology doctrinal and theological statements are 
taken to have an objective correlation to the nature of God and God’s being, 
which influences how God’s action in the world is understood. At the same 
time the Bible tends to be read in such a way that the words and language 
are taken as the objective truth about God, humanity, and the world…there 
is a strong correlation between the language (the sign) and that to which the 
language is pointing (the referent).154  
 
Lief argues that the rapid increase of the “nones” catalogued by social scientists and 
denominational leaders is caused not by lack of faith in young people, but as an exchange 
of faith. Young people are exchanging their faith—if they ever had it to begin with—in 
the Christian narrative for the narrative of global technocapitalism. According to Lief, 
youth ministry leaders have tended to respond in ways driven by anxiety and fear because 
they see this exchange as young people “stepping outside the lines” and needing to return 
to the core of the Christian faith—a core that is inevitably pre-packaged, predictable, and 
orthodox.155  
 This ‘strong’ theological approach, which favors language like “building the 
Kingdom” or “spreading the Gospel” establishes strong boundaries of identity: either one 
is in the community or out, one is saved or damned, good or evil. Often these approaches 
are marked by a reliance on corporate-style marketing strategies and leadership styles, as 
noted above. Mark DeVries, perhaps the most widely read author in this vein, critiques 
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what he calls a “roll the dice” model of youth ministry based on gambling that this or that 
youth leader will be successful without structural change. These critiques are sound, but 
DeVries’ constructive response is representative of a significant strand of strong 
theological thought. Using insights and metaphors from the business world, Mark 
DeVries develops a model of ‘sustainable youth ministry’ that explicitly calls the youth 
leader a ‘builder.’ He or she can use the ‘builder’s checklist’ at the end of the book to 
move through the four stages of building a sustainable ministry: creating the blueprint, 
laying the foundation, beginning to build, and framing the second floor.156 The approach 
was strongly influenced by a businessman friend of DeVries whose primary skillset 
includes “how to build an organization that works, [and] how to build the “jars of clay” 
that can carry the treasure of the gospel.”157 Faith becomes the predictable output of a 
well-oiled organization.  
This strategy transcends other disciplines and depends on the reification of 
adolescence into a discrete life stage discussed above. For example, even a cursory 
examination of young adult literature and film uncovers a habit of making clear 
delineations between youth of one type or another. Important films—both serious and 
farcical—of the late 20th century such as The Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, 
and The Dead Poet’s Society ascribed identity to adolescents based on their participation 
in a neatly defined social group: jock, nerd, band geek, outcast, etc. Harry Potter and the 
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grittier dystopian Hunger Games and Divergent franchise titans capitalize on such neat 
categorizations as well. In Harry Potter one is sorted into one house or another based on 
personal characteristics, while in Divergent teenagers are required to choose a faction 
based on pseudo-psychoanalytical personality testing. Those who do not fit perfectly into 
one faction are divergent and dangerous.  
 Lief uses a metaphor from the animated movie Wall-E to illustrate this point, 
noting that the phenomenon of youth leaving the church is a crisis only because “young 
people are stepping outside the lines—moving from being insiders to being outsiders as 
they abandon the beliefs and practices that distinguish them from the world.”158 David 
Kinnaman, in his influential book You Lost Me, has a name for these border-crossers: 
exiles. Basing his research on extensive study of 18-29-year-olds who have left their 
churches, he describes three broad categories of young adults: nomads, who wander from 
one tradition to another or fade away with disinterest; prodigals who reject the church—
de-convert—due to intellectual or moral concerns; and exiles. The exiles are simply those 
young people who are interested in a creative engagement between faith and world, but 
because of this creative engagement, they are “exiled” from their own religious traditions. 
He cites as examples a Christian journalist, a military chaplain, and the son of prominent 
Televangelists who planted his own church.159 
 What these young people have rejected is precisely the strong theological 
approach Lief has named. Kinnaman characterizes exiles as: skeptical of institutions, 
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sensing God’s presence beyond the walls of church, frustrated with slick church 
performances, and struggling to connect their faith with their calling.160 They are 
“creative, culturally engaged reformers.”161 It turns out that Kinnaman’s objection to 
these young people is that their style of cultural engagement requires a dialogical process 
that may challenge received theological norms. That is, when Kinnaman advocates for 
cultural engagement, what he means is something akin to spreading the (unsullied) 
Gospel to the people in culture who need it. For example, while advocating for deeper 
intergenerational relationships, Kinnaman does not advocate rethinking the very ecclesial 
structures that have led to the disillusionment with the church he clearly articulates.162 
Kinnaman’s creative proposals suggest to Lief “an exercise of power through processes 
and practices that form the faith and identity of young people.”163 This assumption of 
power shades all Kinnaman’s presumptive solutions. The tension in Kinnaman’s book is 
thus between his desire to see the church survive in its current form and the desire of 
young people to recreate a new church.  
 Lief also finds a strong theological approach in the work of Christian Smith, 
Kenda Creasy Dean, Kara Powell and Chap Clark, and Rick Lawrence. What emerges in 
his analysis of these approaches is that the problem of strong theology is that it asserts 
itself vis-à-vis the unexamined interlocutor of technoglobalcapitalism: a powerful social 
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imaginary. Even though these texts examine faith and culture, they try and fail to beat the 
culture industry at its own game. He writes “the cultural world young people inhabit is 
not just a set of social, institutional, or linguistic conditions to be addressed; it is a way of 
life built upon a “social imaginary” that intends the world to be a certain way.”164 A weak 
theology, then, rather than being asserted as a rival totalizing system, understands the 
Gospel to be inherently deconstructive, subversive, human, and finite. We will return to 
his proposal in the next section before examining another aspect of youth ministry’s 
strong theological heritage. 
This architecture creates a discursive space within which theological differences 
tend to be translated into a form of Rawlsian public reason. For John Rawls, public 
reason is required because it is understood that, in a free society, individuals will develop 
radically incompatible bases for their beliefs. They thus must translate these incompatible 
systems into language and reasons that use only public language. Rawls writes: “Central 
to the idea of public reason is that it neither criticizes nor attacks any comprehensive 
doctrine, religious or nonreligious, except insofar as that doctrine is incompatible with the 
essentials of public reason and a democratic polity.”165 Even early in American youth 
ministry discourse, a wide variety of voices, each from distinct theological traditions, 
could be heard. Astonishingly, though, these voices tended to lose their distinction due to 
their translation into the public reason of youth ministry logics. What could have been a 
fascinating ecumenical exchange of ideas was all too often reduced to this arena of public 
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reason. Evangelical, Mainline and Catholic leaders freely rely on one another’s materials 
without engaging the very real theological differences that exist in their communities. 
That is, particular, traditioned theological language was eschewed in favor what could be 
called a merely Christian affirmation of ‘the Gospel.’ Recalling the earlier comment 
about “jars of clay” containing the gospel, it becomes apparent that this space effectively 
leveled theological differences, in favor of “a triumphalistic posture as the Christian 
community makes metaphysical claims about God, humanity, and the world.”166 
‘The Gospel,’ in youth ministry, can be characterized as a set of truths that are 
either accepted or rejected by an autonomous subject. Affirming this Gospel, implicitly or 
explicitly, allows youth ministry texts to have broad appeal at the expense of a close 
linking of theological and practical issues. Within late 20th and early 21st century youth 
ministry literature, texts often engage the frozen Gospel and public reason in one of two 
ways. The first is through the assumption that one’s own theological tradition contains 
the ‘kernel’ of Christianity that is the same yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Adherents of 
this approach often tend to assume their belief system is co-extensive with those of all 
Christians and that this is self-evidently the case to everyone.167 Others, while 
acknowledging differences, nevertheless reduce those differences by assuming that there 
are models, practices, and strategies that are theologically neutral and therefore easily 
translatable across theological traditions. The prevalence of these approaches has served 
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to diminish the very real theological differences between youth ministries. We will see 
below that the unraveling of this assumption unsurprisingly coincides with the addition of 
new—particularly minority—voices in the youth ministry mainstream. 
 Greg Stier’s work exemplifies the first approach. In “The Gospel Advancing 
View of Youth Ministry” he casts Jesus as the first youth minister, sending his youth (the 
apostles), on a life-or-death rescue mission the save the lost people of the world. For 
Stier, the Gospel is a set of truths that can be fully shared in five minutes during a 
meeting and either received or rejected by an individual. Once received, this set of beliefs 
is “unshakable,” and should be shared with anyone and everyone.168 This one-on-one 
evangelism is not only the most important work of youth group, it is Christianity itself: a 
disciple is one who makes more disciples by sharing the Gospel with a captive audience.  
 Practically, the structure of youth programming is pyramidal; just as Jesus was at 
the top and sent out the twelve, the youth pastor organizes parents and the most willing 
10 percent of students to continue this work. “Being a student leader is more than just 
setting up chairs for youth group; it’s about filling those chairs with teenagers who are 
being reached for Christ.”169 Also, every activity is shot through with the good news of 
the simple yet profound Gospel. “If we do a car wash fundraiser, we must figure out how 
to use it to effectively spread the gospel. If we do a service project, we must tie the gospel 
in. If we take teenagers on a mission trip—you guessed it—we gospelize it!”170 The lines 
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are clearly drawn here, delineating Jesus from leaders, typical students, and ‘the lost.’ 
Significantly, Stier’s work is predicated on the assumption that ‘the Gospel’ is eminently 
clear, to the extent that he does not need to explain what it is. This clarity and simplicity 
means that it can be communicated clearly by anyone anywhere. Any activity, from a car 
wash to a pizza party can be made into a vehicle of evangelism if accompanied by a clear 
presentation of several absolute, simple truths. Indeed, the youth themselves eventually 
disappear from the account; they exist mainly as passive recipients of programming.171 
 Stier’s work also exemplifies a “banking” approach to education in youth 
ministry. According to Paulo Freire, a banking approach to education is employed by 
oppressors who desire to keep their subjects passive. In this approach, education 
“becomes an act of depositing,” and “the scope of action allowed to the students extends 
only as far as receiving, filing, and storing the deposits.”172 Freire lists the guiding 
assumptions of this educational approach, including: “(a) the teacher teaches and the 
students are taught; (b) the teacher knows everything and the students know nothing; (c) 
the teacher thinks and the students are thought about…(j) the teacher is the Subject of the 
learning process, while the pupils are mere objects.”173 The banking educational process 
denies students the opportunity to assess critically the reality of their own situation as 
oppressed, and “the capability of banking education to minimize or annul the students’ 
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creative power and to stimulate their credulity serves the interests of the oppressors, who 
care neither to have the world revealed nor to see it transformed.”174 
 Freire outlined his critique of banking education in the context of the poor in his 
native Brazil. Adolescents in North American youth ministries, while in a very different 
context, are nevertheless taught using the banking method. This method is directly related 
to the theory of knowledge and truth implicit in the frozen Gospel—that Truth is static 
and can simply be deposited. This type of teaching maintains the hierarchy between adult 
and youth and curtails questioning and creativity. Assent to authorities, rote 
memorization, and repetition of platitudes are encouraged at the expense of the 
development of critical capacities. Mai Anh Le Tran makes these connections explicit, 
arguing that “youth are told they are welcomed in the church, yet they must participate 
according to the rules and rituals choreographed by adults.”175 She argues that even 
within progressive circles, church leaders and educators are still beholden to the banking 
models of education they have received. The contexts are different, but the desired 
outcomes of banking methods are the same: maintaining the passivity of the students. 
 Richard Dunn’s book Shaping the Spiritual Life of Students, written in 2001, 
represents a late effort to redefine relational youth ministry before a shift to family 
ministry.176 It also illustrates the difficulty of moving beyond the limits of this space. 
Dunn begins with a critique of relational youth ministry approaches and their theological 
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justifications before advocating a more sympathetic version of relationalism that once 
again construes the message of Christianity as a ‘truth’ that must be passed from older to 
younger generations. He contrasts telling and pacing, arguing that relational influence 
functions best in a pacing relationship (see Table 1.1, below).  
Dunn’s work is deeper than Stier’s in its recognition of youth as individuals living 
in a context he calls the ‘youth way’. The ‘youth way’ is a combination of postmodern 
philosophy and consumer culture that “assists individuals in making peace with whatever 
they choose as the path to personal fulfillment.”177  
Telling Pacing 
“Enters with an agenda: communicating 
what the adolescent should be 
experiencing… 
Pacing’s agenda is to understand what the 
adolescent is experiencing… 
Emphasizes the teaching and advice-
giving abilities of the adult.  
Emphasizes the listening and care-giving 
abilities of an adult. 
Emphasizes the adult’s expertise and 
knowledge about God’s will for 
adolescent lives. 
Emphasizes the adult’s heart for hearing 
God’s will at work in the life of a 
particular adolescent. 
[Goals include] the student’s assent to and 
application of godly advice.  
[Goals include] a student’s authenticity in 
relationship to God and the adult.  
[The primary delivery system is] 
controlled teaching times, ministry 
experiences, and discussions.  
[The primary delivery system is] dynamic, 
intentional yet informal interpersonal 
relationships. 
Uses small groups to assist in application 
and accountability. 
Uses small groups to build relationships 
that foster self-disclosure, affirmation, 
encouragement and challenge.”178 
Table 1.1 
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He cites the negative aspects of pervasive sexuality and consumerism in teen 
entertainment, adding that “Only intentional pacing relationships will be adequate to 
build bridges across chasms of disconnection, disorientation and disillusionment.”179 
There is much to commend in this analysis. Dunn’s solution, however, is that 
“adolescents need to hear the truth.”180 Ultimately, pacing adults have just as much of an 
agenda as the telling adults he criticizes: to speak the truth into their lives. He 
acknowledges the tension between over- and under-spiritualizing the lives of adolescents, 
and helpfully distinguishes between ‘right behaviors’ and personal transformation. He 
also locates the potential for transformation in the relationship between a young person 
and God. The specter of the singular truth of the frozen Gospel haunts the project, 
however. Discussing methods for helping a teenager escape the bonds of internet 
pornography, for example, Dunn suggests that “Jordan’s concept of God has to be 
nurtured into a right understanding of who God is and how he works.”181 Getting God 
‘right,’ then, will ostensibly help Jordan break the pornography habit. While Dunn tries to 
maintain a balanced approach to pacing adolescents, then, pacing still relies on bringing 
youth who are ‘outside the lines’ of orthodoxy back into line by relying on a banking 
educational method. The lines, after all, are decided upon in advance by those in power. 
 Effectively, these strategies elide important theological knots by focusing on 
some imagined ‘essentials’ of the Christian faith. Andrew Root uncovers these 
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‘essentials’ in his book Revisiting Relational Youth Ministry. He identifies, following 
Christian Smith, relationalism, free-will individualism and antistructuralism as the three 
tools guiding youth ministry182 in the late 20th and early 21st century.183 Relationalism is a 
strategy of influence that depends on individual, personal relationships to achieve lofty 
goals of discipleship and spiritual formation. Free-will individualism and 
antistructuralism together are the belief that individual subjects are free to accept or reject 
Gospel claims regardless of the possible presence of oppressive sociocultural structures. 
Root’s analysis of interviews he conducted with several youth pastors reveal that these 
three tools have become thoroughly intertwined with the Gospel message itself. They 
amount to theological claims about the way the world is and short-circuit certain kinds of 
theological reflection. Root writes: “Both [youth pastors] were critical of many of the 
results of a ministry that uses relationships for influence, but in the end both remained 
committed to a personal-influence, instrumental perspective. James explained that the 
goal of incarnational ministry was spiritual formation, but when pushed to explain what 
he meant, James fell immediately into the personal-influence strategy…no youth pastor I 
interviewed mentioned any structural issues as affecting the adolescents.”184 The Gospel, 
as kernel, is that which can be communicated through personal-influence.  
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 One final example will illustrate the prevalence of strong theology and its 
linkages to Rawlsian public reason. Brian Cosby’s chapter in Youth Ministry in the 21st 
Century, Five Views, is notable because of its explicit dependence on Reformed theology. 
Cosby critiques youth ministry approaches that focus on attracting students by any means 
necessary before introducing teaching and discipleship practices. This critique is rooted 
in his belief that faithfulness matters more than “success.” If, he argues, youth ministry is 
taking place in a Reformed tradition, then a Reformed methodology is also required. 
From the theological suppositions to the actual structuring of meetings and staff, 
Reformed theology ought to infuse the process. The central moments, or means of grace, 
are “ministry of the Word, prayer, sacraments (baptism and the Lord’s Supper), service, 
and gospel community.”185 He therefore closely links the “how” of ministry to the 
“what.” Just as God mysteriously works in the sacraments of baptism and the Lord’s 
Supper, so God works through the practices of the faithful who are leading youth. That is, 
God’s presence is inaugurated by the faithful practice of these means of grace. The 
ministry leaders facilitate the faithful practice of these means, and God uses these 
practices to transform the hearts and minds of youth. 
 For Cosby, then, Scripture clearly provides the content and methodology of youth 
ministry. Cosby’s approach contrasts with the above approaches because of his 
intentional reliance on the Reformed tradition rather than a merely Christian theology. He 
uses Reformed language unapologetically. The responses from the other contributors, 
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however, expose how their own socialization into the merely Christian theological 
approach to youth ministry. Chap Clark writes:  
It is at this point that you venture into a theological rationale from Reformed 
documents to affirm that “means” of grace and “methods” of ministry are 
essentially synonymous…My concern here is that someone from a 
Wesleyan, Orthodox, Roman Catholic, or “nondenominational” 
background could do precisely what you do…and end up with a somewhat 
different “method” for ministry. To equate the “means” of how God grows 
individuals and his people with the methods we use to plant and water is, I 
believe, untenable.186 
 
Clark balks at the idea that specific theological commitments ought to translate to 
practical ministerial differences. He is explicitly arguing for a theological foundation of 
youth ministry that is durable enough to find traction in any theological community. The 
message is clear: there is no place for a peculiarly Reformed theology in the youth 
ministry public. He is not alone here; Fernando Arzola claims that these methods must 
not work well since Reformed traditions are struggling. Ron Hunter goes still further and 
writes: “I would be remiss not to caution against the unnecessary doctrinal polarization of 
this section…Your wisdom would be welcomed beyond the Reformed churches. Your 
admonition works in both [Arminian and Calvinist] circles, and we all need to teach more 
substantively.”187 By articulating an explicitly traditioned view of youth ministry, Cosby 
is immediately outed as being divisive, and of overemphasizing the link between 
theology and methods.  
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 The above comments are evidence that youth ministry scholars have been 
socialized into a community that, even when differences were acknowledged, tended to 
avoid explicitly articulating theological distinctives. Reflecting on her career, Kenda 
Dean notes: “When I started writing about youth ministry nearly twenty years ago, 
theological reflection with and for young people was rare and awkward. Youth workers 
groped for ways to describe the spiritual significance of our work after decades of 
justifying our ministries for their sociological, educational or therapeutic usefulness.”188 
Indeed, the primary thrust of the introduction to her book is a justification that theology 
matters for youth ministry. Dean plainly states that she believes most readers will assume 
theology is “boring” and that their eyes “might glaze over” when they see the words 
theology or practical theology.189 Youth ministry’s architecture could have been a rich, 
ecumenical space for working out theological differences. Instead, it became a space in 
which the questions that matter most didn’t matter at all.  
A strong masculine epistemology and an anthropology that views adolescents as 
‘not-yet’ adults have helped keep a strong theology of the frozen Gospel in ascendance to 
this day. The analysis in this section shows the power of the socialization process that has 
only come under intense scrutiny in the last fifteen years. While I have analyzed each of 
these architectural supports individually, each is inextricably linked to and supportive of 
the others. In the next section I will analyze them together as a set of assumptions that are 
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crumbling due, in no small part, to the emergence of women and cultural and ethnic 
minorities as important innovators in North American youth ministry. 
 
The Unsettling 
Pulling Back the Cover 
 Kenda Creasy Dean and Ron Foster open their seminal 1998 text The Godbearing 
Life with an apt quote from The Wizard of Oz: “Toto, I’ve a feeling we’re not in Kansas 
anymore.”190 I will argue that this text, while not the cause of a profound unsettling of the 
above assumptions, announced this shift in no uncertain terms. After this text, youth 
ministry scholars and practitioners could no longer take their assumptions for granted. In 
truth, the assumed foundations for youth ministry had already been fracturing; Dean and 
Foster simply had the nerve to point out the cracks. 
 In the opening chapter, Dean and Foster take aim at the very structure and content 
of youth ministry. There are those, they say, who “do” youth ministry by facilitating 
programs and building an attractional model so youth will come to a decision for faith. 
What has been missing is the pastoral vocation not only of youth ministry but of ministry 
sui generis. Youth ministry ought to be less about ‘youth’ and more about ‘ministry.’ 
Dean describes her own growth as a minister as she, together with youth “struggled to 
discern the difference between a language of deep faith and too-facile “God-talk” and 
found ways to risk using that language to describe ourselves and our place in the 
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world.”191 Youth ministry, on this view, is less an invitation to believe as it is an 
invitation to consider together God’s working in and through people, youth included, in 
the world. They acknowledge that the tradition they inherit was designed to “save youth 
from the evils of culture”192 and instead argue that Tending the Soul is a paradigm of 
ministry for all people, thus challenging the distinctiveness of adolescents as not-yet 
adults. Instead, just as the young Mary became a Godbearer when she literally brought 
Christ into the world, all people, young and old, prepared and unprepared, can become 
Godbearers today. 
 It is significant that Dean, a Protestant woman, introduces Mary as the exemplar 
of a mature faith. Such overt female imagery was absent from youth ministry discourse 
ever since Jim Rayburn ousted Evelyn McClusky in the 1940’s. Dean and Foster do not 
introduce this imagery with great fanfare; they do not pose Mary as the disciple par 
excellence as a feminist critique of the male dominated tradition. They are not, after all, 
arguing, like Elizabeth Johnson six years prior, to rewire all God-talk in terms that are no 
longer exclusive, literal and patriarchal.193 Such an intervention is not their goal; 
furthermore, such a radical change would have surely decreased the readership and 
popularity of this text. Nevertheless, this re-introduction of feminine imagery into the 
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youth ministry discourse opened the doors for other, more radical re-conceptualizations 
of youth ministry and youth ministers by both women and men.194 
Tending the Soul thus also challenges the markedly male epistemology that 
underwrites the tradition they so concisely critique. For Dean and Foster, the problem 
facing late 20th century youth ministry is not that youth don’t believe in God, it is that 
they don’t believe such belief matters. Already the emphasis shifts from objective 
knowledge to incarnational relationality, in which the goal is to become more Christlike 
together, not simply master this or that belief system. Dean and Foster introduce the now 
famous ‘one eared Mickey mouse’ model of youth ministry which cuts youth off from the 
rest of the congregation. The problem, they write, is that “the youth group is notoriously 
unreliable for fostering ongoing faith.”195 That is, the one eared Mickey Mouse model is 
specifically designed to move youth to a decision for Christ, and it does, or did, exactly 
that. Youth ministry, then, is a ‘task’ to be completed by the youth pastor in isolation 
from the congregation. Young people have spiritual needs; a congregation recognizes this 
and hires a (probably male) youth pastor whose knowledge and expertise necessarily 
increases the knowledge and expertise of the youth. The epistemological content of youth 
ministry is thus reinforced by the strong male leadership and the severance of the youth 
from the rest of the worshiping community. Thus, it is unsurprising that these models 
shaped students who had no connection to the theologies espoused in the communities 
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they were ostensibly a part of. Youth ministry failed to shape the lives of youth because 
that was written out by its design, goals and theology.  
The three assumptions identified above have not simply disappeared from youth 
ministry discourses. But The Godbearing Life marks a turning point after which a 
plurality of epistemological, sociological and theological approaches to youth ministry 
became possible in the dominant discourse. Dean, along with Chap Clark and David 
Rahn, raised the stakes with their book Starting Right; Thinking Theologically about 
Youth Ministry. Written in 2001, nearly fifteen years before Dean noted her fear of eyes 
glazing over, this edited volume compiled essays from the foremost thinkers in youth 
ministry. She argues here that the Columbine tragedy of 1999 was a crisis moment that 
moved youth ministers and scholars to begin to think theologically again about their 
vocations and ministries. The world, including and especially youth workers, was 
astonished by stories of faith in the face of imminent death that emerged in the months 
following the massacre at Columbine High School in Colorado. While youth were busy 
dying for their faith, youth workers were arguing about the color of the youth room. Dean 
goes on to propose a practical theological model for youth ministry that follows Don 
Browning’s Fundamental Practical Theology. Starting Right intentionally engages 
various theological perspectives on God, humanity, culture, and adolescents. While many 
of the theological nuances were absent, this text nevertheless initiated a necessary, if 
partial break with what came before.   
 Starting Right is also notable for the contributions of authors who are not white 
middle-class men. Rodger Nishioka argues for the importance of grace in youth ministry, 
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while Evelyn Parker introduces the lives of actual African American youth into the wider 
youth ministry discourse.196 Of the four youth ministry histories noted above, only one 
specifically mentions people of color or adolescent girls. The history of North American 
youth ministry in the 20th century was mostly shaped by the concerns of the White 
middle-class men who were its primary leaders.197 Together, The Godbearing Life and 
Starting Right began to pull back the cover of youth ministry and expose its interior. Pete 
Ward summarizes this exposure nicely: “We could also conclude that youth ministry is 
itself a construct of modernity, and as such, should be abandoned along with so many 
other things as a bad idea. Can we really say hand-on-heart that we would not advocate 
this if it were not for our careers, businesses, institutions, and interests?”198 
The Reappearance of Girls 
 Dori Baker’s dissertation, published in between The Godbearing Life and Starting 
Right, brought female adolescents to the fore, both methodologically and theologically. 
Here, rather than in other relational ministry contexts, the adults have no agenda for 
speaking ‘the truth’ into the lives of youth. Rather, the goal of the small groups Baker 
facilitated for the research was to help adolescent girls find their voice. By speaking, the 
girls’ stories are “saved from obscurity” and “they made powerful connections to the 
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larger stories of their faith traditions, they felt emboldened to claim their rightful place as 
ongoing interpreters…”199  
 Baker is thus already reframing the first two architectural pillars: here theology 
emerges from the collective voices of women rather than the singular voice of a man, and 
the youth are treated as story-theologians in their own rite. The theology that emerges is 
also quite different from the strong theology typically found in youth ministry. Baker 
identifies seven ‘assertions’ that were frequently affirmed throughout the process. 
Significantly, the point of distilling these assertions is not to claim absolute truth or 
authority, but rather to help the adolescents give speech to their own stories. Baker does 
not ‘tie up’ her work with neat conclusions, but allows the stories—loosely thematized 
around the assertions—to speak for themselves, undermining any strong theological 
claims she, or we, might wish to make. The assertions reveal a God who is not outside or 
above human experience, and who does not work to make sure everything comes out 
right. Rather, God is “at work within human tragedies” and is “most fully alive 
(incarnated) in us when our eyes are open to the pain of others.”200 Furthermore, the girls 
were able to see their own lives as sacred texts, no longer bound to the narratives written 
upon them by objective gazes.  
 Rather than telling, then, Baker’s Girlfriend Theology’s method develops a 
metaphor of offering. Young people offer their stories and their voice, and in return the 
adult leaders offer the collected wisdom of their own lives and their traditions. In one 
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such session, Baker connects the youth’s stories with Alice Walker’s claim that one goes 
to church not to find God, but to share God.201 Ultimately, this vision of youth ministry is 
iconoclastic as adolescent girls “were acknowledging new definitions of church and 
synagogue that critique long-standing tradition.”202 If a strong theology requires an expert 
leader making bold onto-theological claims, Girlfriend Theology requires an open leader 
making connections. Girlfriend Theology is thus doubly iconoclastic; not only is the 
possibility of new theological assertions opened up, but the very identity and vocation of 
the youth leader is shaken.  
 Practicing Passion, Kenda Dean’s follow-up to The Godbearing Life also 
rearticulates the identity and vocation of the youth leader. She argues that the problem 
facing youth ministry at the turn of the 21st century isn’t a lack of knowledge but a crisis 
of passion. Young people are energetic and curious, and they can spot passionless 
practices from afar. The youth leader here is cast as a passionate participant alongside 
young people in the unfolding of God’s passions. Following a trinitarian model not 
wholly dissimilar from Pamela King’s, she develops the categories of “being there, being 
moved, and being known,” which map alongside the traditional Christian terms fidelity, 
transcendence and communion.203 While the relationship between adult leader and youth 
is still important, it is a relationship marked not by power-over but by intimacy-with. 
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Ultimately, the goal is to develop faith worthy of martyr: “What if the church exegeted 
the ways adolescents search for fidelity, transcendence, and communion in secular 
culture to listen in on young people’s search for a love worth dying for—which is to say, 
their hope for a love worth living for?”204  
 Despite the depth of analysis and breadth of research, Dean occasionally allows a 
reductionist theological move to creep in. For example, while discussing youth identity, 
she provocatively suggests that the possibility of passion exists in youth because their 
selves are incomplete and fractured. She invokes Kierkegaard’s concept of the absurd, 
and claims that his ‘solution’ to the fractured, pathos-saturated ego is falling in love with 
Jesus. Once, however, an adolescent enters in communion with God, their self is united 
under God’s unifying pull.205 But does not such a stance preclude further passionate 
response and development? Kierkegaard himself did not go so far, instead choosing to 
dwell in absurdity and paradox, acknowledging that each moment is pregnant with the 
possibility of the infinite, but that such straightforward unification is illusory. 
 Morgan Schmidt pushes still further when she names desire as the missing link in 
youth ministry. The goal is not union with God per se, but to develop an openness to God 
and God’s work in the world. Using Christian sex-education ministries as an example of 
this missing link, she wonders “Youth ministry is a failed experiment in behavior 
modification…When did we decide that life was about always being happy, always being 
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safe, always being nice, and not even thinking about sex until you’re married?”206 
Successful youth ministries develop students whose hands are open, who are ready to 
listen and to love. The youth leader is thus necessarily not the exalted possessor of 
knowledge, but a lifelong learner who responds to the expressed desire of students by 
lovingly affirming that desire as good and holy. She suggests that the cultivation of 
spirituality and desire requires other people; not to show the way but to reflect and 
deepen each other’s holy desires for communion with God.   
 To the themes of passion and desire, Sarah Arthur adds imagination. Her book, 
The God-Hungry Imagination is intended as a sequel to The Godbearing Life. In it, 
Arthur combines her youth ministry background with her literary background to consider 
the role of storytelling in spiritual formation. While The Godbearing Life described the 
context of postmodern youth ministry, Arthur wants to rethink the content of postmodern 
youth ministry. This content, she argues, is narrative. In a post-metanarrative world, 
stories only grow in importance. Stories evoke: intimacy, identity, wonder, enchantment, 
transcendence and mystery, and they are—or can be—timeless and subversive.207 If 
typical youth ministry programming emphasized certainty and rote knowledge, 
storytelling cuts against the grain by engaging the imagination. 
 Explicitly rejecting what she calls the “uniquely modern attitude” of speaking in 
absolutes, Arthur instead imagines the youth pastor as a Bard who invokes and enchants. 
If her students could engage deeply with Redwall or The Lord of the Rings, then the 
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bardic youth pastor could focus this engagement on the mystery of Christian narratives as 
well. One goal of youth ministry for her is to develop the imaginative intelligence of 
students. This is “the intuitive ability to discover and express meaningful relationships 
and patterns between otherwise unconnected ideas, images, and experiences—or the 
ability to pull things together.”208 That is, Arthur does not advocate “giving the Gospel” 
to students. She advocates helping students develop the capacity to generate meaning in 
their lives through stories, biblical and otherwise. 
 With the emergence of women as leaders in youth ministry passion, intimacy, 
desire and imagination are rediscovered as important norms and values for youth ministry 
praxis. This epistemological, teleological shift pushed youth ministry discourse in new 
directions. While the old architecture still exists, these new additions show a loosening of 
the need to relate to adolescents by managing and minimizing risk and maintaining the 
status quo. The old structure is still there, but its rooms are becoming dusty. 
 Owning up to Adolescents’ Social Location 
 Mike Yaconelli and Wayne Rice began selling books using borrowed money in 
the late 1960’s. This enterprise eventually became Youth Specialties, a publishing 
house—eventually owned by Zondervan and later by Real Resources—and event 
organizing group that perhaps shaped youth ministry practice in the late twentieth century 
as much as any other trend. The first nationally selling texts they published were called 
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Ideas. These were full of suggestions for games and activities that budding youth pastors 
could use to draw youth into their programs.  
 Youth Specialties cofounder Wayne Rice’s 2010 book Reinventing Youth 
Ministry (Again): From Bells and Whistles to Flesh and Blood is, memoir, mea culpa, 
and musing on the future of youth ministry. He begins by telling how his friendship and 
partnership with Mike Yaconelli ended with lawyers and lawsuits. The story is 
fascinating and heartbreaking, and Rice raises the stakes by noting the many ways that 
youth ministry has failed to live up to its promises. While he holds back from overtly 
criticizing his and others’ previous efforts and motivations, he writes “I sometimes 
wonder if any of [us] would want to take credit for inventing what youth ministry looks 
like today.”209 He holds that youth ministry has slowed the exodus of young people from 
churches somewhat, it is nevertheless plagued with many problems. Moreover, some of 
these problems, such as the reification of adolescence as a life stage, were directly caused 
by youth ministry leaders.  
Rice is critical of the focus on adolescents as if they were not part of family 
systems. In 1988, as they began realizing the importance of parents for youth ministry, 
Youth Specialties rolled out a new program called “Understanding Your Teenager” 
aimed at educating parents to raise Christian teenagers. The program, though popular, 
was losing money and shut down the next year. When Rice left Youth Specialties six 
years later, he dedicated his future ministry to this and other similar programs. He cites 
several other ministries that do similar work, including HomeWord—which merged with 
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Understanding Your Teenager—Faith at Home and Think Orange to argue that any 
reinvention of youth ministry must include parents. 
Along with this realization, Rice challenges G. Stanley Hall’s conception of 
adolescence that informed so many of Youth Specialties’ publications. He notes: “I’ve 
argued for years that adolescence is an artificial category—a way of categorizing, 
stereotyping and infantilizing teenagers which has in my opinion done them much more 
harm than good…We have a vested interest in adolescence as a stage of life. If there were 
no adolescence there would be no youth ministry.”210 This nomenclature is hard to 
change, however, as Rice still describes adolescence as a transitional time that should be 
as short as possible. The goal of adolescence is to move to adulthood quickly and without 
too much fanfare. Still, the move toward family ministry and away from adolescence, 
incomplete as it is, betokens a growing awareness of the social location of young people. 
Mary Elizabeth Moore and Almeda M. Wright’s edited volume Children, Youth, 
and Spirituality in a Troubling World brings together many authors who bring this 
awareness to the fore of youth studies. Moore introduces the text by noting global 
catastrophes such as the war in Iraq, hunger, and gang violence. She writes “To these 
threats we add the destructive powers addressed in this book: the realities of “boy codes,” 
father-loss, family abuse, racial discrimination, poverty, civil war in one’s homeland, 
media-enhanced materialism, and the complexities of peer and adult relationships. How 
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do we encourage children to choose life in such situations?”211 Grace Jantzen’s critique 
of a habitus of death and work towards life informs each chapter.  
Women of color play an important role in this text, contributing several chapters 
and contextualizing adolescent experiences in ways that were previously invisible. 
Veronice Miles suggests living out loud as an antidote to systemic violence and 
oppression many youth face. Evelyn Parker’s chapter begins with a harrowing account of 
police mistreatment of young African-Americans.212 A constructive response to such 
mistreatment, she argues, is the development of holy indignation. Rage, she argues, is 
commonplace in African-American communities because of structural inequalities. Rage 
can be destructive; some teenagers inflict harm on themselves or others. Historically, the 
concept of respect, particularly in churches, complicates the possibility of healthy 
expressions of rage in African-American communities. Respectability, for teens, and 
particularly teens of color, means not expressing anger in public spaces.  
Parker argues that “black adolescent rage, when the Holy Spirit works through 
that rage, has power to save humankind from sin, which includes race, class, and gender 
injustice.”213 If the Church can be a space in which such rage is honestly spoken about—
testified to—then young people can contribute to the overturning of these sinful 
structures. This approach shatters the ceiling of the old youth ministry house by laying 
bare a different kind of teenage passion enflamed by injustices beyond the teens’ own 
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control. The voices of African-American girls living out loud call for new kinds ministry 
practices, not only in African-American churches but in all churches. 
 Finally, David White makes a case that even among middle-class suburban 
teenagers, social changes in the last fifty years present young people with unique 
difficulties. He calls these abstractions. Youth, he says, have been abstracted from 
“significant social roles, networks of care, attention to the common good, families and 
other local authorities, the expectation to fully attend to the call of God, faith 
communities, and their own powers as agents of God in history.”214 Youth ministry, then, 
cannot remain its narrow focus on personal salvation. It must focus on human flourishing 
and engage honestly with these realities facing young people today.  
The Future 
The dominant mode of youth ministry discourse and its concomitant praxis was 
built using patriarchal language, a notion of adolescents as not-yet adults, and a strong, 
objective theological epistemology. The problem is not that youth ministry ‘doesn’t 
work,’ but that it shapes people who are not prepared to live in the world outside the 
confines of youth ministry’s (read: white middle class values) shabby old home; it works 
all too well. It appealed to a certain cross-section of students for whom the status quo is 
acceptable, and its graduates tended to reproduce these values or find them irrelevant. 
Katherine Turpin and Anne Carter Walker relate this to a middle-class aversion to risk, or 
an ethic of “cultured despair” marked by a retreat into relationships with others who are 
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like us (one could recall here Senter’s admission regarding the history of Protestant 
Youth Ministry as White Middle-Class Ministry). Long term social change is avoided, 
often consciously, in the name of an idealized unity of believers in Christian fellowship 
(or nation, race, etc.).215 Solutions, then, are not so simple as prioritizing relationships 
over programs or self-consciously adopting this or that ministry model. Turpin and Carter 
Walker were shocked when they began intentionally doing ministry across lines of 
cultural, economic, and other differences. They asked participants in their summer 
ministry program about their dreams for themselves at age 35. A young African 
American wrote: “I hope I’m still alive when I’m 35.”216 After several similar responses, 
Turpin and Walker realized serious renovations were needed even to their progressively 
designed ministry. Where do I situate my own work amidst this plurality? I agree with 
Turpin and Walker that an “ethic of risk” is a necessary renovation to the youth ministry 
architecture. For too long youth ministry practices have intentionally or unintentionally 
supported the power structures of White middle-class America through structure, style, 
and content. This dissertation therefore draws on liberationist and feminist sources as 
well as new movements in human development theory that recognize the full humanity of 
teenagers as well as adults.   
 In this dissertation I emphasize the development of livable theologies and 
flourishing. A livable theology denotes the skill or ability to “imagine and speak about 
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everyday realities through the lens of sacred consciousness.”217 It cannot be reduced to 
knowing this or that theological doctrine, although such knowing is an important piece. 
Rather, a livable theology is a mutually constructed praxis that enables a person to make 
meaning in everyday life. Here, Pamela Ebstyne King’s concept of spirituality will 
operationalize the concept of a livable theology. Spirituality, according to King, is 
composed of three parts or spheres: the ideological, social and transcendent. King 
developed this model on the back of research done by psychologists studying Positive 
Youth Development. While this model therefore is supported by some empirical 
evidence, King does not differentiate between different kinds of spiritualities based on 
the three categories. While the above analysis demonstrates the prima facie power of this 
conceptual model, this dissertation will more closely attend to the varieties in experience 
and outcomes within and between the three spheres of spirituality.  
 Flourishing emerges as the criterion by which different livable theologies can be 
judged and as the telos of youth ministry. Grace Jantzen, drawing on a variety of biblical 
sources, writes that flourishing “denotes abundance, overflowing with vigour(sic) and 
energy and productiveness.”218 It is always relational and embodied. Human beings who 
flourish would be “having a natural inner capacity and dynamic, being able to draw on 
inner resources and interconnection with one another in the web of life, and having the 
potential to develop into great fruitfulness.”219  
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 Flourishing is important because if youth ministry is going to change its course, a 
radical rethinking of its central norms is important. The three now crumbling assumptions 
upon which youth ministry was built meant that many voices were silenced and people 
were excluded. The spiritualities developed tended to reproduce rather than challenge the 
status quo. But these assumptions will not simply disappear. As Jantzen and many others 
have noted, changing a practice here or there will not call into question the whole 
apparatus which supports those practices. Instead, a sea change is required. Flourishing, 
then, promotes a particular anthropology that views human beings more positively. It is 
not idealism, but a creative response that can “draw forward desire that is premised not 
upon lack or death but upon potential for new beginning.”220 The ground is fertile for a 
new blossoming of youth ministry praxis.  
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CHAPTER TWO: Ethnographies: Multiple Paths to Flourishing 
Interviewer: Are there any things you think that keep kids from engaging with the 
church? 
 
Alex: I think that a big thing that keeps younger children away from the church is that 
like church does have a reputation for being a stifling environment. And [my church] is 
very different, but there are a lot of churches where that’s true. And I and most of my 
friends are LGBT so there’s even another layer of religion kind of being forced upon you 
and a couple of my friends can’t even come into a church without having a panic attack, 
which is horrifying, but like. 221 
 
 In this chapter I detail the experiences of adolescents in three different 
congregations. The purpose of the participant observation, focus groups, and interviews is 
to examine how different congregations promote flourishing in unique ways. Each of the 
mainline, suburban, and mostly affluent congregations displayed different theological 
underpinnings, structures, and approaches to youth ministry.222 Perhaps paradoxically, 
even churches whose youth population is declining or nearly non-existent reported high 
levels of busyness; church leaders are busy, working hard to reach young people, but 
many are falling through the cracks.  
Alex, quoted above, is a fifteen-year-old African American who identifies as a 
transgender boy and is active in his local church, Grace Baptist. He carries himself with 
confidence and smiles easily and frequently. On one of the Sundays I attended, he led the 
altar prayers before worship and sang in the choir. During the interview, he shared that he 
has also read Scripture on Sunday mornings, served as an usher, and served on the 
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church’s LGBT ministry. When asked how he got involved with that ministry he grinned 
and said: “um, they just emailed me and said: ‘we know you’re LGBT.’”  
 In addition to being one of the few self-identified LGBT youth I encountered 
during three church visits, Alex was also notable because of his passion for the church. 
At Grace, the choir sits up front during the whole service, providing a lively backdrop for 
every aspect of the morning’s worship. Alex, who sat near the edge of the front row, 
enthusiastically responded to the pastor’s emotions. His presence was striking partly 
because finding engaged teenagers in mainline congregations is not an easy task. 
Methodological Considerations 
 To this point, my interaction with everyday experience has focused on the youth 
ministry discourse as it appears in texts. Youth ministry has often been beleaguered by a 
stubborn insistence on the value of anecdote.223 Coupled with its own version of the 
clerical paradigm224 in which a theology of ministry is collapsed into a theology of the 
youth pastor, the academic youth ministry discourse in North America once relied on a 
surprisingly small but growing number of studies employing more systematic empirical 
methods. Often, youth researchers relied on large-scale survey data, and supported their 
findings with some interviews.225 Chap Clark took a more ethnographic approach in his 
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preparation for Hurt by spending time as a substitute teacher and researcher in an urban 
public school setting.226 As explained in chapter 1, while popular writing is still prevalent 
in youth ministry, quality empirical research, funded and supported by institutions such 
as Candler School of theology, Yale Divinity School, Princeton Seminary and Fuller 
Seminary, is becoming the norm.  
 Andrew Root and Kenda Creasy Dean argue for a closer melding of youth 
ministry and qualitative methods. Placing youth ministry squarely within the broader 
discipline of practical theology, they argue: “Youth ministry’s great potential may lie in 
its ability to reimagine the church on behalf of the wider Christian community, a church 
in which God has called young people to play an irrepressible and irreplaceable part.”227 
Theology, in their view, is simply reflecting on God’s action in the world. Constructive 
theology, then, must be done in “conversation and connection with this same world to 
which God is in God’s tri-unity.”228 They distance themselves somewhat from Tillich’s 
correlational method, instead opting for a ‘representative method’ derived from Luther’s 
understanding of Christ and the crucifixion. In practice, this amounts to a theologically 
rich appropriation of Richard Osmer’s practical theological method in which youth 
pastors are the primary agents.  
 Another approach to qualitative methods and youth ministry is exemplified in 
Mary Elizabeth Moore and Almeda Wright’s text Children, Youth and Spirituality in a 
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Troubling World.229 The tasks in this book are based in hope: “What we intend, instead, 
is to find paths of hope in the lives of young people, in their spiritual traditions and 
communities, and in the world as it is.”230 By including a diverse group of authors, 
traditions and methods, Moore hopes to “move beyond abstractions and 
oversimplifications about young people and their religious communities and cultures.”231
 Accordingly, Grace Jantzen’s critique of the Western necrophilic imagination 
provides a theoretical/theological theme that Moore traces through each of the chapters. 
She argues that the methods, including “empirical description, narrative analysis, 
theological and cultural analysis, reconstruction of theories and practices, and mapping of 
new directions for understanding and engaging young people,”232 complement and 
develop themes found in statistics-based studies. 
 These trends are not far removed from proposals in the new Eerdmans series 
entitled “Studies in Ecclesiology and Ethnography.” Pete Ward, the series editor, writes 
“At the heart of our project lies a proposal. Put simply, the proposal is that to understand 
the church, we should view it as being simultaneously theological and social/cultural. 
Added to this is the insight that this “understanding” is itself ecclesial.”233 Not only are 
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ecclesiology and ethnography on seemingly equal footing, ethnography emerges as an 
essential partner to ecclesiology for ecclesial reasons. In other words, one of the virtues 
of ecclesiology is that it is lived and local; it “wells up” from the practices of a local 
church. Ethnography also emerges from a lived community. The shared virtues of the two 
fields thus form the basis for a friendship of “good men(sic) qua good.”234 Finding all the 
connections between ecclesiology and practical theology is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation; for now it is sufficient to note that youth ministry discourse never strays far 
from ecclesiology.  
That is not to say there are no potential pitfalls and conflicts inherent in this 
relationship.235 However, this volume is full of practical examples of ethnography: 
Elizabeth Phillips studies a Christian Zionist congregation,236 Luke Bretherton studies a 
secular gathering of London Citizens,237 Clare Watkins et. al. examine a number of 
Catholic and Anglican churches engaged in evangelism,238 and Richard Osmer examines 
the family ministries of “missional churches.”239 Christian Scharen takes a different 
approach, comparing his own ethnographic work with that of two others in very different 
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contexts in order to more fully flesh out a theological argument about the Eucharist.240 
This volume thus explores a variety of ways in which theology and qualitative methods 
can work together in a friendship of (near)equals while still acknowledging the limits of 
the arrangement. 
For this dissertation, participant observation, interviews, and focus groups provide 
the core of the research. I have written elsewhere about the use of interviews and focus 
groups in qualitative research and will not elaborate further on those points here, limiting 
this discussion to the tools and values of ethnographic methods.241 Building on Ward’s 
proposal for ethnography, above, Christian Scharen and Aana Vigen define ethnography 
“less as a tool, product, thing, or even research strategy and more as a dynamic process of 
meaning-making that is inherently intertwined with power dynamics.”242 Meaning-
making is a helpful frame, since it encompasses both the task of youth ministry and the 
meta-task of researching what youth ministry is and does. Ethnogoraphy provides a space 
in which the researcher is both a learner and co-constructor of meaning. 
Scharen and Vigen outline four features of ethnographic methods—including 
those used here, viz. participant observation, focus groups, and interviews—that are 
requisite and endemic to ethnographic research: humility, reflexivity, collaboration, and 
audaciousness. Humility names the posture of the researcher not as expert but as student. 
It precludes an attitude of total mastery, which all too easily makes idols or objects of 
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research subjects. They write, “we continually deepen in our awareness and awe of all 
that we do not know and also of our profound indebtedness to those who teach and 
collaborate with us.”243 Closely related to humility is reflexivity, a practice of reflection 
by which the researcher constantly considers his or her own assumptions and social 
location. Self-reflexive researchers hold up the complexities and tensions in any given 
community without assuming they have a whole or complete picture.  
The third feature, collaboration, assumes that research subjects are experts with 
access to knowledge the researcher does not have. The congregations, youth, and staff in 
this project are therefore more like co-authors than objects of study. If the first chapter 
focused on learning from authors by reading texts, the present chapter focuses on learning 
from practitioners by participating and interviewing. Furthermore, ethnographic work 
generally benefits from a feedback loop; the ethnographer is accountable to the research 
subjects. In this project, preliminary research data was shared with leaders in the 
congregations.244 
Finally, audacity means that the researcher attempts to find solidarity with the 
subjects, acknowledging that the practices of the communities in question do reveal 
(partial) truth.  “This kind of revelation is not only theoretical or abstract, it is embodied 
in practices and in tangible interventions in the way things are.”245 The embodied 
practices of actual communities subvert the pictures painted by the dominant discourse 
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because each community has developed unique, creative practices. In this project, the 
research questions and practices were designed to both affirm the local congregations and 
invite them to wonder about extending their practices in meaningful ways. In focus 
groups, interviews, and during the participant observation, care was taken to build 
solidarity with the congregants by sharing personal stories and validating both the 
practices and concerns of congregants.  
In a time in which quantitative, not qualitative methods are generally associated 
with scientific rigor and validity, the above description may seem too fluid to qualify as 
rigorous research.246 By installing the subjects of research as active subjects rather than 
objects to whom a theory is applied, ethnographic and qualitative researchers often 
“engage qualitative projects without knowing which theories will eventually situate their 
research.”247 This concern led researcher Sarah Tracy to develop eight criteria by which 
all qualitative research might be critiqued, while still respecting the great varieties of 
methods in the field. Tracy draws a parallel with the craft of cheesemaking. When 
comparing different kinds of cheese, no universal criteria seem to be available. Different 
cheeses require different processing methods, and ‘ideal’ textures also vary by type. All 
cheesemakers, however, agree that “mouthfeel” is a universal criterion by which different 
cheeses can be measured. That is, an emphasis on manufacturing practice or final texture 
conflates the means and ends. Mouthfeel, though, provides a criterion that is universal but 
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broad enough to encompass differences between cheeses. It can be applied without 
making a normative claim that cheddar cheese is “better” than feta; rather, this cheddar 
might be better than that feta because its mouthfeel is superior. 
Similarly, Tracy develops eight criteria of qualitative research that she hopes 
allow different kinds of research to demonstrate the qualities of rigor without arbitrarily 
privileging one method over another. Tracy’s criteria are: worthy topic, rich rigor, 
sincerity, credibility, resonance, significant contribution, ethical, and meaningful 
coherence.248 Some of these criteria, such as worthy topic, resonance, and significant 
contribution are specifically addressed in other section of the dissertation and in the 
academic processes themselves. Two of the criteria, however, are particularly relevant in 
this chapter: rich rigor and credibility.  
While quantitative research requires precision, qualitative research requires 
complexity of theoretical constructs, data sources, and contexts. Rich rigor, then, is the 
product of a researcher whose methods are varied enough to make sense of the 
phenomena. Tracy recommends asking: “Are there enough data to support significant 
claims? Did the researcher spend enough time to gather interesting and significant 
data?”249 Regarding this last question, she suggests that if the data is new, unique or rare, 
significant conclusions can be drawn from relatively little data. Small data sets also 
require very close analysis.  
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Rich rigor is thus very closely related to credibility, which “refers to the 
trustworthiness, verisimilitude, and plausibility of the research findings.”250 Good 
qualitative research makes sense, and the conclusions drawn are credibly related to the 
phenomena to which they claim to relate.251 While triangulation is often cited as a helpful 
tool for achieving credibility due to the complexity of phenomena, crystallization 
provides an alternative that is more in keeping with the broader values of this project. 
Triangulation refers to the process whereby different methods all point to the same 
conclusion, thus strengthening the conclusion. Crystallization, while affirming the 
benefits of multiple research methods, is skeptical that different methods will yield 
exactly one truth or view of reality. Instead, “multiple types of data, researcher 
viewpoints, theoretical frames, and methods of analysis allow different facets of 
problems to be explored, increases scope, deepens understanding, and encourages 
consistent (re)interpretation.”252 Drawing on feminist and postmodern perspectives, 
crystallization researchers believe that the different methods and perspectives provide a 
more nuanced, but still partial, view of reality, which is itself multifaceted.  
According to crystallization advocate Laura Ellingsen, crystallization techniques 
frequently include using research methods from different parts of a spectrum-spanning 
positivist and post-positivist methods to social constructive and critical theoretical 
methods. Ellingsen writes: “Crystallization brings together multiple methods and multiple 
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genres to enrich findings and to highlight the inherent limitations of all knowledge. That 
is, each account provides pieces of a meaning puzzle but never completes it, rendering 
the impossibility of total understanding more apparent.”253 This approach hedges against 
the problems of reductionism discussed in Chapter One. Specifically, maintaining the 
importance of youth agency requires such a partial view; an attempt to fully explain 
adolescent behavior or translate the data into research terms is to repeat the errors of 
youth researchers already identified above. The two most common ways of presenting the 
data are by weaving them together or presenting them side-by-side. This dissertation 
takes the latter approach; this chapter will present data collected from participant 
observation, interviews, and focus groups, and the next chapter will present data from 
surveys collected at several sites. The survey data requires a different posture from the 
researcher and a different hermeneutic, both of which will be discussed at the beginning 
of the next chapter.  
Research Practices and Data 
 Three churches were identified through professional networks. At each church, 
consent for research was obtained from pastoral staff and lay leadership such as an elder 
board or session. Following this consent, I attended worship and youth activities for 
about three months at each site before moving to the next. Youth activities varied by 
location but generally included youth group and Sunday school. My presence as a 
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researcher was always announced publicly, and at each site I met separately with youth 
pastors and leaders so my presence would not be disruptive. During these meetings I was 
often invited to engage with the students and teachers. It was not uncommon for a leader 
or student to look over and say, “Well, you’re a youth pastor, what do you think?” By 
participating, even with the clearly delineated role of researcher, I was able to build trust 
with the congregants.  
 Near the end of the period of participant observation I scheduled either interviews 
or focus groups with students and adults. The choice of method was dependent upon the 
context; Grace Baptist preferred interviews while First Presbyterian and Southside UCC 
preferred focus groups. Participation in the interviews and focus groups was solicited in 
two ways. First, I offered a general solicitation to each congregation: anyone who wished 
to participate was welcome. Second, I asked youth pastors and leaders for 
recommendations. The goal was to gain a broad picture of congregational life by 
including paid staff, volunteer leaders, parents, and other congregants. Only adolescents 
age 14-18 were invited to participate in the interviews and focus groups. Following 
Institutional Review Board guidelines and prior to conducting any interviews or focus 
groups, I obtained signed consent from each participant, and in the case of people under 
age 18, additional consent was obtained from parents or guardians.  
Finally, the interviews and focus groups were analyzed with a colleague’s 
assistance using the ethogenic method developed by Dr. Mary Elizabeth Moore.254 
Having a colleague read and analyze the transcripts adds depth to the process and 
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requires additional self-reflection on the part of the primary researcher. After the initial 
analysis phase, our summary of themes was sent back to key leaders of the church for 
review. They typically enthusiastically affirmed the themes, and their comments at this 
stage were heavily considered in the final presentation. I introduce each of the three 
churches in the following sections. 
First Presbyterian Church 
 First Presbyterian is a small but vibrant suburban church situated in a suburban 
New England city.255 It is solidly middle-class, with fewer than 3% of residents living 
under the poverty line. It is nestled among several of the wealthiest cities in the state but 
has found a niche as a more affordable option to those communities. The population is 
mostly white, and Asian Americans, the largest minority, make up less than 10% of the 
population.  
 The church is located on a busy through street in a residential neighborhood. The 
building is not large and is easy to miss. The first thing one notices upon entering the 
property is the large community garden. First Presbyterian built the garden, with help 
from local Jewish and Muslim congregations, in 2015. Some of the plots are rented out to 
individuals, but some of the food also directly supports a local food pantry adjacent to the 
church. The church members are very willing to discuss this garden, and it is their most 
visible outreach to the community. 
 The building itself is small, with two offices, a kitchen, and a worship space on 
the first floor. The worship space is simple, with exposed wooden supports, floor to 
                                                        
255. All identifying details have been changed, including the name of the city. 
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ceiling windows, and chairs neatly arranged in rows. A piano and set of congas are the 
only instruments, resting in the front near the choir’s small set of risers. In the rear of the 
worship space is an open counter that leads directly into the kitchen; after worship church 
leaders set food and coffee out for everyone to enjoy. The space itself helps foster the 
intimacy that marks this congregation’s identity.  
 At one time, the congregation of First Presbyterian roughly mirrored the 
demographics of its surrounding community: mostly white and middle class. Today, 
however, the congregation consists of about 50% first or second—and occasionally 
third—generation Cameroonian immigrants. Longtime members point to the integration 
of these members into the life of the church as what sets First Presbyterian apart from 
other churches. Indeed, during each worship service, two choirs sing. One is a traditional 
Western hymn-singing choir, and the other sings a variety of songs in what I experienced 
as a more traditional African style. Congregants often stand, clap, and dance as they sing 
in a call and response style with no printed words or music. Sometimes someone will 
play the congas or a shekere that is stowed beneath the seats.  
 The service begins with worship music played by the worship leader on the piano. 
The music is a mixture of traditional hymns and popular contemporary music, and it 
kicks off a recognizably Presbyterian liturgical service. In addition to the afore-
mentioned choir, the lay liturgist also leads a prayer followed by a time of silence. 
Typically, s/he prays briefly then invites the congregation to meditate silently to prepare 
for worship. In a culture awash with activity and sound, the silent prayer is intended to 
center the congregants and prepare them for worship. Later, the lay liturgist also shares 
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announcements and invites other members to add their own. Often folks would stand up 
in their spot and announce a church activity or simply invite others to their children’s 
sports or musical event, giving the feel of a family reunion. 
 Children and adolescents are conspicuous during each service. Several teenagers 
sit together in the back, while others sit with their parents. Children roam about before 
the service begins, clearly comfortable with many adults in the congregation. Before the 
sermon the children are invited forward for a children’s sermon, once again led by a lay 
leader. The children’s sermons are related to the Scriptures for the day and often involve 
tactile object lessons. The children then process out of the sanctuary and into the 
basement for education hour. Each week, several high school students exit with the 
children to help teach Sunday school classes. As noted below, this practice led to some 
speculation during the focus group.  
 In each of the weeks I attended the sermons, which followed the liturgy and 
stayed comfortably within Presbyterian orthodoxy: fifteen minutes long, close to the text, 
and providing plenty of hope and assurance that God is present in times of struggle. 
Indeed, preachers often seem to have a recurring refrain, and God’s ever-presence in 
times of need recurred frequently at First. The pastor, preaching without notes and 
strolling up and down the center aisle of the sanctuary, often called people by name: 
“You know God loves you, right Sandy?” he might say, making pointed eye contact with 
Sandy. This style of preaching seemed to promote intimacy—by walking among the 
people and engaging them individually, the pastor effectively pulled the energy of the 
room into, not away from, the congregation. 
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 When the service concludes, food appears through a gap linking the kitchen to the 
sanctuary. Cake, coffee, juice and vegetable trays provide the material “stuff” for coffee 
hour. Almost everyone, it seems, stays to enjoy the refreshments and the company, and 
the young people manage to get to the front of the food line. When the weather is 
accommodating, a door is opened in the side of the sanctuary and the children stream into 
the yard, running and playing. Many meetings are held immediately after the service, 
including session meetings and youth group. 
 Thinking self-reflectively, I felt very welcomed at every point in the service. Both 
before and after my introduction as a researcher, numerous individuals introduced 
themselves to me. My neighbor in one service commended my singing voice. Once folks 
knew I was researching youth ministry, they were happy to introduce me to the young 
people, and the lay youth leader was quick to invite me to youth group. In short, the 
whole experience felt very pastoral, in the sense that the congregants genuinely care for 
each other. The pastor leads by example in this area. On the first Sunday I attended he 
invited me into his office and confessed to being tired. He shared that there had been a 
wedding the day before between two of the Cameroonian congregants, and their 
weddings often last long into the night. He had stayed as long as he could, until at least 
2AM. When I mentioned this to a congregant later, they said “yes, he is really dedicated 
to the congregation.”  
Youth Activities at First 
 Youth and children’s activities at First are all led by passionate laypeople and take 
place in a somewhat ad hoc fashion. Each year the children put on a Christmas pageant 
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that consists of children in costumes acting out the Christmas story as an adult reads it 
from Matthew and Luke. Consistent with First’s prevailing values, all children are invited 
to participate, even those who only show up on the morning of the performance; another 
shepherd is always welcome! There is a nursery and weekly Sunday school, though here 
again scheduling is minimal. At the top of the stairs leading down to the nursery, for 
example, there is a sign reading “You are welcome to leave your child in the nursery 
during the service, but please make sure there is an adult present.”256  
 Sunday school classes are divided into elementary and middle/high school, and 
they meet before and sometimes during the service. They are not advertised, however, 
and even after attending worship for several weeks I was unaware that the classes were 
happening. There is a network of teachers who organize the schedule among themselves, 
and the curriculum is not coordinated through a central leader or committee. Again, the 
grassroots nature of these processes fits well within the ethos of the church. Several 
congregants did mention, however, that they would like to see greater attendance which 
would require more structure.  
 Finally, there is a middle and high school youth group that meets after the service 
on Sundays. When I first inquired about doing research at First, I was told that the youth 
group meets on alternating Sundays. As it turned out, though, the group met far less 
frequently. When I did attend, in December, the leader announced that she was very busy 
with work and was unsure when she would be leading next. Nothing more was said about 
it until the focus group in February, during which one of the volunteers who often attends 
                                                        
256. This is a slight paraphrase.  
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youth group said: “Youth group, which normally would meet on Sundays after church, 
we haven’t met for a while actually…used to be every other week, again it’s probably 
been a month…well we haven’t met since Christmas.” When they do meet, the style is 
dialogical. In the December meeting, the leader posed a difficult theological question and 
asked the students, who ranged from 5th to 11th grade, to answer. Between bites of pizza 
they worked through the issue, eventually coming to a sort of consensus. The leader 
closed the discussion by reading a couple verses of Scripture that addressed the topic. 
They concluded their time together with a brief prayer and then games. During the game 
time, a few younger students who had been outside found their way in as well and were 
welcomed. The group valued the process more than the conclusion; creating space for the 
youth to be heard was prioritized.  
Themes at First: Multicultural Engagement, Family Atmosphere, and Service 
 I will now turn to the focus groups to explore the main themes of what life is like 
at First Presbyterian Church. I conducted two focus groups about a month apart. The first 
consisted of lay leaders and parents, and the second consisted of high school students. 
The adult group consisted of three women and two men. All the women and one of the 
men were African-American; Wanda and Nigel, a married couple, grew up in Cameroon 
and began attending First in 2013 because of its multicultural reputation despite their lack 
of experience with Presbyterianism. Delores is also an immigrant, and she attended with 
her daughter Lisa. Delores has been attending for over thirty years, and her daughter, who 
is now married and with two of her own children, has been attending nearly as long 
except for a brief stint living out of state. Daniel, an Asian American, also was not a 
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Presbyterian until he began attending with his wife around the time their older daughter 
was born fifteen or so years ago. They came because it was close and stayed for the 
close-knit community they discovered. 
 The youth focus group included four boys and one girl. Perry and Mark, the sons 
of Lisa, are mixed race boys living in a nearby affluent suburb. Anna and Jamal are 
African-American siblings whose parents only attend on Easter and Christmas, but who 
attend each week, getting a ride from other congregation members. Tyrone is also an 
African-American whose family attends; his favorite part of attending church is the food.  
 The first theme that resonates across both focus groups and the participant 
observation is that First Presbyterian is diverse and welcoming. For example, I asked the 
adults to describe their congregation with one sentence. Their responses are below: 
 
Lisa: Diverse. That’s one word, that’s not a sentence! (Laughs) It is a 
multi-cultural environment. 
Nigel: Church is welcoming. 
Daniel: I’m with Lisa. To me the thing that stands out is that it’s 
multicultural…I think one of the things that stands out in our congregation 
is it’s very diverse and multicultural, as we do our analysis that’s a 
strength [and] weakness there…we are multicultural but probably distinct 
within our congregation there’s probably more we could do to bridge the 
cultural gaps. 
 
 The youth similarly highlighted this diversity. Their answers to the same question 
are below: 
 
Jamal: We are loving. 
Tyrone: We are welcoming. 
Perry: We are welcoming, we don’t care who you are, as long as you’re 
respectful… 
Anna: Our congregation is diversely amazing. 
Mark: We do pretty cool things and we’d like to meet you. 
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The youth expressed some disagreement as to the actual racial constitution of the church; 
Perry said, “Well, we have Cameroonians and white people,” and Anna responded: “No, 
we have Asians, Indians, Brazilians—have you been to church? We had this cookout and 
I was looking around with [my friend] and I was like ‘wow, it was like such a mix’, and it 
was so fricking beautiful!” The congregants, young and old, recognize both the rarity of 
such a racially diverse congregation and the virtues and challenges of sustaining such 
diversity.  
 A corollary to the theme of diversity is that participating in First Presbyterian 
means stretching yourself by interacting with people you might not normally meet. 
Delores mentioned this at several times in the focus group, in this instance regarding her 
participation in the intercessory prayer group: “it has forced me to be more outgoing…As 
intercessors we went to [a different church] and I had to be the speaker…on the way I 
had to ask for all the help I can get from God, and I find it’s been easier. I guess that’s 
what the church is for me.” Earlier she said, “The church provided a sanctuary and it 
helped me to find my own voice.” Daniel agreed, adding that for his high school children, 
church is a place where they can interact with kids and adults they otherwise wouldn’t 
meet. Anna, the same age as Daniel’s children, corroborated this when she said, “I’ve met 
like a whole new community that I know I can always count on that I know I would’ve 
never met without the church.” For Tyrone and Perry, this means being exposed to 
different perspectives while nevertheless maintaining relationships with the people who 
hold those perspectives.  
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 In this context, the theme of a family-like atmosphere emerges. Several 
congregants told me on Sunday mornings that they love First Presbyterian because it 
feels like a big family. Indeed, in addition to the intergenerational nature of Sunday 
mornings, people showed genuine concern for each other and their families. More than 
once during the adult focus group, for example, comments were made that demonstrated 
knowledge of other families. When Daniel couldn’t remember how long he had been 
attending, Lisa helped him remember by reminding him how old his children were when 
they first came. The focus groups both involved a lot of laughter and (mostly) good-
natured banter between the participants that are only possible among close friends and 
acquaintances.  
 As an adolescent, Perry experiences this family as a place where, unlike in his 
school, “you can really express what you believe and think here without being attacked.” 
Anna emphasized that even though her parents don’t come, other congregants willingly 
gave her and her brother a ride to church each week. One of the difficulties of being a 
suburban church is, however, that many, if not most, of the congregants come from other 
towns. While this caring atmosphere abides at worship and other church events such as 
the annual mission trip, there is relatively little opportunity for people to interact outside 
of church events. Several adults mentioned the difficulty of attending events put on by 
other members; traveling from town to town in the evenings is prohibitively difficult. 
Likewise, the youth said that while they would be willing and interested to interact with 
others outside of church, they rarely did so because their friends “live like three towns 
over!”  
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 This difficulty perhaps highlights why the final theme of service is so important to 
the community. Service projects provide a concrete reason to get together and build 
solidarity among congregants. Nigel helped raise funds for a water project at his former 
school in Cameroon and lauded the youth’s contributions. For the youth, service 
opportunities at the church also help them achieve graduation requirements. Mark relates 
the theme of multicultural interaction with the value of service projects: “I have to get 40 
hours [of community service] to graduate so it helps a lot with that aspect…I definitely 
think being forced to interact with people in the church helps with other areas of life, like 
talking to people who I normally don’t like to talk to cause we have such a diverse group 
that we have to get used to talking to different kinds of people.” The youth talked about 
both church-wide service projects like leaf raking and youth specific projects like the 30-
hour famine.257  
 The peak service event, however, is a church-wide mission trip each year to a 
nearby state. Both adults and youth mentioned it as formative event. When asked “what 
do youth gain by being a part of First Presbyterian that they don’t gain anywhere else,” 
one adult mentioned biblical knowledge, while the others mentioned service and 
emphasized how the annual trip is “a great part of their lives.” Building houses together 
in another state creates opportunities for deep relationship building.  
 The themes of diversity, family-like intimacy and service do not encompass the 
entirety of experiences at First Presbyterian, but they do give contours to the kinds of 
                                                        
257. See “30 Hour Famine,” World Vision, accessed March 11, 2019, www.30hourfamine.org. As others 
have pointed out, despite the popularity of this movement for youth groups, the language of famine is 
problematic.  
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experiences that are prevalent. Before moving to another context, I will offer a brief 
interpretation of what is missing from these themes. While the focus group questions did 
not specifically ask about God or theology, it was nevertheless surprising that God, Jesus, 
or doctrines did not come up very often. In the adult focus group three adults specifically 
mentioned bible study, either as an adult practice or as something the youth gain. One of 
those, Nigel, also mentioned that First Presbyterian helps youth with “knowing the Bible 
and knowing there’s a Supreme Being, because I’m not so sure that is taught in schools 
here.” He also mentioned that First Presbyterian gives them the opportunity to learn about 
Jesus. None of the youth specifically mentioned God, Jesus, prayer, or worship.  
 One way to read this is as a corroboration of the claim made by Christian Smith 
regarding the now somewhat dated National Study on Youth and Religion that American 
teenagers are “incredibly inarticulate about their faith, their religious beliefs and 
practices, and its meaning or place in their lives.”258 Smith goes on to add that this does 
not reflect a general state of inarticulacy among teenagers since they are able to think 
clearly about other subjects. Rather, he suggests that this is evidence that religious 
congregations are doing a poor job of engaging youth religiously. He suggests that the 
NSYR interview was likely the only time youth were specifically asked by adults about 
their religious commitments.259 
 While this assessment has a grain of truth, it does not tell the whole story. That is, 
while the apparent inability of youth to strongly articulate claims about their faith does 
                                                        
258. Smith and Denton, Soul Searching, 204. 
 
259. As an interviewer in this and other projects, I have had adolescents make similar comments to me. 
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seem problematic to theological educators, it is not clear that lack of articulacy is 
equivalent to lack of engagement. This is most evident in Anna’s description of a 
leadership camp put on by her denomination. She describes the experience thus:  
We went to this one field trip it was like a camp kind of thing, but not really, 
we were all, I don’t even remember where it was, but like so many different 
youth groups and like it was a leadership type thing, so teaching us to be 
leaders I guess, but um having that many youth and like having everyone 
share their story…Yeah, it was just a group of teenagers and we like camped 
but the main thing was church I guess, but I don’t know, just making it not 
all about church, like it was about leadership skills but there was some 
aspect of religion…It was amazing. 
 
Anna is describing an event that integrates, rather than isolates, religious themes and 
developmental skills. Rather than framing religious faith as a discrete object, Anna 
integrates her religious commitments with other aspects of her own growing self. Telling 
her story, interacting with very different people, and learning life skills are all central to 
Anna’s spiritual journey.  
Similarly, the youth spoke enthusiastically about an event they attended as a 
youth group at a local mosque as Islamophobic rhetoric escalated during a recent election 
cycle. This event followed up the church’s ecumenical work in building their community 
gardens. Muslim teenagers made presentations about their faith, showing that, according 
to Anna, “there’s nothing to hate or anything like that.” Perry added, “They knew their 
stuff too, very knowledgeable.” The youth all shared Perry’s appreciation of the Muslim 
youth who “knew their stuff.” Both stories and the main themes point toward shifting 
priorities in youth ministry practice. Inarticulacy may still be a problem—but such 
articulacy may also be at most a secondary or tertiary concern. Instead, the youth value 
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opportunities to grow, learn from each other, and have a supportive community as they 
serve others.  
Members of First Presbyterian noted that, while diversity is a virtue, it still 
presents challenges. They wondered if they could do more to facilitate intercultural 
exchange rather multicultural presence.260 The lay leadership of youth group is somewhat 
inconsistent—since lay leaders have their own jobs, when they are busy events are simply 
canceled. Similarly, youth are busy, meaning attendance at Sunday school and youth 
group is sporadic. First Presbyterian members experience their community as welcoming 
and life-giving, but they are concerned both about the spiritual depth of their members 
and their ability to join in God’s work beyond their doors.  
Grace Baptist Church 
 Grace Baptist is a traditionally black Baptist church in an upper middle-class 
suburb of a large New England city. In the 1870’s black parishioners left their Baptist 
church on with a blessing from their white brethren to form a church in which they could 
sit in the front as well as the back pews. The first pastor of Grace Baptist had been 
ordained as a slave some thirty years before taking on the pastorate at Grace. When Grace 
began it only had 18 members but grew to 39 members within a few short years, despite a 
relative dearth of African Americans living in the neighborhoods near the church 
building. After the original building burned to the ground just before the turn of the 
century, it was rebuilt with two stained glass windows donated by an unknown donor.  
                                                        
260. See Boyung Lee, Transforming Congregations Through Community: Faith Formation from the 
Seminary to the Church (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2013). 
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 The city in which Grace is located largely consists of educated, wealthy families; 
according to census data, the average annual income for a family is well over $100,000 
while less than 5% of the population is below the poverty line. While over 20% of the 
residents were born outside of the country, 80% of the residents are white. African 
Americans are the second largest ethnic minority group, making up about 2.5% of the 
population. These demographics are important to Grace in at least two ways. First, it 
means that the congregation is also highly educated, though congregants come from 
several surrounding cities as well. Second, Grace has long advocated for developing more 
affordable housing in the city to provide opportunities for greater racial and economic 
diversity. 
Hidden on a side street in a residential area, Grace Baptist’s modest structure 
hides the vibrancy within. On a Sunday morning, the neighborhood is quiet except for the 
people converging in Grace Baptist and a Catholic church a few blocks away. Entering 
the main doors of the church, congregants and visitors are warmly greeted by smiling 
greeters. The main floor of the church is mostly taken up by the sanctuary, a medium 
sized meeting room, and the staff offices. Education classrooms are in the basement, 
along with a large kitchen and fellowship hall. As education hour wraps up and the 
service nears, children and adults of all ages scamper up and down the stairs, calling out 
to friends and family. In the sanctuary, ushers with suits and white gloves distribute 
bulletins and help people find seats.  
The first Sunday I attended was African heritage Sunday, meaning many people 
arrived wearing traditional clothing from their or their families’ countries of origin. This 
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added extra, vibrant colors to the space and raised the energy levels. In the fifteen or 
twenty minutes prior to the service, there is a time of prayer held around the altar at the 
front of the sanctuary. While I did not directly participate in this part of the service, 
congregants informed me that it is a time of corporate prayer, often led by lay members 
of the congregation, occasionally including adolescents. The fluidity of this practice 
means the service has a rolling start time. On most of the Sundays I attended the service 
began 5 to 15 minutes after the printed time—a fact that others took in stride and without 
comment. 
On African heritage Sunday, the service began with the liturgical dance team. An 
intergenerational group of dancers ran into the sanctuary as music played over the sound-
system, dancing exuberantly. The music shifted styles partway through their dance, from 
a hymnlike piece to a strong hip-hop groove that inspired enthusiastic dancing and 
clapping from many congregants. 
The music is provided by a choir and a band. The band consists of at least two 
keyboardists, a bass guitarist, and a drummer. They stay in place throughout the service, 
playing songs for congregational singing and for the choir, and providing background 
music that supports other elements of the service, particularly the sermon. The choir sits 
in the front of the sanctuary facing the congregation and choir members are actively 
involved in the service, not only by singing, but also by attentively following and 
responding to Scripture readings, the sermon, and other elements in the service.  
The engaging sermons are often thirty minutes or more in length. On African 
heritage Sunday, a guest preacher had been invited to preach. After fifteen minutes or so 
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telling stories of his experiences with Grace members, he began his sermon with the 
caveat that he hadn’t expected anyone of the “Caucasian persuasion” to be present. There 
were, by my count, four Caucasian folks in the congregation that day: myself, a couple, 
and another man who is a regular member. I mention this piece of the story because of 
how it illuminates my experience in the church. On the one hand, I was very aware—
particularly on African heritage Sunday—of my presence as a white man, and a 
researcher, in a traditionally African American congregation. On the other hand, the 
welcome I received was always far beyond the expectations of social convention. 
Members went out of their way to greet me, shake my hand, and ask about my research. 
Near the end of one service, the pastor asked the congregation to grab hands with each 
other as we sang the final hymn, in a show of solidarity. My neighbors, whom I didn’t 
know, unhesitatingly invited me to join in. As the service concluded I found myself 
embraced on both sides by congregants with their arms over my shoulders.  
Two themes of the Grace experience become quickly evident. The first is that 
they are proud of their African-American heritage and past and are dedicated to 
continuing to overcome the racism that plagues the United States and world in the 21st 
century. The second is that they go about this work in a loving, welcoming way. At 
several points during the service, the pastor would call out, “Grace is where” and the 
congregation would ardently respond “Love reigns!”261 There is thus little ambiguity 
about what the church is about.  
                                                        
261. This has been changed to protect anonymity but preserve the spirit of the place.  
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Children are ever-present during the service. Children, from newborns to 
teenagers mostly sit with their parents, and were remarkably well-behaved each time I 
attended. While they did not always participate to the same level as their parents, they 
seemed to be comfortable in the space and understand their roles. Other young people 
were frequently invited to engage in the service in some way. Some youth were in the 
choir or dance team, and others were ushers. At other times youth were invited to 
participate by reading Scripture or sharing announcements. On Youth Sunday the youth 
contributed in other ways as well, including sharing testimonies and preaching. The youth 
pastor told me that one of the goals of their youth programming was to involve the youth 
in every aspect of church life. He said, “If you come to church on a Sunday and don’t 
hear a youth’s voice, we have done something wrong.”  
Youth Activities at Grace 
 Grace has robust youth and children’s programs, with a youth pastor and 
children’s pastor both among the paid staff of the church. Children’s programs take place 
on Sundays, with a nursery for the very young and Sunday School for preschool through 
5th graders. The teachers are trained by the children’s ministry director, who also chooses 
the curriculum. It is left up to the teachers, however, whether or how much they wish to 
rely on the curriculum. Sunday School meets for one hour before the service starts. Each 
week I attended, the start time was very generous, with most of the students and teachers 
arriving ten minutes later than the listed start time. 
 The youth have a variety of options. There is a youth choir, a dance team, and a 
youth group. The choir and dance team meet weekly. The youth group maintains a 
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calendar of events ranging from Friday night fellowship events to smaller, informal 
breakfast meetings with the youth pastor. Several people involved with the youth group 
mentioned the difficulty of scheduling midweek events for the youth due to 
extracurricular activities and a wide distribution of residences; traveling to the church on 
a weekday is not feasible for many of the youth and their families.  
 For this reason, Sunday School forms the backbone of Grace’s youth 
programming. Like the children’s Sunday School, the youth are invited to the church one 
hour before the service. There is also an adult Sunday school held concurrently, so their 
parents are welcome to attend that during the same time. At the time of this research, all 
the youth from 6th to 12th grade met together for Sunday school. This was a strategic 
decision based on the number of youth typically attending and could change based on 
those numbers.  
 The Sunday school rooms are clustered in the basement, and the youth Sunday 
school room is a large windowless room with bookshelves of Bibles. Typically, there is a 
lay teacher leading the class while the paid youth pastor stops in occasionally to 
supplement the teaching that is happening and offer different views on the material. The 
curriculum was based around Scriptural study and case studies. One week, for example, 
featured a story about a graduating high school senior who was pressured by her 
boyfriend to have sex. The case study stated that she did love her boyfriend, but that they 
were likely going to different colleges and she wasn’t sure she wanted to have sex with 
him. Should she do it anyway? The teacher allowed various students to share their initial 
thoughts on the situation before suggesting some Scriptural passages that may be of help. 
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The emphasis was very clearly not on the resolution of the conflict but on the process by 
which the students examined the young woman’s options. In what way might Scripture 
and tradition be her guide? To whom in her family and community might she turn to for 
wisdom? As we will see below, this method is intentionally implemented by the teaching 
staff and is highly influential in the lives of the students.  
 During Sunday school the teachers made efforts to listen to and affirm the 
students. There was no small difficulty in accommodating all the students; the above case 
study carried far more immediate relevance to the graduating seniors in the class than to 
the sixth graders. Using invitations and eye contact, however, the teachers worked to 
bring all the students into the discussion in one way or another. This focus on the students 
does not mean that there was no normative substance in the material. The teachers 
frequently referred to communal norms and Scriptural truth as solid ground upon which 
to begin the decision-making process. Truth is not understood as relative, but neither is it 
used in an overbearing way, forcing the students into conformity. Rather, truth emerges 
in the tension between their tradition, themselves, and the pressures of 21st century life.  
 This approach resonates closely with messages from the pulpit. When speaking 
about their church, several members of Grace self-identified as being in a 
liberal/progressive tradition. They are often quick to add that they love Jesus and keep 
Scripture central to their lives. One Sunday the pastor introduced a new adult Sunday 
school class in which they would look at difficult Scripture passages—those passages that 
have often been used to oppress people due to their race, gender, or sexual orientation. He 
said, “We might be a liberal church, but these are our Scriptures, and we don’t ignore any 
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of them.” Grace Baptist unapologetically embraces its Baptist roots and works at 
embracing the dignity of all people, both within and beyond the doors of the church.262  
Themes at Grace: Sunday School, Engaging Difficult Topics, Developing a Community of 
Support 
 Due to the busyness of Grace’s membership, the leadership team advocated that 
my research be conducted on Sunday mornings when people were already present. They 
therefore preferred interviews to focus groups to minimize the disruption to Sunday 
morning activities. I and a co-researcher interviewed adults and youth over a period of 
several weeks, during or just before the Sunday School hour. Having participated in 
worship services and Sunday School for two months, I earned trust from many of the 
people I interviewed. 
 As noted above, Grace provides numerous ways for youth to be involved, 
including youth group, choir, dance ministry, and ushering. The primary way Grace 
invites youth into the life of the church, however, is through Sunday School—it is the hub 
around which the other ministries rotate. Sunday School is an institution at Grace; it has 
been the unchanging bedrock of Christian education for as long as anyone can remember, 
and this is unlikely to change in the near future. Adults and youth alike expressed 
frustration with busyness and the difficulties youth face in getting to church. Sunday 
mornings, despite the invasion of some sports and other extracurricular activities, are still 
the best time for youth to come and engage.  
                                                        
262. Grace’s website is a testament to this. Traditional Baptist beliefs are placed alongside Grace’s own 
emphasis on social justice and reliance on cultural traditions. The site is not linked here to preserve 
anonymity.  
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Sunday school serves several important roles in the church. First, it is an 
important vehicle to help children and youth feel loved and learn about the Christian 
faith. Dominique has been attending Grace since the mid 1990’s, and she was very active 
as a Sunday school teacher while her two children, one of whom is in high school and the 
other is in college, were younger. At the time of the interview she was serving as a 
substitute Sunday school teacher. According to her, “We offer Sunday school from the 
very youngest levels, so they are getting early training in, one, how to behave, two, how 
to treat one another nicely, how to accept other people. Those are basic in just the way we 
carry it out. But the basis is just to teach them about God and spirituality and Jesus.” At a 
young age, children are valued by their Sunday school teachers, even as they are also 
learning about their faith tradition and how to interact with others. The purpose of all this, 
for Dominique, is “to make sure that they’re grounded…they have a strong sense of self 
and they have a strong sense of there being God that looks out for us and that we can 
have hope in that, because life seems hard, but there is some constant.” Sunday School’s 
relatively unchanging consistency is one of its virtues. 
There was a remarkable amount of consistency, in fact, from the adults and the 
youth when they discussed the purpose of Sunday School. Rebecca, a younger Sunday 
school teacher, believes the purpose is to develop a foundation for the youth. Toni, who 
teaches kindergarten students, said that “do be comfortable in their own skin as 
Christians, that’s what I would like.” She does not let her kindergarten students be 
content with rote answers. She pushes them to internalize the lessons, and more 
important, the spirit of Christ, and live from the heart. Lakisha, who recently began 
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teaching high school Sunday school, describes her purpose as “cultivating leadership,” 
and, like Dominique, mentioned developing a “sense of self” as an important goal of the 
youth ministry. 
These aims are not lost on the students. Daniel, a freshman in high school, does 
not see a separation between what his experiences at church and the rest of his life. When 
asked what he thought the purpose of religious education was, he simply said: “A 
successful life.” James, also a freshman, said “if people were, like participating a lot, and 
also being able to answer questions that aren’t just like, like you could just flip to the 
bible and read a passage, but you have to think about it and use what you know about the 
bible to apply to different situations, I think if [we] can do that then that’s Sunday school 
working.” James’ response points to exactly the kind of skills the teachers I observed and 
interviewed were trying to teach. 
The Sunday school program is overseen by a part time youth pastor and a Sunday 
school superintendent. They recruit and train teachers and develop the curriculum. The 
youth pastor’s energy is mostly directed toward the older students, while the Sunday 
school superintendent focuses on pre-k to grade 5. In line with the broader educational 
and spiritual goals of the church, their role is one of support. Lakisha, who was a 
professional elementary classroom teacher before moving into administration, felt some 
trepidation about taking on a teaching role for older students after she was approached by 
the youth pastor. She reflects, “I taught kindergarten, [and this would] be with the older 
students who are 14 to 17 years old, and I thought ‘this is crazy, why do you think I can 
do this?’ Once I heard it would be co-teaching with [the youth pastor] that eased my 
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nerves…there’s also something in me that says it is not necessarily my calling but 
something God is calling me to do.” Her reflections illustrate the hoped-for functioning 
of faith and community. By approaching her and asking her to teach, the youth pastor 
invited Lakisha into deeper engagement with the community and her faith—and it was a 
sense of God’s calling and the support of the community that enabled her to step out in 
faith and take on a new and challenging role. At the time of this interview, she had been 
teaching for 18 months and showed no sign of stopping. 
The adults of Grace Baptist are under no illusion, however, that Sunday school 
participation is the alpha and omega of student engagement. The following interaction 
with Dominique demonstrates this. 
Interviewer: What specifically then are the things Grace does for youth? 
Dominique: For youth? 
Interviewer: Yes, what are the programs? 
Dominique: So the first thing is that they are enveloped and appreciated. 
From the time they step into the community children are cherished, you 
know what I mean? We want children in our church. So kids feel welcome 
here, they feel free to be in the sanctuary… 
Interviewer: One of the things that seems to be the case is that while there 
are formal programs here, one of the important things is just the way 
people are with one another. 
Dominique: Yeah, absolutely. We have some youth who don’t for 
whatever reason come to Sunday school or participate in dance ministry or 
choir…So a big part of [our] ministries that focus on the teenagers is on 
even teenagers who don’t come to Sunday school. 
 
She and others do not view church as an event to attend or a class to take. Instead, I heard 
phrases like “you have to be part of the fabric” of the church, or that “you can just 
immerse yourself in the culture.”  
 This points toward the second theme: engagement. While each interviewee spoke 
of engagement, Toni’s responses were the most emphatic: “God is using you to engage 
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people and bring them to Christ…They will know we are Christians by our love, so you 
continue to engage, engage, engage.” In these quotes she is referencing two kinds of 
engagement—first within the church and then with others who are outside the faith. 
Engagement is, ideally, a give and take between church and family, with church 
supporting families and vice versa. Toni used the example of her own children: she did 
not let them take communion until they sought out and explored its meaning. She even 
relates a story in which she caught her high school daughter texting her college age son. 
The text said: “Mom’s driving me crazy. She keeps talking to me about God and stuff.” 
As ever though, growth is the goal, not rote repetition of creeds or Bible verses. As the 
children’s needs become more complex, the adults try to help the youth develop a more 
complex faith that can address and/or relate to the other pieces of their lives. As Toni’s 
older child entered college, he struggled to integrate his religious upbringing with 
scientific perspectives he encountered in high school and then more emphatically in 
college. The important thing, she shared, is not that he blindly accept his faith, but that he 
continues to wrestle with the very real intellectual conflicts he experiences. 
 Rebecca is a public school music teacher, and one of her students is also a student 
at the church. She sees this as a positive thing since she is unable to engage with her 
students at school in the same way she can at church. In school, she said, things have to 
be neutral. She believes schools could teach character, but they can’t or don’t. “I do feel 
like at school I have to be like at a place where everybody and everything’s validated and 
I can’t really, I feel like I do have to subdue my Christian values…It’s nice to be able to 
be a little more true to what I believe [at church].”  
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 Engagement plays out differently with each student. Daniel appreciates being 
“allowed to do things,” and looks forward to ushering and media ministry. Even Brianna, 
who was the least engaged of the students, participated in discussions in Sunday school 
and was, until just before the time of this interview, an active member of the dance team. 
Alex, introduced at the beginning of this chapter, shared a powerful testimony of being 
welcomed and invited into deeper engagement by Grace Baptist’s pastor.  
My pastor and [youth pastor] have both had a big development, big roles in 
the development of my faith because when I came out [as transgender] to 
pastor he was super accepting and he was willing to talk with me about it, 
he wasn’t just like “oh, whatever,” he actually went through ‘oh this is ok 
to be here, it’s ok for you to be here.’ He actually took me up to the mural 
in front of the church, and he was showing me that it’s a passage from Acts 
involving an Ethiopian eunuch, so like a black, transgender man, being 
baptized, and God showing his approval, and he told me like even the walls 
are telling you you deserve to be here.’ And that was like, oh, I really can 
be here, I can worship, I’m not just like faking it. So that was really helpful. 
 
Alex also reports having a monthly breakfast with the youth pastor who offers spiritual 
and emotional support.  
 Alex’s story is important not only because of the incredibly positive influence 
adults in the church have had in his life. It also points to engagement with difficult issues 
as modeled by the pastoral staff and practiced by lay leaders. Several factors contributed 
to Alex’s testimony including the history of the church; many churches do not have 
murals depicting the Ethiopian eunuch to which the pastor could direct the adolescent. 
The pastor also did not simply delegate responsibility for Alex to the youth pastor or a 
Sunday school teacher. Instead, he played his part, offering support alongside the youth 
pastor and other engaged adults. Alex’s positive experience is not accidental—it is the 
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result of a long development that has shaped the culture and practices of Grace Baptist 
church so that students like Alex can be welcomed and nurtured.  
 The final theme, community support, is closely related to the theme of 
engagement. Such deep engagement of divisive issues is not possible without a 
community that is committed to mutual support. Lakisha, who is part of the temporary 
revisioning committee and whose partner leads the college ministry, shared that one of 
their goals is providing easy transportation to area college students so they can attend 
worship regularly. The church is not particularly close to the local colleges, but Grace 
recognizes that college is a difficult time and a community of support is often necessary. 
This support extends beyond just Sunday mornings; since Grace’s congregation contains 
many working professionals, they have also sponsored, for example, an event featuring a 
panel of speakers, undergraduates, and graduate students who discussed how to write a 
resume and develop oneself early in one’s career. The college ministry is also working 
alongside the deacons to develop a practice of sending care packages to college students, 
both their own graduates and local students they have met. 
 Dominique reported that on the first Sunday she and her husband attended new 
members were being welcomed into the church. A common practice is for all the current 
members to shake their hands. Despite it being their first week in attendance, they were 
invited by other members to participate: “People were like, ‘no, no, you’re with us,’ and 
that felt good.” The feeling on Sunday mornings is that the members of Grace Baptist 
really believe they have a wonderful community, and that they would be delighted to 
invite each visitor to join. One Sunday I attended they were celebrating the birthday of 
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one of their “seasoned saints,” who was over 100 years old. The whole congregation gave 
her a standing ovation. 
 Although Grace Baptist is a vibrant, welcoming community, it too faces 
challenges. Rebecca lamented that although she is a Sunday school teacher, she doesn’t 
even know some of the kids on the roster, and many weeks only one student shows up for 
class. Grace’s location in an affluent suburb has led to a homogenizing of the 
congregation from a class perspective: most members have professional white-collar 
jobs. The pastor reported in an informal conversation that it is often difficult for his 
congregants to relate to their colleagues from inner-city churches. Indeed, discussions 
with several Sunday school teachers suggested that a healthy home life is the norm, not 
the exception. While this is clearly great news for those adolescents, their ministry efforts 
likely appeal to those students who have supportive families. Their efforts to develop 
affordable housing in the neighborhood of the church have been met with strong 
resistance from the city council and other neighborhood residents.  
Southside UCC: Rethinking Ministry 
 This section will be significantly shorter than the others because it became 
apparent after several visits that, despite the hopes of clergy and staff, there were no 
adolescents. I have chosen to keep this church in the analysis, however, because 
something can be learned from this lack of youth. Southside, located on the outer edge of 
the suburbs of a large, northern East coast city, is affiliated with the United Church of 
Christ. It is a historic church located just off a commercial street, a short walk from a 
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vibrant summer tourist’s area and a beach. The grounds are well-cared for, and the 
building itself, while large, is tidy and neat.  
 Similarly, the interior of the building is warm and inviting, from the airy 
sanctuary to the second-floor education area. On Sunday mornings most of the activity 
revolves around the centrally located fellowship area, in which can be found coffee and, 
after the service, snacks. Dedicated members mull around near the coffee machines while 
the choir prepares and the ushers begin welcoming guests.  
 The service maintains the welcoming aesthetic; lay leaders welcome visitors and 
members alike, announcing that Southside is “open and affirming.” Both before the 
service and during the sharing of the peace of Christ, many members introduced 
themselves with warm smiles. For all the focus on warmth and affirmation, the sermons 
were nevertheless thoughtful and substantive, not shying away from thorny theological 
and current issues.  
After the service, I was invited to join the congregation for coffee and snacks. The 
children, who left the service after the children’s sermon, seemed to feel very 
comfortable scouring the snack tables. In all, my experience at Southside was that it was 
a vibrant multigenerational church, full of energy and with a reasonable amount of 
excitement for the future. Where, though, were the youth? 
Youth Programming at Southside 
 Southside has a robust children’s ministry. The children are led out of the 
sanctuary after the children’s sermon, where they split into age-specific classrooms in the 
homely Christian education area. One year prior to my arrival, they hired a young and 
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energetic youth and children’s pastor named Tara. Growing up, Tara attended a large 
Evangelical church nearby. Despite misgivings about the theology she was being taught, 
Tara attended a local Evangelical seminary. She was drawn to Southside because of its 
open and welcoming atmosphere—she strongly believes in the dignity and value of each 
person and found Southside’s theology more amenable. Her evangelical background 
provided Tara with a strong appreciation of the biblical text, however, and this has 
enabled her to rethink some of the youth programming.  
 Tara invited me to a meeting of the youth ministry/Christian education team. The 
team, composed entirely of women, was energetic and showed enthusiasm for their tasks. 
They were planning several events, and brainstorming ways to include children in other 
events, such as summertime outdoor worship services. They agreed that keeping 
adolescents engaged was difficult; they placed part of the blame for this on the lack of 
men in their ministry context. Although the senior pastor of the church was male, these 
women had difficulty engaging their husbands, and they felt that this detracted from some 
ministry opportunities and potentially discouraged boys from participating.  
 The women on the team did hold somewhat differing views of the purpose of 
Christian education, particularly in relation to the Bible. As an open and affirming UCC 
church, Southside self-identifies as a liberal church.263 One of the women, for example, 
noted that for her the Bible is a collection of stories that one may or may not believe in. 
Knowledge of these stories is not important for one’s spiritual development. Instead, the 
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focus should be on developing a community that cares about social and ecological 
justice.264 While Tara respects this viewpoint, she is also developing Christian education 
practices that take the Bible seriously. In her view, a lack of connection with Scripture 
and tradition is one weakness of the program she inherited when beginning the position 
nearly five years earlier. These differences, however, do not prevent the team from being 
supportive and enthusiastic. According to Tara, their support has helped her grow 
immensely.  
Themes at Southside: Multi-Generational and Welcoming, Social Justice, Youth Driven 
to Anxiety 
 Tara was first drawn to Southside because of its warm, multi-generational 
atmosphere. She self-identifies as an introvert who occasionally struggles with 
socializing with congregants. When asked about her favorite parts of the church, she said, 
“Everybody’s pretty approachable, we do a lot of social justice awareness, there’s a lot 
for the kids to be involved and that’s where I come in. I liked that there were a ton of kids 
and a good group to start kind of teaching them what I’ve learned in church and how I 
grew up.” Tara had only attended for a short time before she was asked to come on staff 
part time as a children’s and youth coordinator. As a Bible-college graduate and 
swimming teacher at the local YMCA, it was a perfect fit.  
 The warmth of the community helps Tara overcome some of her confidence 
issues. Early on in her ministry, she felt inadequate, as a single person with no kids of her 
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own, to teach the kids or parents anything of substance. Preferring to be second in 
command, she had little previous experience leading a program or department. Whenever 
she doubts herself, however, she can go to the pastor or the Christian education 
committee and they offer her the support she needs. They don’t look down on her, she 
says, and her confidence both in ministry and as a swim instructor have grown.  
 Tara cites Southside’s emphasis on social justice as both a strength and a 
weakness. “A lot of adults in the church don’t know the Bible or are scared of it. I know 
that many people take it literal(sic), many don’t take it literal, I just want them to learn 
about it because not everything is social justice.” When she entered a conservative 
Christian college, Tara thought she would be a “beacon of light” and teach her peers to 
support gay marriage. She found instead that their biblical knowledge far surpassed her 
own, and it took several years before she felt able to articulate theological and biblical 
reasons for her beliefs.  
 In five years in her position, Tara has developed a consistent program for children 
and younger youth, the goal of which is “to create a space where kids can come and be 
themselves, a space where they can come and talk about the hard issues if they want to, 
and a place where they feel comfortable where they can go.” She believes that 
mentorship takes a village, and that the youth programs provide links between adult 
congregants and youth. Still, she is concerned about a lack of participation from elder 
members, upon whom the youth could be depending. The town has a board of 
adolescents who advocate for themselves and their peers in the city government, and she 
sees this as a possible group with which the church could fruitfully partner.  
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 Despite the church’s welcoming atmosphere, the opportunities for service, and 
Tara’s work developing programs, keeping high school youth around has proven 
difficult. Tara did not even stop to think when asked about the barriers to ministry: 
“Sports on Sundays. Sports in general. After school activities in general…It’s definitely 
the busyness. When are you gonna breathe and be yourself?” The busyness prevents 
students from attending on Sundays and makes scheduling events during the week nearly 
impossible. Worse, chronic busyness is part and parcel of a culture that demands 
perfection from students at a young age. “[The youth] are very anxious and 
perfectionistic…They get themselves in such a state, like, ‘it’s going to be ok,’ but you 
feel bad, they get themselves all worked up and they base their self worth on grades and 
achievements and that’s definitely our culture…These kids, they’re just trying to survive 
middle school.”  
 Tara does not paint a positive portrait of life in town for young people. The youth, 
who would benefit from finding a home in a spiritual community, are prevented from 
doing so by the need to participate in sports and clubs all while excelling in school. She 
hopes the church can be a shelter from this storm, but often it becomes one more thing on 
the endless, anxiety-causing checklist of things to do. Currently, although all the recent 
confirmation graduates are not actively engaging on a weekly basis, she hopes that the 
more active crop of late elementary and early middle school students will stay strong 
through high school, creating the foundation for a thriving high school ministry. Each 
student has a unique story and faces unique challenges. One student, for example, has a 
mother who is fighting cancer and a father who struggles to care for her, work, and raise 
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a son on the autism spectrum. While Tara can care for this youth who often comes to 
church in tears, there are many others out there who need help and have no connection to 
Southside or any other church.  
Conclusion 
 This chapter offers a description of adolescents in three religious congregations. 
The congregations are similar in some ways: each is in a middle or middle/upper class 
community in a large metropolitan area and each is from a liberal-leaning mainline 
tradition. Adults in each congregation express earnest desires to provide spiritual and 
emotional support for adolescents. Adults in each congregation named busyness and 
societal pressures on adolescents as significant challenges. Many adults in each 
congregation are positive about their experiences, and almost all of them lamented the 
difficulties of attracting new members and deepening community engagement.  
 The churches also differ in many ways. Grace Baptist is predominantly Black, 
First Presbyterian is multicultural, and Southside UCC is predominantly White. Grace 
and Southside have paid youth ministers on their staff, while First relies exclusively on 
lay leaders to provide religious education and programming for adolescents. Each church 
also faces unique challenges, from rebuilding youth programs to finding leaders who can 
commit consistently. One adult at Grace specifically mentioned the tension between 
tradition and innovation; this theme emerged in more subtle ways in each congregation.   
 Does participation promote flourishing? While this will be the focus of chapter 
four, I will make some preliminary suggestions here. To begin, unless the interviewer 
specifically asked about God, prayer, or other specific Christian practices and doctrines, 
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the youth very rarely brought up these themes. They were far more likely to mention 
significant relationships or experiences as being central to their participation in church. 
For youth at Grace these experiences involve singing in the choir, ushering, or 
participating in dance and youth ministry. Youth at First were more likely to mention 
service opportunities, trips, and intergroup youth events as formative. In both cases, 
youth evidently benefit from opportunities to develop relationships with peers and adults 
who have some shared experience, whether cultural or religious. The data here does not 
suggest that theology doesn’t matter, but that the operative theologies of the 
congregations are very important in shaping adolescent experience. Theology is “caught” 
rather than “taught,” and theological emphases are internalized rather than expounded. 
The youth of First benefit from their congregation’s imperfect embrace of diversity, and 
the youth of Grace benefit from the inclusive commitments of dedicated adult 
congregants.  
 In contrast to models of youth ministry examined in Chapter Two that emphasize 
a frozen Gospel that is presented over-against the messages of the secular world, First 
Presbyterian and Grace Baptist are cultivating ministries that actively engage the Gospel-
in-the world. The youth were most animated when discussing how their faith 
commitments intertwined with the real pressures in their day-to-day lives. Alex’s faith 
came alive when he saw himself in the stained-glass windows at Grace, and Anna’s 
experience of theology and leadership at a camp inspire her and her brother to attend 
church even without their parents. As churches struggle to redefine themselves in post-
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secular America, they are finding ways to engage their youth in deep ways.265 Often, this 
means engaging in uncomfortable conversations and embracing the uncertainty inherent 
in 21st century adolescent life.  
 One theme that did come up consistently across the churches was connection. The 
adolescents I encountered spoke about the ways in which their lives were improved 
because of the relationships they develop at church. These relationships tended to be 
qualitatively different from other relationships. Sometimes this was because of a deep 
bond forged on a service trip, and sometimes it was because church is a place where 
difficult, divisive topics are discussed. Also, while relationships with clergy and youth 
pastors mattered, relationships with other youth and adults mattered as well.  
 Recalling the image of the crystal, these preliminary suggestions will be deepened 
and challenged in Chapters 3 and 4. The research thus far suggests that congregations and 
adolescents flourish together to the extent that there are deep resonances between the 
church’s activities and the increasingly complex world in which adolescents find 
themselves. This research affirms the idea of pathways; flourishing is not a singularity. 
Rather, flourishing is many-faceted, and the particular strengths of each church 
community create different refractions of light in the lives of adolescents. At the same 
time, churches are having difficulty keeping up with sociocultural changes. Many 
adolescents face seemingly insurmountable odds, leading to high levels of anxiety and 
low levels of participation. While there are examples of deep resonance between church 
and society, there are also many examples of disconnection. Tara at Southside, for 
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example, has seen adolescent participation disappear even while civic engagement among 
youth is growing. At Grace, collaboration with local professionals provides a way to 
engage college students.  
 There are limitations to the research in this chapter. One significant challenge was 
in designing interviews and focus groups that fit within each church’s context. This 
meant that the methodology was not the same; at Grace interviews were conducted, while 
at First focus groups were used. These changes, while respectful of each church’s culture, 
presented some challenges in the interpretation of the data.266 Another challenge is the 
self-selection of interview participants. In order to respect the community and 
individuals, research subjects are invited, not required, to participate. Thus, those who 
participate tend to be individuals who are more engaged in the ministry of the church. It 
is likely that fringe members’ voices were not heard. 
 Also, this research focuses on mainline congregations. This is a strength because 
it focuses energy on churches that have some similarities. It is also a strength because my 
own affiliation with mainline Christianity grants me something like an emic perspective 
despite my etic relationship to these congregations. It is a limitation because a diversity 
of churches would likely deepen the contrasts in theology and practice. More research 
along these lines could alleviate this problem.  
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different datasets. This issue is pronounced in the next chapter as well, since quantitative data was not 
collected at Grace Baptist.  
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 Finally, as advocated by qualitative researchers, I have been self-reflective at each 
step of the process, interrogating my own dis/comfort levels in different spaces. 
Blindspots nevertheless remain, particularly in the congregation that is most culturally 
different from my own. I have always attempted to allow the people to speak for 
themselves, and to note that my “conclusions” are constructions. In each congregation, I 
sent a list of themes to multiple congregants for feedback before writing this chapter. 
Still, issues of power mean that even those congregants may have wished to support the 
research and thus assented to my perceived expertise and status as a researcher with a 
University pedigree. The experiences of each individual and each congregation are 
infinitely more complex, nuanced, and deep than what can be conveyed here. 
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Chapter 3: Quantitative Explorations: Warmth, Questing, and Development 
 First Presbyterian, Grace Baptist, and Southside UCC are all suburban, mainline 
churches within fifty miles of each other, yet each congregation is significantly different 
from each of the others. Youth at First Presbyterian value diverse perspectives, while 
youth at Grace benefit from deep engagement with their Christian and ethnic roots. 
Southside UCC is trying to be a place where young people can be themselves apart from 
the pressures of adolescence in the 21st century. The ethnographic work in the previous 
chapter offers a microscopic look at each congregation’s practices, beliefs, and values. 
These portraits, while honoring the uniqueness of each congregation, are incomplete. 
Young people’s lives are enriched by participating in the family like atmosphere at First 
Presbyterian and the radically inclusive congregation at Grace Baptist. Still, questions 
remain. What in the encounter with diverse perspectives enriches a young person’s life? 
How do the skills of biblical interpretation and application developed in Grace’s Sunday 
School truly change lives? Finally, given the diversity of experiences in these 
communities, is there a common language that might make foster a broader conversation? 
The quantitative methods employed in this chapter address each of these questions, 
providing a very different perspective on the reality of young people’s lives.  
 Crystallization theories argue that reality is complex and that different research 
methods yield different understandings. Recall Tracy’s claim first quoted in Chapter 
Two, “multiple types of data, researcher viewpoints, theoretical frames, and methods of 
analysis allow different facets of problems to be explored, increases scope, deepens 
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understanding, and encourages consistent (re)interpretation.”267 This chapter increases the 
scope by introducing more adolescents, new geographic areas, and operationalized 
concepts that apply across contexts. By operationalizing and quantifying congregational 
climate, spirituality, and flourishing numerically, general trends can be identified and re-
examined. For example, youth from Grace Baptist and First Presbyterian alike believe 
that their participation in church adds value to their life, but they are unable to articulate 
what it is about that participation that influences them or what the positive effects are. 
Quantitative data creates an opportunity to examine these links more explicitly and 
analyze comparisons across contexts. Furthermore, by quantifying the relationships 
between congregations, spirituality, and adolescent development, research in this chapter 
makes explicit relationships between these variables that are only obliquely hinted at in 
Chapter Two. Whereas qualitative research emphasizes rich, thick descriptions, 
flexibility, and narrow focus, quantitative research widens the lens and asks more general 
questions about the nature of the phenomena being studied. Another value of the sort of 
quantitative research undertaken in this chapter is its repeatability. The instruments used 
in this chapter are scientifically validated and publicly available. Trends identified here 
can be re-tested and nuance can be added in future iterations of the work. 
Here, three independently validated scales have been chosen to provide this 
broader perspective on adolescent flourishing in congregations. Two questions are asked: 
How do congregations differ socially; and is there a correlation between participation in 
different kinds of congregations and adolescent development? The working hypothesis, 
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which will be explored in more detail below, is that a warm congregational context and 
open-ended questing spirituality will have a positive influence on adolescent 
development.  
Hermeneutic Considerations  
 In this dissertation I have been primarily employing a social-constructivist 
hermeneutic.268 This provides space for self-reflexivity, critical thought, and flexibility, 
all of which are virtues in ethnographic work. Quantitative inquiry, which is the focus of 
this chapter, requires a somewhat different hermeneutic lens, or at least a shift in 
emphasis. This shift does not move all the way into positivism; statistical analysis has 
never explicitly approached that level of certainty. Total objectivity is never possible, and 
later studies can always bring early findings into question. Choices are made from the 
outset, including which scales to use and the p values at which a result is deemed 
significant. Even then, the analyst rejects the null hypothesis only with some trepidation 
on account of the complexity of the phenomena being studied. Two questions are 
addressed in this chapter: what does the quantitative study add to the qualitative analysis? 
What is the hermeneutical shift? 
 Imagining again the image of research as a crystal, this section aims to approach 
the research question through statistics. Given the time-bound nature of dissertation 
work, the data here comes from a single point in time, rather than a more desirable 
longitudinal or experimental approach. This means that I will be looking for correlations, 
not causations. Is there, for example, a correlation between a questing approach to 
                                                        
268. See Introduction. 
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ultimate questions and one or more aspects of development? Correlations do not imply 
simple or unidirectional influences. Rather, they point to resonances, sites for more 
investigation. Where researchers find no correlation, they raise questions that can be 
explored further. In the case of First Presbyterian, the only church in which both types of 
data were gathered with adolescents, the qualitative research provides depth to the 
statistical analysis.269 In Chapter Four, themes from Chapter Two, correlations from 
Chapter Three, and images/theories of flourishing will be put into dialogue together, each 
providing a unique methodology and set of tentative conclusions. 
 The hermeneutical shift in this chapter is toward what the authors of 
“Hermeneutics and Psychology: A Review and Dialectical Model” call hermeneutical 
realism, which is a hermeneutical third way that is neither relativist nor positivist, but 
dialectical. Hermeneutical realism developed as positive psychologists struggled to make 
determinations between, for example, Alasdair MacIntyre’s context-specific description 
of virtue, and Martin Seligman’s more universal approach. The article includes a brief but 
illuminating history of Western hermeneutics culminating in their development, 
alongside Don Browning and Paul Ricoeur, of hermeneutic realism.  
 The authors of the above article do not accept a simple divide between 
hermeneutic/interpretive and positivistic/rational paradigms. They insist, instead, that all 
social science research—indeed all scientific research—includes interpretation, and 
therefore the social location of the researcher always plays an important role in shaping 
                                                        
269. This is due to the vicissitudes of research with human subjects. The research at Grace Baptist was 
concluded before the scales were ready, and Southside was unable to locate any adolescents to take the 
surveys, though several adults did participate. More details are in the text below. 
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research. This discovery, which they trace backwards through Habermas, Gadamer, 
Heidegger and Dilthey, undermines any claims to total objectivity or the full “bracketing” 
of one’s personal or traditional values. Indeed, they write that, while it is difficult to find 
quantitative researchers who promote explicitly interpretive perspectives, nevertheless, 
“quantitative analyses do involve researchers making choices at various levels about 
variables and methods of analysis, which makes it an interpretive process.”270 It is 
possible to imagine a traditional spectrum with interpretive qualitative research on one 
end, and objective quantitative research on the other; thus far, the authors have moved the 
quantitative end closer to the center. 
 In order to bring the two imagined poles closer still, they dislodge the other pole 
using Paul Ricoeur’s concept of distanciation. Ricouer, they argue, accepted Gadamer’s 
premise that acts of knowing are dependent upon an individual’s embeddedness within a 
particular social location. Ricoeur, however, was critical of Gadamer’s more absolute 
severing of truth and method, arguing instead “for the value of awareness of 
preunderstandings and effective history along with critical moments of distanciation in 
the process of interpretation.”271 Distanciation does not confer total objectivity. Rather, 
by reflecting upon one’s own social location, it may be possible partially to detach 
oneself from it in order to view data.272 Hermeneutics, then, becomes a more dialectical 
                                                        
270. Steven Sandage, et al., “Hermeneutics and Psychology,” Review of General Psychology 12, no. 4 
(2008): 350. 
 
271. Ibid., 347, italics original. 
 
272. There are resonances here with Robert Kegan’s higher orders of consciousness. See Robert Kegan, In 
Over our Heads.  
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process involving not only interpreter and text, but also the interpreter’s own deeper 
reflections on his or her social location. Additionally, for Ricoeur, the very process of 
writing provides another gap between interpreter and text because of the necessity to 
conform to writing conventions beyond one’s control.  
 The authors cite Don Browning, Bernstein, and Glassie as authors who have 
productively used hermeneutical realism in various kinds of scientific research. Such 
work seeks “weak holism,” arguing that hermeneutical realism does differentiate between 
better and worse methodological and interpretive strategies and normative criteria, but it 
does not assume that its conclusions are final. The hermeneutic process is still presumed 
to be ongoing. Reality, in this view, is both received and constructed by humans. Quoting 
Gadamer, Sandage et. al. claim that “the world we are thrown into constructs us and then 
we must continually reconstruct it.”273 There are further resonances here between the 
reciprocity of individual and context274 and the positive youth development constructs 
used below that can be summarized by noting that the research process is dialogical in 
multiple ways: not only are research subjects individuals relating to communities, the 
researcher also moves between nearness and distanciation, and interacts with subjects and 
theories multiple times. 
 Lastly, the ‘end’ of the hermeneutical process is not explanation in the sense of 
the researcher standing at a distance to objectify the text, community or event. Instead, 
                                                        
273. Sandage et al., “Hermeneutics and Psychology,” 356. For a critique of “thrownness” vis-à-vis birth as a 
constitutive of human existence, see discussion of Grace Jantzen, in chapter 4, below. 
 
274. See discussion of Vygotsky in Sandage et al., “Hermeneutics and Psychology,” 352-353. 
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explanation is part of the distanciation process, which leads not to finality but to an 
update of the researcher’s pre-understandings and, therefore, more investigation. Thus, 
whatever conclusions are made by rejecting or not rejecting null-hypotheses in this 
section are not meant to explain fully the individuals or communities represented. Rather, 
the conclusions add depth to the crystallization begun in Chapter Two. The hermeneutic 
shift taking place, then, is one of distanciation. It is not a pendulum swing from an 
interpretive to positivist approach. It is more like shifting one’s weight from the left to the 
right foot, emphasizing professional distance rather than participant observation. Such a 
move does not undermine the other chapters in this dissertation; it enhances them. 
The Scales 
 This study uses three psychological assessment instruments. The specific 
instruments were chosen because they correlate with the categories of 
religiosity/spirituality described by Pamela King, who has worked extensively to 
integrate the principles of Positive Youth Development with spirituality. She writes, 
“Religion and spirituality are multidimensional constructs that are made up of diverse 
cognitions, feelings, behaviors, experiences, and relationships, and they must be 
considered multilevel from both theoretical and methodological perspectives.”275 She 
describes three contexts of spiritual development: transcendent, social, and ideological. 
The transcendent context names ways that individuals and communities connect to 
realities that extend beyond themselves, such as God. The social context names the 
                                                        
275. Pamela King, Drew Carr, and Ciprian Boitor, “Religion, Spirituality, and Thriving,” Advances in Child 
Development and Behavior; Positive Youth Development Vol. 41, ed. Richard M. Lerner, Jacqueline V. 
Lerner, and Janette B. Benson (London: Elsevier Inc., 2011), 169.  
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development of social capital and support that is often found in religious settings. The 
ideological context describes the ways in which individuals develop worldviews and 
discover their sense of place in the world. King proposes a connection between these 
aspects of spirituality and adolescent thriving. While there has been some empirical work 
done that supports her thesis, other work suggests a possible negative relationship. The 
task of this chapter is to operationalize these concepts and examine the empirical data for 
links. In this chapter the focus will be on data collection and summary; a deeper analysis 
of King’s work and the findings can be found in Chapter Five. 
The ideological and transcendent contexts are operationalized using the Questing 
scale, and the social context is operationalized using the Congregational Warmth Scale,. 
Finally, these will be compared using linear regressions and ANOVAs to the Bridge-
PYD instrument, which measures adolescent development through the lens of Positive 
Youth Development.   
Questing 
 The form of the Quest scale used here was developed by C. Daniel Batson and 
Patricia Schoenrade in 1991. This scale measures “a form of religious orientation, a 
motivational construct distinct from the extrinsic and intrinsic orientations conceptualized 
and measured by Allport.”276 A high questing score describes an individual who 
embraces doubt, expects faith to change and develop, and seeks social justice. It 
measures, in Batson’s terms: “(a) readiness to face existential questions without reducing 
                                                        
276. Review by Robert Burris, in Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood, Measures of Religiosity, (Birmingham, 
AL: Religious Education Press, 1999), 138. 
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their complexity, (b) self-criticism and perception of religious doubts as positive, and (c) 
openness to change.”277 The Quest scale has received a lot of attention, and reviews have 
been mixed. According to Sandage, “high levels of questing are associated with greater 
cognitive complexity and lower impression management, but also higher levels of stress 
and spiritual turbulence. In Batson’s view, questing results from cognitive dissonance and 
an ability to tolerate the anxiety of authentically engaging existential questions.”278 
Generally, the ability to place one’s current beliefs in the context of a larger narrative, or 
quest, probably belongs to a higher order of consciousness.279  
 Questing approximates both the ideological and transcendent contexts in that it 
investigates one’s relationship to one’s beliefs. It measures an approach to difficult 
questions that is open-ended and active. Adolescents who have high scores on the 
Questing scale are more likely to desire to actively participate in their own spiritual 
development, developing agency along the way. Due to the open-ended nature of 
Questing spirituality, communities that nurture a Questing spirituality are likely to be 
more open to adolescent contributions to the community that might cause angst and 
change. Questing is often contrasted with fundamentalism, which is defined as: 
The belief that there is one set of religious teachings that clearly contains 
the fundamental, basic, intrinsic, essential, inerrant truth about humanity 
and deity; that this essential truth is fundamentally opposed by forces of 
evil which must be vigorously fought; that this truth must be followed 
today according to the fundamental, unchangeable practices of the past; 
                                                        
277. Quoted in Ibid., 138. 
 
278. Sandage and Shults, Transforming Spirituality; Integrating Theology and Psychology, 234. They add, 
“in biblical terms, questing is asking, seeking, and knocking.”  
 
279. See Kegan, In Over Our Heads, especially the first three chapters. 
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and that those who believe and follow these fundamental teachings have a 
special relationship with the deity.280  
 
According to James Griffiths, fundamentalism describes a way of relating to 
beliefs that tends to “engender hatred toward those outside one’s group…Sense of 
purpose, power, and ingroup camaraderie flow from moral contempt expressed toward 
unbelieving outsiders.”281 Griffith’s language here is extreme. Nevertheless, 
fundamentalism is a useful foil for Questing. Communities and individuals who may be 
described as Questing are better able to navigate the plurality that characterizes life in the 
21st century without resorting to potentially harmful tribalism.282 Therefore by using 
Questing, this dissertation is introducing a more particular kind of spirituality (e.g. 
transcendent context) into King’s model. The hypothesis is that such an open-ended, 
active spirituality is more beneficial to adolescent development than a more 
fundamentalist one. Specifically, this is tested by investigating whether there is a 
statistical correlation between Questing and one or more of the development measures 
(see below).  
Congregational Climate 
 The Congregational Climate scale measures the “‘personality’ of the church or 
synagogue.”283 It is based on climate theory, which assumes that congregations vary 
                                                        
280. Quoted by F. Paloutzian in Hill and Hood, Measures of Religiosity, 422. 
 
281. James L Griffith, Religion That Heals, Religion That Harms, A Guide for Clinical Practice, (New 
York: Guilford Press, 2010), 18. 
 
282. See, e.g. Richard Kearney, Strangers, Gods, and Monsters: Interpreting Otherness (New York: 
Routledge, 2003).  
 
283. Hill and Hood, Measures of Religiosity, 479. 
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regarding openness to change, activity, stability, organization and clarity, and sense of 
community. The scale is a way of operationalizing the differences in experience one 
might have by participating in one community or another. Furthermore, the scale assumes 
that congregational climate is reciprocally related to the individuals who make up the 
congregation; that is, individuals influence the climate and the climate in turn influences 
individuals. This provides some similarity to the PYD measures used to evaluate 
development since those also assume reciprocity between individual and context. 
 The scale was developed and validated in repeated administrations to Christian 
churches. Validity was assessed in three ways. First, statistically significant differences 
were found between congregations. Second, this variation was found in congregations in 
which such variation might be expected, for example between large and small churches 
whose climates differ almost by definition. Finally, the climate scale was positively 
correlated with three other validated scales, including religiosity and congregation 
satisfaction. Three independent reviewers write: “In conclusion, the [Congregational 
Climate Scale] seems to validly assess congregational climate. As it accurately 
distinguishes between congregations and is reasonably associated with institutional and 
individual characteristics, the CCS can be a valuable tool for use in religion research.”284 
 This project employs three of the subscales: activity, openness to change, and 
sense of community. There are two reasons for this. First, with the twelve Questing items 
and, for youth, the development section, the survey was already quite long, and a long 
survey might discourage respondents. Second, and more importantly, this scale is 
                                                        
284. Ibid., 480. 
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intended to relate to the social and ideological contexts of King’s model of adolescent 
spirituality and development and these three subscales measure those aspects most 
directly. Sense of Community directly measures how intimately members know each 
other. Questions in this section relate to whether members spend time together outside of 
regular church activities, whether they notice absent members, and whether new 
members are quickly welcomed. Openness to Change measures the ideological context. 
Questions here relate to the ease or difficulty with which changes are made, whether 
members are willing to discuss controversial topics, and how church leaders institute 
changes.  
 The Activity subscale marks a point of convergence between the ideological and 
social spheres. Questions here are about the types of programs and social activities at the 
church. Taken together, these three subscales provide a portrait of congregational life. 
High scores point to a community that balances a healthy sense of self with a desire to 
continue growing and changing. New members, children, and ideas are embraced as gifts 
rather than feared as potential threats. As noted above, high scores on these scales 
correlate to higher levels of religiosity and competence. A community that scores well in 
these categories is a community whose social and ideological atmosphere inspires 
participation. 
 During the data compilation process a scale combining questing and warmth was 
added. This scale, called Warmth + Questing, or W&Q, was added to test the hypothesis 
that perhaps both a warm church atmosphere and a questing spirituality were required to 
positively influence youth development.  
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Development 
 Positive Youth Development (PYD), introduced in the Introduction, is a 
developmental psychology that emphasizes reciprocal individual/contextual relations. 
PYD has aided social workers and psychologists in developing interventions for 
adolescents based on their own strengths. With any developmental model, empirical 
evidence is a key component in validating and nuancing the model. The relative youth of 
PYD is also its weakness; empirical studies are still catching up to the rhetorical and 
theoretical strength of the model. A working definition of the 5 C’s is as follows:  
Competence: Positive view of one’s actions in domain specific areas 
including social, academic, cognitive, and vocational. Social competence 
pertains to interpersonal skills (e.g. conflict resolution). Cognitive 
competence pertains to cognitive abilities (e.g. decision making)… 
Confidence: An internal sense of overall positive self-worth and self-
efficacy; one’s global self-regard, as opposed to domain specific beliefs.  
Connection: Positive bonds with people and institutions that are reflected 
in bidirectional exchanges between the individual and peers, family, 
school, and community in which both parties contribute to the 
relationship.  
Character: Respect for societal and cultural rules, possession of standards 
for correct behaviors, a sense of right and wrong (morality), and integrity.  
Caring and Compassion: A sense of sympathy and empathy for others.285 
 
A strong presence of the 5 C’s correlates with the sixth C: Contribution. That is, 
adolescents with high scores in each of the five C’s were more likely to be willing and 
able to exercise agency in improving their own lives and the lives of others in their 
context. High scores also correlated with a lack of risk behaviors.286  
                                                        
285. Richard M. Lerner et. al., “Positive Youth Development, Participation in Community Youth 
Development Programs, and Community Contributions of Fifth-Grade Adolescents: Findings from the First 
Wave of the 4-H Study of Positive Youth Development,” Journal of Early Adolescence 25, no. 1 (February 
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 The authors of the Bridge-PYD Measure developed it both to provide an 
empirical model of PYD and to assess the development of at-risk youth in an after school 
program. The measure was created using a six-stage process involving: 
 (a) a review of current risk and resilience measures; (b) development of 
items based on literature and expert review; (c) pilot testing and analysis 
of survey items using Item Response Theory (IRT); (d) factor analysis to 
determine which individual items may best represent each of the 5Cs 
subscales and analysis of scale reliabilities; (e) pre- and post-testing to 
determine whether the measure was sensitive to change; and (f) a 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) contributing to an overall model of 
PYD.287 
 
They administered the scale to 140 diverse adolescents in an urban housing project at five 
different occasions, using the metadata collected to refine the scale and each subscale. 
Since it is based on PYD, the five subscales correspond to the five C’s described above. 
At the time of Bridge-PYD’s development, most available scales did not feature validated 
subscales. 
 After testing the changeability of the scales over time, the authors conclude that 
“the Bridge-PYD is a relatively easy-to-administer and valid instrument that is 
appropriate for a wide age range of children and youth…The instrument was validated 
using a diverse age range of youth and is, therefore, applicable to students in elementary, 
middle, and high school.”288 Tracking changes in the youth over time is significant 
because while development is dependent upon innumerable, complex factors, this shows 
that changes in one part of an adolescent’s life—in this article it is after-school programs, 
                                                        
287. Amy Lopez et al., “Development and Validation of a Positive Youth Development Measure: The 
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while for this study it is religious participation—can influence developmental outcomes. 
Thus, while PYD emphasizes the reciprocal nature of development, in this study Bridge-
PYD will serve as the dependent variable in analysis of adolescent development and 
religious congregations.289 
The Churches and Distribution 
 The survey, which includes all three scales, was distributed online and in paper to 
the adults and adolescents in four congregations: First Presbyterian Church, Southside 
UCC, Westminster Presbyterian Church, and Rolling Hills United Methodist Church. 
First Presbyterian and Southside UCC are two of the three churches described in chapter 
2. Westminster Presbyterian Church is a large church in a midsize Midwestern city. 
Likewise, Rolling Hills UMC is a medium/large church in the suburbs of a large 
Midwestern city. While there are youth at Rolling Hills, they did not receive the survey. 
These two churches were identified through the author’s professional networks as having 
robust youth programs. The churches are all part of historic mainline traditions. 
Unfortunately, no adolescents from Southside UCC or Rolling Hills UMC were able to 
participate. The data from the adults at these churches was still analyzed regarding 
differences between churches. 
 The primary data, then, is taken from Westminster and First Presbyterian, the 
latter described in Chapter Two. Westminster is a larger church and the sample size was 
                                                        
289. Two additional concerns must be named. First, reciprocity is assumed in the analysis here in the sense 
that adolescents are always presumed to be contributing, positively or negatively, to their context. It is 
limited, however, by the relative indifference of many religious leaders to adolescent agency discussed in 
chapter one. Second, since the data was collected at a single point in time, correlation rather than causation 
is the presumed relationship between the variables.  
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larger, while First’s data is complemented by the qualitative analysis above. In addition 
to side-by-side comparisons, much of the analysis below examines the youth all together, 
looking for patterns not between groups but among adolescents as an aggregate. Studying 
the youth in aggregate therefore provides an opportunity to identify broader trends, 
contrasting with the ethnographic approach in Chapter Two.  
 The surveys were distributed both through links online and in paper form, with 
about half of all respondents using each method. Average response times were slightly 
faster in the online version, about six minutes for adults and eight minutes for youth who 
completed the additional Development section. Any incomplete surveys were discarded. 
No individually identifying data such as race, income, name, etc. was collected from 
survey respondents. However, I or a research assistant observed all the paper survey 
respondents to ensure each person completed one and only one survey. IP addresses, 
dates, and times are recorded for the online surveys as a similar control method.  
 Figure 3.1, below, lists all the scales and subscales for reference.   
Name Questing Warmth Development 
Subscales N/A Activity Competence 
  Openness Confidence 
  Sense of 
Community 
Connection 
   Character 
   Caring/Compassion 
Table 3.1 
By operationalizing these terms, the scales analyzed here create a discursive space within 
which the ethnographic data can be supplemented and better understood. For example, 
the community at First Presbyterian is diverse, while Grace Baptist is almost entirely 
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African-American. The Sense of Community subscale measures the connection of each 
person to the community, despite the differences in the actual communities. While the 
nature of the connection may be different, therefore, this data can uncover some 
commonalities of experience across these lines of difference that aid in our understanding 
of how churches foster adolescent development. 
The Hypotheses 
 Below are sets of hypotheses tested using SPSS software, organized in sets.  
Pretest: The pretest tests the independence of Warmth and Questing. Independence 
between the two variables is tested. 
Set 1: These hypotheses test differences between each church community, with some 
only examining adults, and others examining adults and youth. The hypotheses are that 
there will be differences between churches in each category: Questing, Warmth and its 
three subscales of Activity, Openness, and Sense of Community, and 
Warmth+questing.290 Four groups were tested here: Westminster Presbyterian, First 
Presbyterian, Southside UCC, and Rolling Hills UMC. Since no youth were surveyed at 
Southside and Rolling Hills, these are only included in these churchwide tests. A total of 
fifty adults and thirty-four adolescents participated in this portion of the study.  
                                                        
290. In Bayesian statistical procedures, the hypothesis is actually that there are no differences, and a p value 
of less than .05 suggests rejecting the null hypothesis. For simplicity’s sake, here I am stating the 
hypotheses in positive terms, although the actual method employed is Bayesian. Warmth+Questing is a 
linear regression with both terms included.  
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Set 2: These hypotheses test differences between each youth group. The hypotheses are 
that the youth groups will differ in terms of Questing, Warmth and its subscales, 
Warmth+Questing, and Development and each of its five subscales. 
Set 3: These hypotheses look for positive correlations between the independent variables 
Questing, Warmth, and Warmth+Questing and the dependent variable of Development 
and each of the five subscales for all the youth, regardless of group.  
Set 4: These hypotheses look for positive correlations between each Warmth subscale 
and each Development subscale for all youth, regardless of group.  
Results 
Note: in each category tests were run testing every possible hypothesis; only significant 
results where p<.05 will be reported here, although some results with a nearly significant 
p value may be discussed below.  
Pretest: No significant correlation was found between the two independent variables, 
suggesting strong independence.  
Set 1: Several ANOVAs and regressions were run comparing the adults from each 
church with Questing, Warmth, and Warmth+Questing as the outcome variables. 
Significant results were found in Questing (F = 7.850, p <.001) and Warmth+Questing (F 
= 4.3, p=.009). The coastal groups scored higher in Questing: Southside, (M=60.5), First, 
(M=55.25), followed by Westminster, (M=44.66) and Rolling Hills, (M=45).  
Composite groups, consisting of youth and adults were also tested. Significant results 
were once again found for Questing (F= 9.446, p <.001) and Warmth+Questing (F = 
3.370, p = .003).  
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Set 2: Independent t-tests were run comparing the two youth groups, with Questing, 
Warmth and each subscale, Warmth+Questing, and Development and each subscale as 
outcome variables. Westminster youth were significantly higher in Questing (p=.011), 
and two Development subscales: Confidence (p=.017) and Competence (p=.020), while 
First Presbyterian youth scored significantly higher in one Warmth subscale, Activity 
(p=.015), and slightly higher in Connection.   
Set 3: Linear regressions were run with Development as the outcome variable, Warmth 
(p=.011) and Warmth+Questing were found to be significant (p=.002). Further 
regressions were run for Warmth, Questing, and Warmth+Questing with each 
Development subscale as the outcome variable, and significant results were found for 
Warmth and Connection (p=.006) and Caring (p<.001). With Warmth+Questing as the 
independent variable significant results were found for Character (p=.016), Connection 
(p=.006), Caring (p=.002), and Confidence (p=.007).  
Set 4: Linear regressions were also run with Warmth subscales as the independent 
variable and Development as the outcome variable. Activity was found to be significant 
at (p=.004). Further regressions were run with Sense of Community and each 
Development subscale, and significant relations were found for Connection (p=.014), 
Character (p=.026), and Caring (p=.006). With Activity as the independent variable four 
of the Development subscales had significant results, Confidence (p=.011), Connection 
(p=.046), Character (p=.020), and Caring (p<.001).  
Finally, linear regressions were run with Openness as the independent variable, 
and two significant results emerged: Connection (p=.033), and Caring (p=.021). \ 
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Group Studied Independent V Dependent V Analysis Type P value 
Adults Only Group Questing ANOVA <.001 
Adults Only Group Warmth+Quest Linear Regression .023 
Adults + Youth Group Questing ANOVA <.001 
Adults + Youth Group Warmth+Quest Linear Regression .023 
Youth Groups Group Questing Ind. t test .011 
Youth Groups Group Competence Ind. t test .020 
Youth Groups  Group Confidence Ind. t test .001 
Youth Groups Group Activity  Ind. t test .015 
All Youth Warmth Development Linear Regression .011 
All Youth Warmth Connection Linear Regression .016 
All Youth  Warmth Caring Linear Regression <.001 
All Youth Warmth+Quest Development Linear Regression .002 
All Youth Warmth+Quest Character Linear Regression .016 
All Youth Warmth+Quest Connection Linear Regression .006 
All Youth Warmth+Quest Caring Linear Regression .002 
All Youth Warmth+Quest Confidence Linear Regression .007 
All Youth Activity Development Linear Regression .004 
All Youth Activity Confidence  Linear Regression .011 
All Youth Activity Connection Linear Regression .046 
All Youth Activity Character Linear Regression .020 
All Youth Activity Caring Linear Regression <.001 
All Youth Openness Connection Linear Regression .033 
All Youth Openness Caring Linear Regression .021 
All Youth SoC291 Connection Linear Regression .014 
All Youth SoC Character Linear Regression .026 
All Youth SoC Caring Linear Regression .006 
Table 3.2 
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Discussion/Analysis 
 This section provides an explanation of the data displayed in Table 3.2 and of the 
hypotheses described above, relating the data to previous chapters. 
Adults Warmth Openness Activity SoC Questing 
First Pres 147 51.75 45.25 50 55.15** 
Westminster 141.74 45.67 47.19 49.15 44.67** 
Southside 144.3 46 48.4 49.8 60.5** 
Rolling Hills 144.89 46.2 48.78 50.3 45** 
Table 3.3. * p<.05, ** <.001 
Between Groups 
While Questing scores differed across church groups, unfortunately, the Warmth 
scores did not—the group means for each church were remarkably similar, suggesting 
that comparison across youth groups would likely be of limited value regarding the 
complete Warmth scale. Each church is from a mainline Protestant tradition, and their 
congregants are mostly middle to upper-middle class. The similarity in Warmth scores, 
even at the subscale level, suggests a surprising amount of similarity in how congregants 
perceive their congregation. Further research may even indicate a threshold below which 
people simply stop attending. Differences in Questing appear to be regional rather than 
denominational, although the one UCC church led the way in this category. The 
Midwestern churches, Westminster Presbyterian and Rolling Hills UMC, had 
significantly lower Questing scores (M=44.667 and M=45) than their coastal counterparts 
First Presbyterian (M=52.5) and Southside UCC (M=60.5).  
 Within each church with youth present, there were no internal differences in 
means for Questing, Warmth, or any of its subscales, suggesting intergenerational 
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similarity within a given group. For example, the average Questing score for a youth at 
Westminster is 43.7, and for an adult it is 44.7, and the Warmth means were almost 
equal. While not entirely conclusive, these findings support the thesis that adolescents are 
influenced, at least in their spiritual and socio/religious practices, by the religious 
congregations in which they participate.292 Further, the evidence does not explicitly point 
to reciprocity of influence—meaning the youth also affect the adult practices and 
spirituality—but neither does the data point away from such possibilities. At First 
Presbyterian, for example, there is relatively little adolescent leadership during the 
Sunday services. One adolescent does serve on session, however, so adolescent voices 
can shape their experiences in that way. 
 Like their adult counterparts, the youth groups displayed differences in Questing, 
with First Presbyterian Youth, the coastal group, scoring higher. There were also small 
but measurable differences in Development. The youth of Westminster had significantly 
higher scores in Competence and Confidence, and slightly higher but statistically 
insignificant leads in Character and Caring. First Presbyterian youth had a slightly higher 
but not significant score in Connection. This is nevertheless noteworthy because of the 
analysis of the youth focus group in chapter two; the youth there reported that the church 
feels like a family. Two of the youth mentioned receiving weekly rides from an unrelated 
congregant. Adults and youth alike agreed that the familial atmosphere of First 
Presbyterian is one of its strengths, and that was reflected in the scores. Westminster 
youth may perceive themselves to be in better shape academically and have more 
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confidence, but the support network at First has leveled the relational playing field. This 
is particularly poignant given the racial diversity of First.293  
Youth Warmth Openness Activity SoC Questing 
First 144.625 48.13 41.63* 55 51.13* 
Westminster 146.33 48.21 46.5* 51.63 43.71* 
Table 3.4 * p<.05 
The youth groups also differed in the Warmth subscale Activity, Westminster 
(M=46.50) First (M=41.63). Of the Warmth subscales, Activity also produced more 
significant results in Development. One way to understand this unexpected result is that 
the youth who view their context as more active are simply the youth who are more 
active and connected within their context. So, while Activity is intended to measure the 
vibrancy of church practices, it likely also measures one’s own level of participation in 
those very activities. This leads to the commonsense conclusion that more participation 
correlates with a stronger sense of connection and greater potential for personal 
development. 
Youth Development Competene Confidence Connect Character Caring 
First 196.5 31.5* 44.25** 40.5 44.38 35.88 
Westminster 214.67 41.46* 52.92** 39.67 48.17 35.83 
Table 3.5 * p<.05, ** p<.001 
Indeed, Competence was the only Development subscale that operated entirely 
independently of all the other scales, in both the group and individual comparisons. Since 
competence emphasizes academic and extracurricular achievement, this is unsurprising. 
Religious participation, then, does not evidently influence adolescents’ success in 
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academics, sports, or fine arts. This is not an unexpected result, though it represents an 
area in which churches could excel. Additionally, Competence accounts for the most 
significant difference in Development between the two churches. Anna, from First 
Presbyterian, mentioned that one of her most meaningful experiences at a church event 
was at a leadership camp in which church was not the main thing, but was integrated into 
the other goals of the retreat. If churches are concerned about the flourishing of 
adolescents, the apparent lack of influence here along with Anna’s enthusiasm might 
suggest some practical changes. 
Youth Aggregate 
The remaining tests—those labeled ‘All Youth’ in Table 3.2, were conducted on 
data gathered on all youth, regardless of church affiliation. In each case, the R2 values 
were relatively small, generally in the .2 to .4 range. This suggests that while the 
correlations are significant, they only account for a small portion of the variance. This 
finding is also expected—all the developmental subscales are subject to a great many 
variables in an adolescent’s life. At the same time, perhaps they point to a growing edge; 
it is possible that if churches were to consider ministry with thriving in mind these values 
would increase. Still, given that adolescents typically spend fewer than three hours per 
week in their religious context, these results should be encouraging for religious 
educators. That is, even the small amount of time adolescents spend in religious contexts 
matters to their thriving and development.  
Although Questing did not appear to have a significant influence on development, 
Warmth correlated with Development and the Connection and Caring subscales. Taken 
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together, Warmth+Questing show a positive correlation with all the Development 
subscales except Competence and therefore with Development as a whole. Thus, when a 
warm atmosphere is supplemented with a Questing spirituality, Character and Confidence 
also appear to be influenced. It is possible that some individuals scored higher on 
Development than they should simply because they have a habit of scoring themselves 
highly or are overconfident regarding their own abilities. If this were the case, however, 
we would expect to see correlations between Warmth and Questing individually in 
addition to the Warmth+Questing metric. Also, Competence is the area in which we 
would not expect to find a correlation unless certain churches were specifically 
addressing competence. Since these churches are in mostly well-educated, affluent areas, 
it is likely that adults and adolescents seek to develop competence in other ways: through 
music lessons, extracurricular activities, or private tutors, for example.  
When conducting the research, I expected Questing to have an effect independent 
of Warmth on at least some of the Development subscales. For example, Steven Sandage 
cites research that links Questing to the development of cognitive complexity, suggesting 
that perhaps Questing would correlate with Confidence. Questing also points toward 
openness to other perspectives, which we might reasonably expect to correlate with 
Character and/or Caring. Sandage also notes, however, that “[s]ome questers are more 
intensely doubt-oriented whereas other questers are better described as open to change. In 
short, an anxiety-driven need to doubt that becomes chronic might reflect spiritual 
attachment anxiety and limited differentiation.”294 A high Questing score can mean at 
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least two things: either a mature, humble spirituality that seeks growth, or a cynical, 
anxiety-driven practice of habitual doubt. Perhaps the existence of these various Questers 
then explains why Questing does not, in itself, correlate with development. Those whose 
Quest is driven by anxiety perhaps do not enjoy the developmental benefits of such a 
spirituality.  
One example from the research is Mark, a graduating senior from First 
Presbyterian. In the Focus Group he often looked down at the table and displayed a 
sarcastic tone throughout. While I would not characterize his views as extreme, they 
often tilted toward the cynical. It is not just that he often shared a view contrary to the 
others, but that it was typically offered more negative in tone. When the other students, 
for example, advocated for more interfaith events with other youth, Mark responded that 
“It’s been tried before, I just don’t think it’s been successful…you can’t get the message 
[that we’re cool people] out by saying ‘here’s a church event.’” The openness Mark 
displayed toward growth was matched by a certain cynicism that his own growth, or the 
church’s growth, would happen. When he took the survey at the end of the focus group, 
he made a point to say “I’m not religious,” and to write that on the cover page. Mark’s 
Questing score was probably high—not because he is genuinely seeking, but because he 
is not interested in rooting himself. 
Questing, then, is a kind of risk/reward activity. Sandage introduces Questing as 
part of an examination of liminal spaces. Liminal spaces are marginal spaces “known for 
their blurry transience and ambiguity. We think of liminal spaces as shadowy interludes 
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like dusk and dawn, foggy moments between waking and sleeping…”295 A liminal space 
is one in which something—or everything—hangs in the balance. For Sandage, 
sometimes it is when liminality moves into darkness that spiritual growth can happen. In 
these cases, it is through one’s unknowing that growth happens. A moment of spiritual 
darkness leads to vulnerability, the midnight hour of which Kierkegaard wrote, in which 
all masks are taken off. Such moments are inherently risky; the midnight hour cannot last 
forever, and outcomes are uncertain. Sandage writes “Entering the crucible of liminal 
space and tolerating the accompanying darkness can lead to revelations that are scary and 
painful. Yet the transforming process can promote a more secure attachment with 
God...”296 Traveling through liminal spaces is essential for spiritual depth, and Questers 
are more likely to embark on such journeys. As with any risky venture, though, the 
results are not guaranteed. 
Therefore, Questing on its own is not sufficient, but a Warm congregational 
climate increases the likelihood that Questing adolescents will thrive. A warm religious 
congregation provides a secure base to which adolescents can return from liminal spaces 
that slide into darkness. Without using this language, the adults at Grace Baptist strive to 
create exactly these spaces. They acknowledged adolescent busyness but hoped that 
Grace was always a place they could come back to and feel loved. No matter how long an 
adolescent is gone, the adults hope Grace feels like home. Grace’s leaders refuse to offer 
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simple answers to complex questions, instead allowing a certain amount of tension to 
develop.  
Conversely, perhaps this is also part of the reason for Tara’s struggles at 
Southside. Southside is warm, but perhaps the teachers’ apparent reticence to deeply 
engage with oft-troubling biblical texts fails to push the students into liminal spaces or 
provide a platform against which adolescents can push. Unfortunately, there were no 
youth available at Southside to ask, so this is conjecture. The phenomenon of youth being 
“confirmed out of the church” is not new, however, and perhaps the very lack of 
something strong to push back against is one of the reasons. Even though the adults at 
Southside were Questers, it is possible that they did not inspire Questing in their youth. 
Recall again Tara’s concerns about the teaching of Scripture in her context. It is possible 
that Southside did not offer compelling ways for adolescents to connect to the church and 
grow in their faith after confirmation ends in 9th grade. If youth want to be involved in the 
community, they can join their town’s Youth Council, a civic board that allows youth to 
directly impact their well-being in the community. Tara’s desire to partner with the Youth 
Council and other area organizations seems wise; if the church can connect spirituality to 
these practices, perhaps they will experience an increase in adolescent engagement and 
thriving. 
Again, this is hypothetical in terms of the concrete experience of Southside. Such 
a hypothesis, however, gains traction when combined with Robert Kegan’s analysis of 
adolescent development. Kegan argues that people at all stages of life in modern 
industrialized countries are over their heads. As people travel through life, the modern 
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world expects them to be able to think about their own lives and the world at a higher 
level of consciousness than they are able. For Kegan, development is often but not 
necessarily linked to one’s age. Thus, although he has developed a stage-based model of 
development, he decouples those stages with particular ages. There is fluidity between 
the stages. He is also careful to keep his analysis contextual; different cultures place 
different demands on individuals. In Kegan’s system, one moves through the stages by 
developing more complex thought and by subordinating the previous stage’s apex to a 
new kind of thought. The first stage, for example, centers on perceptions and impulses. In 
the second stage, a person becomes aware of her own impulses and perceptions and 
develops a point of view that makes perceptions the object of reflection. In the third stage 
one’s own point of view becomes the object of reflection, as abstraction allows for cross-
categorical thinking.297 
Adolescents, he argues, are expected to operate with a third-order of 
consciousness. Teachers, parents, and other adults are mistaken, though, if they believe 
that simply becoming a teenager or entering a certain grade somehow bestows an 
individual with third-order consciousness. Therefore, many adolescents are in over their 
heads, operating with a lower order of consciousness than what culture demands. This is 
not necessarily a bad thing, for Kegan, because challenge promotes growth. He writes 
“people grow best when they continuously experience an ingenious blend of support and 
challenge.”298 After analyzing numerous studies and interviews, Kegan concludes that 
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modern society provides an excess of challenge for adolescents but is lacking in the 
support structures adolescents need to overcome those challenges.299 Grace, First, and 
Southside all provide, or hope to provide, this support; in order for the support to be truly 
experienced, however, it must be bolstered with a willingness to live in liminal space. 
A warm, supporting congregation provides some developmental benefits for 
adolescents. Linking that support to the challenges adolescents face in their daily lives, 
however, seems likely both to keep adolescents engaged and to promote their 
development. Having a place to come and feel welcome is a benefit, but in interviews 
adolescents frequently identified engagement with real issues as important. The youth of 
First Presbyterian, for example, grow in their development by engaging with people who 
have different views and cultural backgrounds than themselves. In Kegan’s terms, such 
discussions help them begin thinking cross-categorically, as they learn to see their 
perspectives in relation to the perspectives of others. The adults at Grace Baptist, 
meanwhile, explicitly teach their youth how, not what, to think about daily challenges. 
They are encouraged to turn to Scripture and fellow church members for help in facing 
difficult decisions.  
In the first chapter, I argued that youth ministry has often sold itself short by 
advocating a frozen gospel. In making Christianity palatable, youth ministry has often 
reduced the complexity of Christian thought to the point that it is no longer a useful 
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framework for meaning-making. If theology is so reduced, the support offered by a warm 
community does not reach its full potential as a contributor to youth development. 
Adolescents today have the internet at their fingertips; it is nearly impossible to hide from 
the daily onslaught of devastating news, from earthquakes to economies. Adolescents 
also face nearly constant social pressure, as social media platforms are spaces in which 
people’s best lives are on show, and anonymous abuse is rampant. In such a world, 
reducing Christianity to slogans such as “let go and let God” or “What would Jesus Do?” 
shortcuts Christianity’s capacity to meaningfully link to adolescent realities.  
This analysis suggests that a warm atmosphere in a religious community is central 
to promoting youth development, and a Questing spirituality is secondarily important. 
While Warmth alone did influence Connection and Caring, Warmth and Questing 
together also positively influence Confidence and Character. These results make sense; 
Connection measures social bonds and Caring measures one’s ability to feel empathy and 
sympathy for others. This seems to be the explicit benefit of diversity at First; both adults 
and adolescents claimed that hearing the viewpoints of others was central to their positive 
experience at First. Furthermore, Caring is developed through the yearly mission trip and 
the water project begun by the African congregants. This project raised awareness of a 
social problem in the country of origin for many members. The other members were 
drawn into the project because of their empathy for these congregants and their country 
of origin.  
Warmth alone, however, does not significantly correlate with Character; for that, 
Questing is also required. Character measures one’s sense of morality and integrity. A 
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quest spirituality recognizes the limits of one’s own knowledge and the possibility for 
growth and change. Such a spirituality evidently links well with the ability to recognize 
that others, too, are learning and growing, necessitating patience and respect in our 
interactions with others. A healthy sense of morality requires a differentiated sense of 
self, one that recognizes its place within a community. Warm experiences provide the 
platform upon which spiritual reflection is developed. This spiritual reflection, which on 
its own does not correlate with Character, is able to do its work when an individual feels 
comfortable with his or her place in the community.  
The adults of Grace Baptist church seem intuitively to approach Christian 
education this way. For them, all adolescents should feel the warm embrace of fellow 
congregants. They should feel, in the words of one adult, like they can lie in the aisles 
during worship and not be asked to leave. Sunday school is not a special time in which 
youth are affirmed; instead, Sunday school is a continuation of what already should be 
happening any time an adolescent enters the community. In Sunday school, children and 
adolescents learn how to think alongside their tradition—they learn why love reigns in 
this place and how it might reign in their lives as well. The combination of warmth and 
spiritual direction is what has sustained Grace’s robust religious education programs for 
many years. Thus, what seems to an observer like intuition is more likely the product of 
sustained practices of congregational formation.  
Limitations and Implications 
There are many limitations in the research reported in this chapter. First, all the 
data is self-reported and is therefore subject to any of the criticisms of self-reported data. 
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This could be strengthened by including external gauges of development, for example by 
collecting feedback from parents/guardians and/or collecting school grades. The work 
could also be more robust with the addition of additional scales such as the spiritual 
maturity scale.300 This would add breadth and depth to the sense of spirituality 
adolescents are developing.  
Another limitation is the small sample size (n=86). Acquiring participants can be 
difficult when there is no funding incentive and the research is conducted by an 
individual rather than at a center. Further studies would benefit by larger sample sizes. 
Additionally, assessing multiple data points over time and having control groups would 
be beneficial. Multiple data points would allow for more complex research designs so the 
results would not be exclusively correlative, but causation could be inferred. Control 
groups would add a comparative element that would deepen our understanding of 
correlation and causation as well.301 For example, how do members of Protestant 
churches compare with local peers who are Catholic, Jewish, or who do not participate in 
any religious community? The data should also be cross-referenced with other 
demographic data, specifically those of race, gender, and class, as well as education level 
and income levels of parents and neighbors. Future studies would benefit from such 
multi-layered analysis.  
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This research supplements the ethnographic work of Chapter Two. In Chapter 
Two, I found that young people valued a warm, welcoming atmosphere in their church 
congregation; here, I found that a warm, welcoming atmosphere correlates with positive 
outcomes in adolescent development. The adults at Grace Baptist who welcome each 
youth and child regardless of whether they are in Sunday School and the adults who drive 
young people to church every Sunday are actively contributing to the flourishing of those 
adolescents. Perhaps surprisingly, the data suggests that this influence is not limited to 
Connection, but to at least four of five aspects of development. Many mainline churches 
have long valued inclusivity and hospitality, and the cultivation of those might be the key 
to their continued flourishing.  
If inclusivity and hospitality, which are integral components to Warmth, are 
important, they nevertheless look different across contexts. Adults and youth at First 
Presbyterian describe their economically and ethnically diverse church as being “like a 
family,” and they believe their loving interactions with others who are different are 
valuable. The data supports their claims; the push and pull between sibling pairs Mark 
and Perry and Anna and Tyrone, does generate growth. These beneficial relationships are 
made possible through the hard work of the congregation to create an intercultural space. 
This space is not a mythical construct existing only in the minds of congregants. It is a 
space that must be continually enacted, such as when adults drive adolescents to worship 
or members of all ages come together to build houses for others.  
The data in this chapter nevertheless offer a different perspective on adolescent 
development in religious congregations than the data in Chapter Two. This data shows 
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correlations between adolescents’ perceptions of their own religious communities and 
their development. Viewing adolescent development through this crystal pane allows us 
to see that a warm, welcoming community allows students to enter into and work through 
liminal moments in their lives as they develop their own meaning-making capabilities. As 
the addition of Questing shows, however, open engagement with harsh and difficult 
questions and realities deepens, rather than threatens, development.  
This data supports Nancy Ammerman’s conclusions in Sacred Stories, Spiritual 
Tribes. In this text Ammerman does not specifically address adolescents when she writes 
that: 
participation in organized religion matters. In nearly every systematic 
comparison we have attempted to examine, people who attend services 
more frequently are different in ways that go beyond demographic 
differences or differences based on the type of religious tradition or 
differences based on the individual’s levels of spiritual practice and 
virtuosity…If [people] do not learn [religious] language, it does not shape 
their way of being in the world…The more deeply embedded people are in 
these organized sites of spiritually infused conversation, the more likely 
they are to carry strands of that conversation with them.302 
 
This chapter provides empirical evidence that Ammerman’s data is also fitting for 
adolescents. In the above quote, “learning religious language” and being embedded in a 
community roughly correspond with developing Questing spirituality and experiencing 
Warmth. Learning religious language, however, does not simply mean receiving or 
accepting a frozen gospel. Instead, it means wrestling with, developing, and even pushing 
back against the theologies and practices one meaningfully encounters by interacting with 
others in a religio/spiritual context. The next two chapters explore and integrate these 
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findings with a diverse array of thinkers to develop a practical theology of becoming for 
youth ministry. 
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Chapter 4: Updating the Architecture 
 
 This chapter brings together a wide variety of sources to begin reconstructing the 
architecture of youth ministry discourse in light of the research in Chapters Two and 
Three. This chapter is not intended as a full-blown postmodern theology. Rather, the 
intent is to draw out enough themes to ground a constructive practice of youth ministry. 
Thus, the chapter will unfold as follows. First, I will analyze general themes of the shifts 
from modernity to postmodernity and from Christendom to post-Christendom to the post-
secular. Second, I will describe the postmodern world as a “world of becoming” in 
relation to feminist theologies that emphasize interconnection and flourishing. Finally, I 
introduce themes from theological anthropology with a view toward opening a discursive 
space within which the next chapter will operate.  
The theoretical/theological work in this chapter further underscores what is at 
stake in this dissertation. The Introduction identifies three areas of significance: faith in a 
post-secular world, declining participation in mainline churches, and adolescent 
flourishing. This chapter addresses, though somewhat obliquely, a fourth area: the future 
of humanity as it intertwines with the rest of creation. The material realities facing the 
youth of today are immense and today’s youth will be called upon to face environmental 
and economic problems set in motion by their parents and grandparents. Therefore, 
inasmuch as churches influence adolescent development, they have a role in shaping how 
the next generation will face these challenges. Here two examples will suffice. The first is 
the recent release of the United States government’s annual climate report. The report, 
released on November 23, 2018, predicts dire consequences for the United States—and 
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the world—if drastic actions are not taken in the next fifteen years to reduce the effects of 
humans on climate change.303 The second example is the challenge developing 
technology may have on global labor markets. Also a widely reported phenomenon, the 
combination of an economy built upon what is now known to be impossibly constant 
growth with the automation of once integral human jobs represents a difficult conceptual 
challenge for future generations. While these problems are beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, humanity’s ability to see itself as implicated along with the rest of the world 
might be integral in addressing these problems. The connection to this dissertation is that 
religions, as generators of interpersonal connections and meaning in the lives of young 
people, can be important sites of creative, collaborative engagement.  
Christendom, Modernity, and What Comes Next 
 In the opening of their book Resident Aliens, Stanley Hauerwas and Will 
Willimon facetiously suggest that Christendom officially ended when the Fox Theatre in 
Greenville, South Carolina opened on a Sunday evening in 1963.304 Greenville, they 
argue, represented the last stand of a church that believed itself to be the center of the 
world, or at least allied to whatever was in the center of the world. “In taking a child to 
Sunday School,” they write, “parents affirmed everything that was good, wholesome, 
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reasonable, and American. Church, home, and state formed a national consortium that 
worked together…People grew up Christian simply by being lucky enough to be born in 
places like Greenville, South Carolina, or Pleasant Grove, Texas.”305 Hauerwas and 
Willimon’s precise dating of the end of Christendom is tongue-in-cheek, but their point is 
significant. The theatre’s opening on a Sunday marks another step in the end of the 
illusion they have eloquently described: Christendom.  
 The 1960’s also saw growth in the popularity and complexity of secularization 
theory, which is the claim that as societies become more urban and scientifically 
grounded, religion will diminish, especially as a public phenomenon. While Marx, Freud, 
Durkhim and others all outlined different versions of this theory, in the 1960’s many 
sociologists cited declining religiosity in Europe as conclusive evidence of the theory’s 
validity. Central among these was Peter Berger, whose 1967 text The Sacred Canopy 
thrust him into the center of the sociological whirlwind; a whirlwind that lasted into the 
beginning of the present century.  
 If the opening of the Fox Theatre heralded the end of Christendom, then perhaps 
the events of September 11, 2001 could herald the end of the secularization thesis, at least 
in America. Even as institutional Christianity faced the reality of declining numbers and 
interest, the largest terrorist attack in living memory on American soil, one that was 
ostensibly religiously motivated, reignited religious debates. President George W. Bush, a 
lifelong Methodist, himself relied on increasingly explicit religious language, famously 
citing hymns and other Christian phrases and placing America in the role of savior.  
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 For his part, Berger later recanted his claims regarding secularization. He erased 
any doubt in 2012, stating unequivocally that “[the secularization thesis] has been 
empirically falsified.”306 He adds that he believes most of his colleagues would agree. 
The primary reason for the thesis’s failure is that it was too Eurocentric and ahistorical. 
The Secularization thesis was formed by privileged European intellectual elites: a class of 
people that is itself almost synonymous with the secular. For many of them, Berger 
argues, the Secularization thesis amounted to something like wishful thinking. 
Secularization mistook decline for pluralization. For Berger, modernity, urbanization and 
technological growth do not produce secularization but pluralization.307 Most interesting 
for our purposes here is Berger’s analysis of why this category error occurred. He writes, 
“I had overlooked the (in retrospect obvious) possibility that an individual may be both 
religious and secular, in discrete compartments…of the mind.”308 In other words, one 
important problem with the theory of secularization is rooted in an essentialist 
anthropology that is untenable in later modernity. This will be addressed directly later in 
the present chapter. 
 Berger perhaps goes too far in the other direction when describing the religious 
climate of the 21st century as one of desecularization, claiming that the world is “as 
furiously religious as it ever was, and in some places more so than ever.”309 One way of 
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conceptualizing the nuances of these processes is provided by Titus Hjelm, who 
distinguishes between the visibility, vitality, and social influence of religions. Critiquing 
Habermas’ concept of the post-secular, Hjelm makes two points. First, the term post-
secular—itself closely related to Berger’s desecularization—seems to imply that there 
once was a fully secularized world that is now being scaled back, which is not the case. 
And second, increased visibility of religions or religious practices is not necessarily the 
same thing as increased vitality of those religions. Hjelm’s work is a reminder that 
secularization and deseculariztion are both dynamic processes that describe, with varying 
degrees of accuracy, specific movements in certain places; they are not watertight 
theories that explain inevitable consequences of modernization.310 
 What, then, is the value of grounding the present project with concepts of the 
post-secular and the postmodern if such concepts are themselves so contested? Simply 
put, understanding adolescents and churches means coming to terms with the various 
intellectual, social, cultural, and technological movements that shape the broader 
environment within which each of us operates. In this sense I come very close to what 
William Connolly calls “connectionism.” Connolly, a political philosopher whose work 
draws on diverse religious, scientific and philosophical sources, describes the world as a 
world of becoming in which various “force-fields” of energy encounter and shape each 
other in unexpected ways. Connolly is skeptical, for example, of accounts of human 
agency that ignore environmental factors, as if human action is a closed system only 
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occasionally receiving data or influence from beyond itself. Viewing humans as agents 
and the world as objects is insufficient to explain novelty in the world. Instead, “the 
nonhuman world itself…is not reducible to a world of objects. It is composed of multiple 
systems marked by differing degrees of agency: each mode enters into complex 
conjunctions with others, and a temporary equilibrium (for seconds or centuries) involves 
interstabilization among several open systems with differing degrees of agency.”311 In the 
context of the present discussion, then, Connolly’s view emphasizes that while post-
secularity, postmodernity, and other explanatory concepts remain contested, they 
nevertheless represent fields of energy with real and potentially lasting consequences for 
thought and practice. 
 Connolly offers the example of capitalism as a case to illustrate this point. 
Capitalism consists of moving elements such as the relative freedom of 
capital, contractual labor, the commodity form, and market/anti-market 
forces. But this complex…is both incomplete by itself and connected to 
other force-fields upon which it depends or which may intrude upon it. 
These include climate patterns, weather systems, animal-human disease 
jumps, the availability or depletion of clean water, fertile soil, oil, and 
other “resources,” educational systems, scientific activity, adventurous 
inventors, medical practices, religious evolution, collective spiritual 
priorities, consumer trends, asteroid showers, and many other processes. 
To treat capitalism as an (ideally) closed system periodically disrupted by 
‘externalities’ would be to commit the fallacy of misplaced 
concreteness.312 
 
This encapsulates Connolly’s concept of ‘connectionism,’ which he develops through 
extended engagement with William James, Friedrich Nietzsche, Alfred North Whitehead, 
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and others. Significantly, then, attempts to understand or change one system, e.g. 
capitalism, are typically insufficient when they do not account for the ways these diverse 
systems enfold one another. He writes, “In a world of becoming, the new periodically 
comes into being in ways that defeat attempts to generalize from past regularities to a 
reliable future. Connectionism overcomes the simple problem of induction while 
introducing a more profound one that haunts life periodically; it encourages us to infer 
from connected experience, while remaining alert to possible surprises.”313 
 Given the new global connectivity foisted upon humanity by increased ease of 
travel and communication, new forces that Connolly calls “global resonance machines” 
emerge. A global resonance machine is “composed of multiple elements, some of which 
were hanging loose before its formation, others of which may have been part of a 
machine that has since dissolved or been overwhelmed, yet others that are given shape by 
the emergence of the machine itself. No central agent has designed it and none controls it, 
though multiple and minor modes of control do circulate through it.”314 Power, in these 
resonance machines, is diffused through innumerable agents and often functions 
invisibly. For these reasons, it is important to examine how many different currents and 
force-fields might be exerting energy in unexpected ways on specific phenomena.  
 Consider, then, the dominant youth ministry discourse critically examined in the 
first chapter. Though the early developers of youth ministry in the United States claimed 
theological foundations for their work, numerous other factors indelibly shaped the 
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dominant forms youth ministry would take. Prominent among these features are deeply 
held assumptions about race and gender. Perhaps less visibly, the baby boom after WWII 
and the unrelenting optimism of the 1950’s, combined with the economic insights of 
prominent investors inspired the professionalization of youth ministry despite the WCC’s 
cautions. Finally, youth ministry was thoroughly indebted to the intellectual paradigm we 
now call modernity. Elaine Graham describes modernity as “the outcome of several 
related processes: political, economic, social and cultural.”315 These processes include 
rational enquiry, enlightenment, industrial capitalism, and the rise of the nation-state. 
Winding through each of these spheres was the possibility “that authority could be 
exercised fairly, equitably and without undue favour(sic) or sectional interference.”316 
Without the interweaving of these various force-fields, youth ministry could not have 
emerged as it did or become what it was. 
 The conclusion, therefore, is that rebuilding the architecture of youth ministry 
requires a rethinking, or at least a questioning, not only of the pillars identified in Chapter 
One, but of all these forces at a deep theoretical level. The remainder of this chapter 
sketches some possible directions such a rethinking might go by tracing two theoretical 
developments that are emerging: identity as non-essential, and institutional and cultural 
boundaries as porous. The rethinking of adolescence in the fifth chapter will draw 
heavily, though at times implicitly, on these two themes. 
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Essentially Non-Essential: Identity and Relation 
 Mary Elizabeth Mullino Moore, in an article called “Imagination at the Center: 
Identity on the Margins,” draws on process thought to critique the centrality of identity in 
educational texts and treatises. She writes, “we will not find a substantive thing called 
identity residing in a person’s life, nor can a person ever expect to attain a substantive 
resting place.”317 While it is true, she argues, that people can develop certain habits and 
qualities that endure, these and one’s conception of self are always open to 
reconsideration. Why then, she asks, might there be such an emphasis on identity 
formation? Moore speculates that in addition to entrenched static philosophies, perhaps 
fear in a time of rapid change spurs refuge in the illusion of the development of a stable 
identity.  
 Regardless of the causes, imagination provides a needed corrective. Modeling the 
imaginative practices she advocates in the paper, Moore shares autobiographies and 
anecdotes to illustrate her point, ranging from Ray Charles, whose imaginative mother 
sparked his incredible career, to David Orr, who led an ecological transformation of 
Oberlin College by exercising aesthetic imagination. What these and many if not most 
educators have in common, Moore suggests, is a desire to contribute to the betterment, or 
flourishing of the world. Alfred White North Whitehead’s vision of the future as “fully 
and radically open” provides a lens to demonstrate how imagination, exercised 
individually and communally, can promote flourishing. She writes, “I propose that what 
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is most needed now is a vision of flourishing, formed and continually reformed by a 
collaborative exercise of imagination. Imagination is needed first to discern the kinds of 
flourishing—past and present—that best contribute to the common good…In sum, 
imagination can strengthen a community in its present form, destabilize it, or reshape it 
when destabilization has already occurred.”318  
 To that end, Moore describes five “complexes of educational practice” that she 
believes cultivate imagination. The list is not intended to be exhaustive but generative. 
She includes “Seeking goodness, seeking transcendence, intimate knowing, knowing the 
stranger and the unfamiliar, and imaging and responding to the possible.”319 Each of 
these complexes deserves further explication that is not the focus of the present study. 
Further, Moore’s emphases on educational theory and process thought diverge from the 
emphases in the present study. Nevertheless, Moore’s unsettling of identity and 
privileging of imagination provide a launch point for the present chapter. 
 Specifically, in the previous chapters a case was made against the same impulse 
Moore critiques, namely the concept of a fixed identity. The illusion of a fixed or stable 
identity flows into the problematic construction of adolescents as not-yet adults and youth 
ministry as social control. In this chapter, the focus will increasingly be on filling out the 
frameworks hinted at in chapter four. In the ideological, social, and transcendent spheres, 
practices must be developed that are not dependent on the construction of a stable 
identity. Since practices are theory-laden, however, theoretical work matters. 
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 Jean-Luc Nancy’s concept of the “essential inessentiality of being” provides a 
helpful alternative reading of identity and grounds the constructive project proposed. 
Nancy can be thought of as a philosopher of radical openness. His philosophy of religion 
views Christianity as a never-ending dis/closure, and in his essay Being Singular Plural, 
he is again interested in articulating a philosophy that endlessly opens, rather than closes 
off or curtails, a meaningful world or worlds. The essay is his attempt at a “first 
philosophy,” an answer to Heidegger’s challenge of thinking “Being.” He links meaning 
and being together early in the essay before stating his central claim: “Being cannot be 
anything but being-with-one-another, circulating in the with and as the with of this 
singularly plural coexistence.”320 The essay’s title functions as something like the Trinity; 
none of the three distinct words fully grounds the others, but each is essential to the 
meaning of the phrase. Being is nothing unless it includes more than one being. 
Singularity only makes sense within a plurality, and a plurality only makes sense if it is 
composed of singularities. Unlike Heidegger’s Dasein, then, which presupposes the 
existence of an individual who then expresses care for others, Nancy’s schema requires 
others. 
 Indeed, for Nancy, Being is something like the circulation of energy between 
beings. It is not a state or a quality, but the action of taking a place or position. “The very 
simplicity of ‘position’ implies no more, although no less, than its being discrete…In 
other words, every position is also dis-position, and considering the appearing that takes 
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the place of and takes place in the position, all appearance is co-appearance.”321 In 
Nancy’s view, each other singularity—by which he mostly means living beings, though 
this is not always clear—is itself the birth of the world. The process of creation, for 
Nancy, is the never-ending process of God’s “coming to presence” in the brilliance of 
God’s creatures.322 The important point that is relevant here for identity is that for Nancy, 
difference itself “forms the concrete condition of singularity.”323 MaryJane Rubenstein 
summarizes his position thus: “Beings, then, do not simply appear indifferently next to 
one another as nodes in some anonymous methexis. Rather, they appear in and through 
one another…Essence, in other words, is nothing other than the inessentiality of 
existence.”324 
 For Nancy, who was born during World War Two in France, these questions are 
not only about addressing the famous metaphysical conundrum of universals and 
particulars. These issues have ethical import, particularly regarding the awful possibility 
of systemic evil. In the essay, Nancy specifically targets Heidegger’s famous association 
with Nazi Germany, hypothesizing that one reason for Heidegger’s non-disavowal of that 
association is directly related to the absolute priority of singularity in his philosophy. For 
Nancy, as noted above, each other is an origin of the world. There is no singular origin 
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that can be fixed or grasped, and the desire to “fix” such an origin, or even Being itself, 
becomes the first impulse that leads to systemic evil. He writes: “If we do not have access 
to the other in the mode just described, but seek to appropriate the origin…then this same 
curiosity transforms itself into appropriative or destructive rage.”325 Fleshing out these 
ideas more fully by drawing on Nancy’s broader corpus, Rubenstein adds 
Far from representing anomalous occurrences within the otherwise 
peaceful history of the West, regimes of “total terror” show themselves by 
virtue of Nancy’s critique of immanentism to be grossly metastasized 
products of the everyday metaphysical will toward certainty, identity, and 
simple location…A reconfigured death drive, evil functions as a desire to 
pin down Being, the Origin, God, or the Other by projecting them into 
some sphere of necessity outside the world, where they turn into 
superessences that guarantee the integrity of the self, its community, its 
race, and its ideology.326 
 
While the links between “the everyday metaphysical will toward certainty and identity” 
and the configuration of adolescence in modern youth ministry discourse are evident, the 
point here is not to implicate youth ministry as complicit with evil. Rather, the point is to 
highlight the divergent ethical pathways opened by considering existence in Nancy’s 
terms: as existence with. 
 Returning now to Moore’s claim that the emphasis on developing a fixed identity 
in youth ministry and religious education is misguided, we can offer an alternative. For 
Nancy, there is no “pure” example of existence against which other existences can be 
measured. Instead, an individual’s existence is always immersed with the existence of 
others. “Not only are all people different,” Nancy writes, “but they are also all different 
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from one another. They do not differ from an archetype or generality. It is never the case 
that I have met Pierre or Marie per se, but I have met him or her in such and such a 
‘form,’ in such and such a ‘state,’ in such and such a ‘mood,’ and so on.”327 Unless an 
individual can say “we,” she will not be able to say “I” either. Nancy’s concept of 
identity could be put thus: I only understand myself through others, and I only understand 
others through myself. Or: I only am myself with others, and they are only themselves 
through me and us.  
 Identity is therefore conceived relationally. And relation is dynamic rather than 
fixed, precluding the possibility of a fixed essence. The relationship I have with, say, my 
spouse, is nothing other than what is constituted each day when we greet each other. 
There is no pre-existing super-relation that defines or determines our relationship. 
Certainly each of us is a singularity who acts upon and within the relation, but each of us 
is also constituted, we are who we are, on account of the other and of the relationship 
between us. 
 We find prior themes weaving together here—relationality, growth, flourishing, 
imagination. All these themes intertwine closely with each other and displace notions of 
identity as fixed, determined, achievable. Indeed, there are surprising resonances between 
Nancy’s critique of oneness and ecofeminist thinkers. Ivone Gebara, for example, 
suggests that “The Christian notion of the human person introduced by the West imposes 
an exclusive model of autonomy, an exclusive model of being children of God, and an 
exclusive model of economic and cultural dependency…The notion of the free and 
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autonomous person has been co-opted by the ruling classes, by colonialism…in order to 
uphold a power elite.”328 Similarly, Grace Jantzen’s notion of flourishing upends the 
dualism at the heart of essentialism, while others such as Catherine Keller and Laurel C. 
Schneider employ relationality to hold together themes of multiplicity and apophasis that 
they argue characterize today’s world.329 
 Relationality, however, is not always a positive force. These themes are also 
present in assemblage theory, which itself emerges from the ashes of broken relationships 
and systemic evils. Critiquing intersectionality’s tendencies toward privileging and 
essentializing certain concepts such as gender vis-à-vis race or class, assemblage theorists 
such as Jasbir Puar, drawing on Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, develop a concept of 
personhood that emphasizes neither essence nor enunciation, but connection.330 For Puar, 
assemblage theory, by refusing to ground identity in a singular, fixed determination, is 
better able to theorize bodies in their full complexity. Keri Day writes, “Within this 
theory, there is not a fixed, stable ontology for the social world and its multiplicity of 
identities (as theories of intersectionality assume). Rather, identities (such as race, class, 
sexuality, gender) are complex, fluid configurations that can properly be characterized as 
discursive practices and expressions.”331 
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 Assemblage theory does not deny that the categories of race, class, gender, sexual 
orientation, and others exist. Rather, assemblage theory refuses to give them ontological 
status, instead interrogating the complex ways these categories are constructed and the 
work they do. Great nuance is offered, then, when discussing the ways in which these 
discursive categories order reality while still undermining their status as fixed or essential 
categories. 
 For Day, assemblage theory does not stand in opposition to intersectionality, but 
supplements it by bringing affect to the fore. Attending to affect allows deeper 
questioning of the categories. She suggests that “Blackness, for instance, is deeply 
questioned in the United States in which African immigrant, bi-racial, and queer black 
communities contest blackness as an essentialist category with one specific meaning.”332 
In other words, blackness might have a different affective function from one community 
to the next, depending on the specific history of each community.  
 The concern in the present study is not to make a case for assemblage theory over 
against intersectionality or other theories, but to show how assemblage theory likewise 
uncovers the affective dimension of adolescence. For example, vocal critique of 
entitlement among Millennials is increasing. But this critique ignores the thousands of 
adolescents living in poverty; it ignores the reality of life expectancy decreases in the 
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United States;333 and it ignores the significant global problems younger people will have 
to face, including especially climate change and rising sea levels.  
 Assemblage theory therefore helps avoid what Eleazar Fernandez calls as 
“additive way of thinking,” which is the suggestion that identity can be fully described by 
“adding” or layering numerous identity markers on top of each other. Like Nancy above, 
Fernandez suggests that “the essential and generic woman or man does not exist; it is not 
an existing, breathing human being. A real human being has gender, class, race, and 
particular geographical-ecological location.”334 The next chapter will develop the thesis 
that age functions in a similar way. On a first read, age seems to differ from the other 
categories because it is ever-changing and seems determinative of so much. According to 
assemblage theories, however, the other categories are also not fixed. That age changes at 
a relatively fixed rate, then, is irrelevant. What is relevant in understanding adolescent 
development is how discursive constructions of age produce effects.  
 Considered in this way, age can become a helpful lens for understanding 
development; this is the topic of the next chapter. Here one example will suffice. At a 
recent professional meeting, pastor and scholar Greg Ellison shared a story about a 
speaking engagement he held in rural Kansas. He was asked to speak about his book, 
which focuses on the alienation of young black men. When he arrived, he found the 
audience was mostly composed of elderly white folks from a nearby care facility. When 
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he began describing the extreme alienation young black men and boys feel when they are 
ignored, however, Ellison discovered that the elderly population of white people not only 
understood, they felt the same way. In an unexpected turn, then, folks of different races 
and social locations had a shared experience of alienation due to their ages—which were 
also different! The constructive proposal in the next chapter will therefore proceed with 
the understanding that identity is an ever-changing, slippery commodity formed primarily 
through relation and connection.  
Porous Institutional and Cultural Boundaries 
 Nancy Ammerman’s study Sacred Stories, Spiritual Tribes is an attempt to shift 
the sociological study of religion away from methods that fail to attend to the nuances of 
religious life in the 21st century and toward “the ad hoc religious beliefs, practices, and 
communities that also constitute the presence of religion in society.”335 In her earlier 
work, Ammerman examined the conditions under which certain kinds of religious beliefs 
and practices activated in the daily life of typical religious practitioners, whom she calls 
nonexperts. There, she discovered that “rational choice” theories that had previously 
dominated the sociological scene missed the mark. The key insight from this earlier work 
is that “all institutional boundaries—including religious ones—are porous.”336 Clear 
separations between say public and private life, or religious and secular institutions, she 
found, were not clear after all.  
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 Her more recent study thus sought to understand the religious and spiritual 
practices and narratives that traverse institutional boundaries along with individuals and 
their spiritual tribes, those groups who listen to and co-create one another’s spiritual 
narratives. Further, her work complexifies notions that spirituality must be other-worldly 
while secularity must be mundane. Instead, drawing on Charles Taylor and Robert 
Bellah, Ammerman found that spiritual stories are those that appeal to a deeper level of 
consciousness, one that perhaps does not fit within the “imminent frame” of reality.337  
 Ammerman’s study has many important implications for various aspects of the 
sociological study of religion. Here, two of those aspects are important. First, that 
“religious identity is not an essentialist social category.”338 Ammerman is careful to 
distinguish between a person’s participation in a religious community and too closely 
linking that person, in an identity-fixing sort of way, with that community. Significantly, 
participation in religious communities matters. And just as significantly, the kinds of 
relationships a person has beyond the walls of that community also matter when it comes 
to mixing the sacred and the secular. Spiritual and religious identities are not simply 
either/or; they are complex, multifarious, and ever-evolving.  
 The second relevant point is that “the people with the most robust sense of sacred 
presence in everyday life are those who participate in religious activities that allow for 
conversation and relationship. The conversations in which they engage inside the 
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religious community are full of the stuff of everyday life, with mundane and sacred 
realities intermingling.”339 This directly supports the quantitative data collected in chapter 
three that linked the warmth of a religious congregation to adolescent development. It 
also supports the dual hypothesis that institutional boundaries are porous, and that 
identity, development, and flourishing are relational in nature.  
 Elsewhere I have argued alongside Kathryn Tanner for a postmodern reading of 
culture as historically contingent, fragmented, contested, and dynamic.340 On this reading, 
religious beliefs and practices cannot be fully separated from the cultures in which they 
are situated. As Tanner writes, “Christian practices are always the practices of others 
made odd.”341 Her point is not that Christianity and, say, American culture are the same, 
but that the porous boundaries between church342 and world are the sites at which cultural 
forms are contested, shaped, and reshaped. Central to Tanner’s argument is that cultural 
forms carry no fixed meanings; one form can mean or signify different things to different 
people. The “stuff” of culture, such as language, art, entertainment, technology, dress, 
social formations, is the raw material with which communities and individuals construct 
meaning. That is not to say that the creators of cultural materials do not have some sense 
of the meaning of their creations, only that those meanings are contestable.  
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 Though the significance of these claims will become more apparent in the 
following chapter, it is important to note here that the porousness of these boundaries re-
emphasizes the relevance of the present study to spheres beyond denominational lines. 
Given the transportability of sacred and mundane themes, spiritual and religious practices 
are important sites of cultural formation and critique. Furthermore, the porous nature of 
institutions hints at the value of congregational practices that explicitly identify and 
engage those “worldly” topics that are most important to young people: sexual 
orientation, climate change, vocational discernment, racial politics, mental health, 
poverty, and so on. It is not an accident that the community garden at First Presbyterian, 
supplemented by a Young Adult Volunteer focusing on food justice, is one of the focal 
points of congregational life. Likewise, the popularity of Grace Baptist’s professional 
development panels, in which older working professional congregants offer advice to 
high school and college students, suggests the importance of this merging of sacred and 
secular.  
 Taken together, non-essential religious identity and porous institutional 
boundaries suggest that in an increasingly pluralistic world, the intersections of various 
spheres of influence—or what Connolly helpfully calls force fields—will continue to be 
sites of contested meaning. It might seem as if adolescent development and religious 
practice are far removed from the problems of global poverty or climate change. To the 
contrary, Eleazar Fernandez offers a reminder that real, lasting change in the world is a 
long, slow process that begins with small shifts in orientations:  
A realistic hope for our planet and for our society today does not lie in 
some miraculous interventions…but in the groaning and greening [of] 
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socially conscious and active people who have resolved to make a 
difference in various locations and stations in life. No utopian realism, 
post-utopian cynicism, pessimistic determinism, business-as-usual realism, 
piecemeal pragmatism, nor couch potato optimism can take us out of the 
sick bay…We are in this search for a new humanity for the long haul, 
always aching and aiming for the promise while gathering nourishing 
provisions along the way.343 
 
The various perspectives, ideas, and constructions offered here and in the next chapters 
are nourishing provisions along the way to a world in which adolescents, infants, and 
elders alike flourish in their churches, neighborhoods, and the whole global web of life. 
These insights form the ideological background for the constructive work that begins in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Adolescent Becoming 
 Anna, whom we met in Chapter 2, is a flourishing youth. After spending the first 
ten years of her life in her native Cameroon, she emigrated with her family to the United 
States. Moving across continents, using any metric, is an incredibly challenging and 
stressful endeavor. For Anna, this meant honing her English skills and assimilating into a 
suburban middle-class culture very different from what she was used to. Moreover, she is 
now part of a racial minority: only about 2% of her neighbors are African American, 
while almost 85% are white. In addition to these difficulties, in the focus group she 
mentioned the social pressures unique to the 21st century: “I think many adults think 
being a teenager is easier, because of technology, but it isn’t. I feel like it just makes it 
that much harder…like the pressure of having [a social media account], maintaining a 
social life, schoolwork, they had some sort of it, but I don’t know.”  
 Nevertheless, her church community provides immense support for her. Anna’s 
parents, while they initially engaged with First Presbyterian and its substantial 
Cameroonian population, do not regularly attend church. Anna and her brother, however, 
receive rides each week from a couple in the church. When asked how church 
participation adds value to her life, she responded: “I’ve met a whole new community 
that I know I can always count on.”344 While First Presbyterian provides Anna with 
community support, leadership training, and social skills, Anna also gives back to the 
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community by participating in Worship and taking on leadership roles in the youth group 
and in churchwide missions projects.  
 Anna’s experience provides us with “profound and enriching questions and 
suspicions about our real situation.”345 What resources might be used to understand 
Anna’s experience at First Presbyterian and reconstruct a new hermeneutic for 
understanding young people? This chapter draws on the lived experience of adolescents 
as analyzed in chapters two and three, the theological and theoretical sources from in 
chapter four, and additional resources to develop a new hermeneutic lens for 
understanding adolescents in church contexts. The hermeneutic is also developed against 
the grain of the old. At various points the architecture of the first chapter will be 
explicitly renovated, and a new, more inviting architecture will be sketched.  
 The new architecture has several distinctive features. It will be relational, 
embodied, and committed to the openness of creative agency. I will use Pamela King’s 
model of spirituality and youth development as a blueprint or a hub around which the 
various pieces of the argument orbit. According to King’s model, there are three discrete 
but overlapping spheres that constitute religion and spirituality: ideological, social, and 
transcendent. A religious community can be a place in which an adolescent’s positive 
experience in these three spheres deepens her social, emotional, and cognitive 
development. As the critique in chapter one shows, however, the architecture of these 
experiences has been negatively influenced by several societal and ideological factors. In 
short, the task of this chapter is to make a case, through the interpretation of the data and 
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the texts, that certain religious/spiritual contexts are more likely to contribute to 
flourishing than others.  
 This chapter will clarify the link between discourse and reality: discourse about 
adolescents shapes adolescent experience. I will draw on sources that develop 
understandings of oppression based on race, class, and gender. A key component of the 
argument made here is that age is also a relevant category. It differs from race and gender 
in that it transcends categories of race, class and gender, and it changes: people “grow out 
of” adolescence. Nevertheless, adolescence intensifies experiences of oppression. Trauma 
experienced at a young age can be carried in the body for the rest of a person’s life. 
Therefore, in this chapter I begin to reconfigure the discourse around adolescents and 
their development in ways that are more likely to promote the flourishing of adolescents.  
 Adolescence and Social Construction 
 In this section I clarify what is at stake by exploring how the concept of 
adolescence and the social imaginary it presupposes have material effects. Adolescence is 
present across race, class, and gender, but is impermanent—people “grow out of” it. 
While it is therefore not analogous to other concepts whose imaginaries have material 
effects, such as race, class, and gender, the concept of adolescence can intensify 
experiences of oppression. Adolescence has been socially constructed and can therefore 
be deconstructed. The term adolescent is loaded with meanings derived from Hall’s work. 
As noted earlier, adolescence has become synonymous with “storm and strife.” This 
association leads to what has been called “the criminalization of childhood.” Examples of 
this abound. In 2013, two children were picked up by police for walking down the street 
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together, and their parents were forced to sign a “temporary safety plan” to retrieve them 
from the police station.346 For adolescents of color, this bias synergizes with racial bias, 
often with frightening effects. One teenager reported being stopped by a police officer 
after leaving track practice: 
He was told that a robbery had taken place a few blocks from where he was 
stopped and that he fit the thief’s description. When he tried to tell the 
officers that he had just left track practice and was on his way home and 
then to church where he was part of a peer-mentoring program, he was 
shoved to the ground and told, “Shut up nigger, and put your hands behind 
your back.” He was arrested and taken, handcuffed, to the police precinct. 
He was allowed to call his mom and told her to call the track coach. Both 
showed up, corroborated his story and timing, and demanded validation that 
nothing in his backpack remotely connected him to any robbery. He was 
later released without apology.347 
 
The young man in this example, like many before and since, was denied agency 
by an adult authority figure, in this instance a police officer. His view was 
dismissed until two responsible adults validated his version of the story. Even so, 
the department did not issue an apology.  
During the 1990’s and through the early 2000’s, American society increasingly 
dealt with the perceived menace of adolescents through medication. Derived from a drug 
initially given to soldiers to prevent “shell shock,” drugs like Ritalin and Adderall grew 
in popularity alongside increasing diagnoses of ADHD among America’s youth.348 
Widely circulated reports found a 41% increase in ADHD diagnoses from 2001-2011, 
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and that almost 20% of all American teenagers had once been diagnosed with ADHD.349 
Along with the diagnoses, drug treatments also became more popular, with about two-
thirds of diagnosed individuals using medication in 2013.350 In the UK, the numbers were 
growing at a slower pace; according to The Guardian, critics in Britain were more vocal 
about their concerns that the drugs were used to “mask the ordinary emotional turmoil of 
growing up.”351  
This data is evidence of the reification and legitimation of a symbolic world that 
cannot but help understanding adolescents as suffering storm and strife and therefore as 
problems to be managed. Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann write that reification is the 
process whereby the historical aspect of historical processes is forgotten, and “the 
objectivated world loses its comprehensibility as a human enterprise and becomes fixated 
as a non-human, non-humanizable, inert facticity…Human meanings are no longer 
understood as world-producing but as being, in their turn, products of ‘the nature of 
things.’”352 Such forgetting is not necessarily total, however, so in many cases the human 
institutions that have a vested interest in the putative objective truth of a phenomena 
engage in legitimization, the process of passing on reified truths to the next generation.  
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Legitimation can take many forms but is generally part of a program to lend 
cognitive credibility to a whole system by integrating all its parts and harmonizing 
meanings. Berger and Luckmann use the example of a kinship structure. For a person to 
“know” his or her place in the kinship structure of a society, he or she must have 
knowledge of the larger system and the specific place they can be found in the system. 
Knowledge of the system includes knowledge of “right” and “wrong” ways to act. 
“Legitimation not only tells the individual why he should perform one action and not 
another; it also tells him why things are what they are. In other words, ‘knowledge’ 
precedes ‘values’ in the legitimation of institutions.”353 Significantly for our purposes 
here, such knowledge is weaved directly into the vocabulary. Using the kinship example, 
Berger and Luckmann explain that knowing one is a cousin simultaneously provides the 
blueprint for how to be a cousin. Adolescence, in American culture, is identified with 
immaturity and poor decision-making skills. The Merriam-Webster dictionary includes 
an additional definition of ‘adolescent’ as “emotionally or intellectually immature; did 
not appreciate her husband’s adolescent high jinks.”354 Synonyms included “immature” 
and “juvenile,” another word that is unambiguously used to describe irrational, dangerous 
behavior or words. The so-called knowledge that an adolescent will behave erratically 
and irresponsibly is written directly into our linguistic practices, and its veracity is 
therefore rarely, if ever, challenged. High schools and age-segregated ministry programs 
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are also agents of legitimation, since they reinforce the concept of adolescents as “a tribe 
apart.”355 
At the heart of the perceived societal need for the medication, incarceration, and 
general dismissive attitude toward young people is the suppression of agency and the 
promotion of conformity—all of which is codified in the very definition of “adolescent.” 
Young people learn, very quickly, to suppress their dreams, and instead become “useful” 
participants in the neoliberal economy by conforming to their place in society as 
consumers, rather than producers, of culture. At stake is the very possibility of one’s 
ability to authentically relate to others, God, and the world. Rubem Alves, concerned 
with developing resistance to reification and legitimization, writes, “Whenever man takes 
his emotions, values, and aspirations seriously, he will sooner or later be forced to resist 
the natural course of events. In short: the logic of the heart tends to breed discontent, 
resistance, and ultimately rebellion…[Otherwise] he must accept adaptation and 
conformity as the paradigms of normality and sanity. And conversely, he must accept 
desire and imagination as symptoms of sickness or unbalance and error.”356 For Alves, 
forced acquiescence to the rationalized logic of late modern society undercuts the human 
imagination and ability to create; both of which are central to what bearing the image of 
God might mean. 
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I want to suggest the possibility that viewing oneself as an adolescent is part and 
parcel of accepting conformity as normal and imagination as sickness. One study found 
that expectations of storm and strife correlated with more storm and strife.357 Perry, from 
First Presbyterian and a focus group participant, when asked what he would say to adults 
in his community, said: “I have nothing to say that would not be held as petty. [Mark 
interjects: A petty child.] Yeah, exactly. Let me be petty for a second. Anything we 
typically fight for or against, or disagree with or complain about, it seems petty.” He 
serves a leadership role as an elder at his church but nonetheless feels that the things that 
matter to him are deemed unimportant and childish by adults.  
Does this matter though? Surely adolescents’ issues are petty compared with 
adult issues. Kids should be kids, and they shouldn’t grow up too quickly. They should 
enjoy high school as “the best days of their life” and leave the real problems to adults. 
While there is some truth to these arguments at a superficial level, the deeper problem is 
that over time, experiences leave deposits in a person’s body, what Mayra Rivera calls 
“social sedimentations.”358 Rivera’s text helpfully illuminates the problem and thus 
deserves a slightly longer treatment here. In Poetics of the Flesh, Rivera reconsiders 
ancient and contemporary conceptions of flesh. She unsettles reified conceptions of flesh 
as, for example, a category of abjection, in order to develop imaginaries that are more 
just. By abandoning flesh and rejecting carnality as constitutive of human existence, 
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Christians have also abandoned the possibility to truly love other flesh-beings. She 
writes, “Consenting to being flesh implies accepting the social obligations that emerge 
from our coexistence in the flesh of the world, analyzing social structures not as debates 
about ideas, positions, or power conceived in abstraction but rather as the mechanism by 
which societies promote the flourishing of some bodies and stifle that of others, distribute 
life and death. Descriptions of bodies, worlds, and their co-constitutions are creative 
renderings with material effects.”359 She defines flesh as a social-material category: flesh 
is inescapably material, yet it is acted on and shaped by the social relations that define its 
existence. 
Following John the Apostle, she argues that words become flesh. For support she 
draws on Merleau-Ponty and, significantly, on Frantz Fanon’s use and critique of 
Merleau-Ponty. Fanon’s work, which “depicts bodily sensations and transformations 
produced by racialization,” powerfully demonstrates a body’s inability to shed the 
discourses that “mark, wound, incite, elevate, or shatter bodies.”360 Fanon finds himself 
unable to gain mastery over his own body; instead, the voices of others deny all his 
attempts at actualizing true being, defining the blackness of his body only as a negation 
of whiteness. Rivera concludes her analysis of Fanon with the following, “Social powers 
are felt as alien entities assaulting and infecting the body. But the mechanisms of power 
are disturbingly ordinary. They work through perception. The ways I am seen influence 
the ways my body may engage the world that constitutes it…social structures, individual 
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and collective action, materialize as the flesh of the world.”361 The very ordinariness of 
the power mechanisms she describes masks the long-term effects of social/material words 
and actions. For Fanon, accepted social norms regarding race irrevocably shaped the 
ways in which his flesh could interact with the world. For others, social practices have 
generational effects. For Terry Tempest Williams, the effects of sociality are implicated 
in her family history of breast cancer, caused by atomic testing near her family’s home in 
Utah.362 Here, a political decision favoring national security over the known dangers of 
atomic testing lodged itself into the bodies of Williams’ family, causing (at least) eight 
mastectomies and seven deaths across three generations of women.  
Rivera’s work, as a poetics, draws on loss, disruption, and discontinuity, 
intentionally eschewing final interpretations or conclusions. It is poetic in three senses: “a 
stance toward knowledge, a style of writing, and the creative dimension of thought.”363 
Central to all these senses is Relation, a term whose interpretation Rivera borrows from 
Edouard Glissant. Relation, for Glissant, is the poetic force of the world, a manifold, 
dynamic force that constitutes poiesis. That is, to write poetically is to enter into various 
sets of relations with the world and risk transformation. Only by risking transformation is 
poiesis, creative making, made possible. Additionally, Relation is inherently 
indeterminate, resisting closure and opening into more relation.  
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The turn to flesh thus illuminates both the contingency of the adolescent body and 
the potential for transformative possibility. Whereas the dominant youth ministry 
discourse depended on Hall’s open-and-shut description of adolescence, Rivera points to 
disruptions in adolescent life. Too often in the dominant youth ministry discourse, 
adolescents are painted with a broad brush as on an individual journey toward God, with 
‘culture’ the enemy standing in the way of a smooth journey.364 Paying attention to 
disruptions, however, means listening to the stories of young people who face daily 
threats of violence due to the color of their skin, their neighborhood, their family 
history.365 If words become flesh, perhaps new words can begin to reshape these 
experiences for young people. 
The dominant discourse in youth ministry has, as we saw in Chapter One, taken 
agency suppression and conformity promotion for granted, building its discourse on the 
pillars of dualisms, ressentiment, and a frozen Gospel. Taken together, these pillars deny 
adolescents the potential for mutually beneficial relationships by conceiving of 
adolescents as passive recipients of socialization processes. In this chapter, I draw on 
different sources of normativity, those that take seriously embodiment and open-ended 
relationality. To develop a different conception of adolescents I draw on the 
methodological practice of a double reading as presented by Grace Jantzen. Jantzen’s 
goal in Becoming Divine and much of her later work was nothing short of upending the 
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cultural symbolic and enabling divine becoming for all people. Since the cultural symbols 
are embedded so deeply in people’s thought patterns, she understood that “trying to bring 
about change in the symbolic order is more like inventing a new language than learning 
one that already exists.”366 The difficulty for Jantzen’s project of developing a ground for 
female subjectivity is that the symbolic order upon which knowledge depends is itself 
masculine, rendering female subjectivity non-sensical from the outset. Jantzen discovered 
that short of re-wiring the symbolic order by which knowledge is produced and 
consumed, her project was doomed. Her solution is a double reading, which involves 
reading the present situation closely to draw out those elements that have been heretofore 
repressed. In her words, “deconstruction proceeds by a careful reading of the initial text, 
and only from within it…finds the rupture which opens up the alternative.”367 Jantzen is 
here explicitly drawing on the deconstructive work of Jacques Derrida and Luce Irigaray. 
John Caputo writes, “to ‘deconstruct’ is on the one hand to analyze and criticize but also, 
on the other hand, and more importantly, to feel about for what is living and stirring 
within a thing, that is, feeling for the event that stirs within the deconstructible structure 
in order to release it, to set it free, to give it a new life.”368 
What is living and stirring under the surface of the youth ministry discourse? 
Young people are. Young people with all their awkward, embodied, passionate presence, 
are the repressed other that too often disappear in their particularity. By their very 
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presence, Anna, Perry, Alex, and the many other young people who shared themselves 
with this project demand a more nuanced understanding of youth than is typically found 
in the youth ministry architecture. That is, if youth ministry were a purely abstract 
practice, a Kierkegaardian thought exercise, then the traditional structure would be 
adequate. But the moment Alex dons his choir robe and takes his place at the front of the 
church or Anna arrives in the backseat of another congregant’s car, their presence 
requires we take them seriously.  
Flourishing is a useful metaphor because it explicitly draws on two important 
aspects of young people that are repressed in the traditional model: reciprocal 
relationality and embodiment. Flourishing is not simply a quality or goal added on to a 
concept of the young person; it is constitutive of what it means to be human and therefore 
takes center stage in rethinking adolescence.  
Elements of Flourishing 
 Flourishing is a biblical metaphor describing the ideal human condition, which is 
marked by growth, material and spiritual health, and the maximum development of an 
“inner creativity and healthy dynamic.”369 Jantzen points to several scriptures in the 
Hebrew Bible that use direct or indirect language of flourishing. In Hosea 14, God 
promises that Israel will “flourish as a garden,” while Zechariah 9 explicitly includes men 
and women in the future hope of flourishing.  The Psalms and Proverbs are also rife with 
this language. Psalm 92 reads “the righteous flourish like the palm tree” while Proverbs 
11:28 adds “like a green leaf.” 
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There are other significant examples that Jantzen does not cite. After Jonah’s 
reluctant proclamations lead to Ninevah’s redemption, God causes a plant to flourish 
above Jonah’s head, giving him shade. When Jonah complains about the God-sent worm 
that destroyed the plant, God compares the flourishing of the people to that of the plant: 
“You are concerned about the bush, for which you did not labor and which you did not 
grow; it came into being in a night and perished in a night. And should I not be concerned 
about Nineveh, that great city, in which there are more than a hundred and twenty 
thousand persons who do not know their right hand from their left, and also many 
animals?”370 Perhaps surprisingly, God includes the animals of Ninevah in the 
metaphor—they too must flourish for the redemption to be complete. In Jeremiah also 
God uses a verdant plant metaphor to describe human flourishing: “Blessed are those 
who trust in the Lord, whose trust is the Lord. They shall be like a tree planted by water, 
sending out its roots by the stream. It shall not fear when heat comes, and its leaves shall 
stay green; in the year of drought it is not anxious, and it does not cease to bear fruit.”371 
Here the emphasis is on relationality; the tree flourishes because of its relationship to the 
stream from which it draws life-giving water. 
According to Jantzen, the language of flourishing is displaced in the New 
Testament by abundance, though images of flourishing still appear. Similar to the passage 
in Jeremiah, Jesus’ extended metaphor of the vine and branches in John 15 emphasizes 
connection and growth. Also in John, Jesus contrasts his vocation with that of a thief: 
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“The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I come that they may have life, and 
have it abundantly.”372 Jantzen also cites two examples from the epistles: 2 Corinthians 
9:8 and a prayer from Ephesians 3:19-21, which in the NRSV reads “I pray that you may 
have the power to comprehend, with all the saints, what is the breadth and length and 
height and depth,  and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, so that you 
may be filled with all the fullness of God.  Now to him who by the power at work within 
us is able to accomplish abundantly far more than all we can ask or imagine, to him be 
glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all generations, forever and ever. Amen.”  
Samuel Wells reads some of Jesus’ miracles and parables in a similar vein. Wells 
reads many of the New Testament stories as examples of God’s superabundance: God 
gives the people more than what they need. Each story also includes a physical element 
that is central to the narrative of Jesus’ life. The first is the wedding at Cana in John 2. In 
the beginning of the evening, there is good wine. Slowly, the wine runs low, and 
eventually it is altogether depleted. “Then, stretching the imagination of the steward and 
the disciples, there is magnificent, abundant wine.”373 Wells links the four parts of this 
story—enough, not enough, none, more than enough—to the whole history of creation, 
sin, and redemption in Christ. The story of the Samaritan woman in John 4 plays out 
similarly. The woman at the well draws out water, but it is never enough. By the end of 
the story, however, Jesus has given her a kind of water that will never leave her thirsty. 
The third story, which is found in all four Gospels, is the clearest example of the theme. 
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In John 6, Jesus interrupts his teaching of a crown of five thousand because they are 
hungry. His disciples find a boy with five loaves of barley and some fish. After Jesus 
blesses the food, the disciples distribute it among the crowd, eventually collecting twelve 
leftover baskets of food. Here there is no doubt about the superabundance, with twelve 
being a symbol for completion. Wells describes the story as moving from scarcity—not 
having enough loaves to feed the people—to abundance—gathering the extra bread so 
none is lost.  
In each case, embodiment and relationality cannot be ignored. All the biblical 
metaphors involve living, growing things; vines, trees, leaves, water, fish. Flourishing, 
while varying somewhat from place to place, cannot be understood without reference to 
an actual body. At the same time, it does not seem to denote a completed state, but a state 
of becoming. To flourish is to actively participate in one’s own becoming. The tree in 
Jeremiah draws on water but reaches its branches out. In the feeding of the five thousand, 
the disciples did not sit idly by, they collected and distributed the food. Jantzen suggests 
that the metaphor of flourishing, contra the metaphor of salvation, implies a certain inner 
agency: “There is a luxuriant self-sufficiency implied in the notion of flourishing, an 
inner impetus of natural energy and overflowing vigour (sic). A movement or a person 
‘in full flourish’ is a movement or person that is vibrant and creative, blossoming and 
developing and coming to fruition.” 374 
At the same time, however, any idea that flourishing could happen devoid of 
context, that is, relationships, can gain no purchase. The tree requires clean water and 
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sunlight, the branches require the vine. Additionally, it is Jesus’ relationship, in the face 
of cultural taboos, with the woman at the well that catalyzes her flourishing. Feminists 
have been particularly clear in understanding personhood through the lens of 
relationships. Rita Brock calls healthy relationality “erotic power,” and demonstrates how 
relational energy can reshape society.375 Ivone Gebara names “relatedness” as the 
mediating center between individual autonomy and anonymous collectivity.376  
If flourishing is a frame by which young people are viewed, it does not make 
sense to speak of young people as ‘not-yet’ adults in the sense that by not being adults, 
they are lacking. Flourishing is an activity that takes place in relationship, and young 
people are already implicated in a whole web of relationships partially defined by their 
culture’s age-based practices and discourses. Indeed, since relationship is constitutive of 
flourishing, we might even begin to think of young people as equally essential to the 
flourishing of adults.377 Just as dirty water prevents a tree’s proper growth, if one part of a 
human community is not flourishing, it diminishes the ability of other parts of that 
community to flourish. To speak of any individual human flourishing thus requires 
inquiring about the broader social and ecological conditions that render flourishing 
possible.  
In addition to relationality, flourishing is embodied, so to speak of human 
flourishing is to speak of bodies and the natural world that sustains those bodies. There is 
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no universal human body. Eleazar Fernandez reminds us, “the essential and generic 
woman or man does not exist; it is not an existing, breathing human being. A real human 
being has gender, class, race, and particular geographical-ecological location…To the 
question raised by Spelman, ‘Are there elements of race and class in notions of 
masculinity and femininity?’ my answer is an unequivocal yes.”378 Therefore any theory 
of adolescence, such as Hall’s, that purports to have universal appeal must be viewed 
with suspicion. There is no adolescent as such, there is only an adolescent with a race, 
class, and gender who lives in such and such a place at such and such a time.  
Even so, there is a certain commonality of experience that might be shared among 
people who have been eight, twelve, or fifteen years old. Bodies and brains change and 
grow, abstract thought and sexuality develop, etc. These processes, immortalized in 
coming-of-age literature and film, have enduring power because of the shared 
experiences they evoke. This is why it is still important to speak and think about young 
people as a group: even though we might view adolescence as a “non-essential 
essentialism,” to use Nancy’s term, it is still the case that young people share some 
experiences and, in 21st century North America, they also share aspects of their social 
location.  
It might then be possible to think of adolescence in ways analogous to the 
categories of race, class, gender, and location. Age is a meaningful indicator of something 
about a person, but it cannot be understood without also understanding these other 
important aspects of a person’s life and experience. For example, while Alex’s age is not 
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the defining characteristic of his story, it is also not unimportant. Being fifteen, Alex has 
no choice about where or with whom he lives. He is also required by law to spend his 
days attending school, learning a curriculum he did not design and primarily interacting 
with peers. Many years ago, being fifteen may have meant he was beginning an 
apprenticeship away from home. What it means to be fifteen is therefore not an objective 
reality. It is not the same for different people in different places.  
It is the very places in which we find ourselves that define how our bodies can 
and cannot exist in the world. “To be a body,” Rivera writes, quoting Merleau-Ponty, “is 
to be tied to a certain world.”379 She adds: “The body is tied to the things it perceives, the 
objects it uses, and to other human bodies.”380 To say a person is fifteen years old is to 
say something definitive about that person’s body: namely, it has been tied to this world 
for fifteen years. It has had fifteen years of perceiving things, using objects, and relating 
to others, and these interactions with the world make that body what it is. But there are 
many other things that can and must be said of this or that fifteen-year-old body. One 
must stop short of narrowly delimiting these experiences to the tasks of identity, 
autonomy, and affinity or as storm and strife. In middle-class America, many fifteen-year 
old bodies are proficient with typing and texting, whereas one hundred years ago those 
bodies might have been proficient with sewing or farming skills. Additionally, “words 
about bodies create social relations. They link bodies to one another or set boundaries 
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between them…These words become flesh.”381 Speaking of adolescents as capable of 
flourishing can, I hope, create different social relations and links between bodies. One 
way of conceptualizing those links is suggested by Positive Youth Development.  
Psychology and Human Becoming 
 In the preceding chapters I turned to Positive Youth Development to 
operationalize flourishing in qualitative and quantitative research. Developmental 
psychology, from which PYD has emerged, has a mixed record in terms of flourishing, 
with early formulations emphasizing linear growth through different developmental 
stages. Since I have critiqued this elsewhere, I will not dwell on critiques here.382 Instead, 
this section will look more closely at how Positive Youth Development understands 
adolescents. 
Developed by a team led by Richard Lerner at Tufts University, PYD is a 
relational developmental systems model centered on a dialectical relationship between an 
individual and his or her context. The central hypothesis of PYD is that: “ if the strengths 
of youth (e.g. a person’s cognitive, emotional and behavioral engagement with the 
context) or possession of the intentional self-regulation skills of selection, optimization, 
and compensation can be aligned with the resources for positive growth found in 
families, schools and communities…then young people’s healthy development may be 
optimized.”383 Significant empirical research, in a variety of contexts, ranging from after 
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school programs to public health initiatives, suggests that optimal development occurs in 
areas of competence, confidence, character, caring and connection, or the five Cs.384 As 
an individual develops these five C’s, she or he positively contributes—the sixth C—to 
the context that provided fertile ground for development. Importantly, none of the five Cs 
has an upper limit, which means that movement is not linear or bounded by progression 
to the next stage. Furthermore, while some of the specific contextual needs of the 
environment may change over the lifespan, the essential dialectical relationship between 
person and context remains the same, thus reducing the necessity to imagine adolescents 
as incomplete adults. 
 PYD depends for its cohesion on two concepts: plasticity and thriving. Plasticity 
is simply the name for the presence of change in a person’s lifetime. “Plasticity means 
that change for the better or worse can characterize any individual’s developmental 
trajectory…the developmental system is sufficiently diverse and complex such that some 
means may be found to couple individual and context in manners that enhance the 
probability of change for the better.”385 Plasticity is a characteristic of each person’s life 
at every point in his or her life. There are, of course, different times in a person’s life 
when change may be more drastic. PYD presumes that the adolescent period is rife with 
these changes, both within the individual as her body develops and grows, and in his 
context, as the web of social relations grows and expands. As a relational-systems model, 
PYD assumes that bi-directional relations between an individual and his or her context 
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regulate—not determine—the course of a person’s development. Thus, while it is always 
the case that the relation between individual and context influences development, 
plasticity is included and assumed for all three pieces: individual, context, and their 
relationship.386 Each aspect changes over time, and a change in one encourages change in 
the others. Given the complexity of each element in the system, however, a simple one-
to-one correlation of change cannot be assumed. The model is, in this sense, not 
prescriptive, but descriptive, since complex interactions of factors may lead to surprising 
outcomes. This is also why empirical research matters. 
Thriving, then, names the optimal state of context, individual, and their relations. 
It is “a dynamic and purposeful process of individual → context interactions over time, 
through which the person and his/her environment are mutually enhanced.”387 Since 
thriving names a process, its particularities will vary from time to time and place to place. 
That is, different practices and skills are requisite to thriving in different places and times. 
One young person might thrive through her participation in sports and academic 
achievement, while another may thrive through his practice of raising a prize pig in a 4-H 
competition. Thriving is construed broadly enough to account for these differences.  
Like theologies of flourishing, PYD is a relational, process-centered model that 
focuses on positive outcomes, or better progress, rather than deficits. As recently as 1999 
psychologists recognized that the lack of study of positive outcomes in adolescent 
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development was self-perpetuating: since few studies had been done, few usable models 
existed.388 Until the advent of PYD, psychologists’ main concern with adolescents was 
identifying and correcting deviant behaviors. Lerner notes that while researchers and the 
general public celebrate when risk behavior decrease, there is a lack of language about 
the positive contributions of adolescent. As noted above, words become flesh; language 
delineates reality and possibility. Therefore, the very lack of language to articulate 
adolescent thriving potentially contributes to not only the relative difficulty of studying 
thriving, it could also be contributing to a lack of thriving itself.  
PYD has been studied in a variety of contexts, including public schools, after-
school programs, camps, and clubs for youth.389 Pamela Ebstyne King has worked 
extensively to discover links between PYD and spirituality. In her studies of adolescents 
and spirituality, King begins by identifying four key concepts of PYD: optimistic view of 
child, context, developmental and holistic, and positive outcomes. These concepts 
correspond with the above descriptions of plasticity, relationality, multiple trajectories of 
thriving, and the presence of positive indicators for thriving. King eschews a 
dichotomous view that separates religiosity and spirituality into the respective spheres of 
institution and self. Instead, she describes a relational spirituality. She writes, “Religion 
and spirituality are multidimensional constructs that are made up of diverse cognitions, 
feelings, behaviors, experiences, and relationships and they must be considered 
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multilevel from both theoretical and methodological perspectives.”390 She does 
differentiate, however, between religious and spiritual development. Religious 
development traditionally referred to one’s relationship to the doctrines and practices of a 
religious institution. Spiritual development is a broader concept that includes the above, 
but it is not necessarily tied to participation in an explicitly religious community. Rather, 
spiritual development “occurs in the ongoing transactions between people and their 
multiple embedded contexts. It is through these interactions that young people experience 
something of significance beyond themselves and gain a growing sense of 
transcendence.”391 Spirituality is that which connects a young person to “authentic 
concerns about the world.”392 In sum, spiritual experiences can occur in churches, but 
they can also occur in political or social groups; the key component is a relational context 
that helps a person make meaning by relating to a reality or imagined reality that 
transcends the self.  
There is seemingly little that separates this description of spiritual development 
from the broader PYD construct. King asserts that while there is significant overlap, 
spiritual development specifically refers to transcendent experiences that inspire beliefs 
and practices of fidelity to world-improvement. Spirituality “may serve as the fuel that 
propels an individual’s commitments to contribution, markers of PYD, and thriving.”393 
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Spirituality thus transcends the individual → context relations and reaches into the 
heart of a person’s ideological commitments. It is affective, directly influencing an 
individual’s motivations to flourish. 
King describes three contexts of spiritual development: ideological, social, and 
transcendent.394 Religious and spiritual traditions are ideological because they provide a 
context within which adolescents can begin to develop a worldview and sense of their 
place in the world. Such traditions offer adolescents a context within which they can 
integrate their developing values and beliefs. The ideological context of a religious or 
spiritual tradition also provides tools for integrating one’s own narrative into larger 
narratives. King cites numerous sources, from Erik Eriksen’s work in the 1960’s to more 
recent empirical studies. These sources highlight the prevalence of adolescents in faith-
based organizations or programs who were able to do the work of identity synthesis and 
value development, both of which contribute to a stronger desire to make meaningful 
contributions to their context.  
Religion and spirituality influence the social context of adolescents by “offering 
social capital, helpful networks, social support, and mentors.”395 Social capital refers to 
the kinds of relationships a person develops and the potential for those relationships to 
contribute to thriving. Youth who participate in a religious community are more likely to 
develop relationships with caring adults and like-minded peers, thus increasing their 
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exposure to positive role models and peers. Social support differs from social capital in 
that social support more directly refers to times of difficulty adolescents face. 
Researchers have found that adolescents reporting significant social support from their 
religious communities are less likely to suffer depressive symptoms. Anne Wimberley 
and Sarah Farmer share numerous stories of this support in their book Raising Hope.396 
Finally, mentoring, which is often an intentional practice in many religious traditions, 
helps connect youth both to the community and to the tradition. 
Transcendence names the connection between an individual and a part of the 
world that is larger than her experience. To transcend here means something like ‘to go 
beyond, to extend one’s world by entering a relationship with something larger than 
oneself.’ While holding specific theological beliefs may be part of transcendence, 
experiences and connections are more important. King cites studies about Hindu and 
Jewish adolescents whose experiences in rituals connected them with God or historical 
narratives of their people group. Transcendence is also frequently experienced in nature. 
Adolescents often mention how being in a forest or on a beach helps them feel closer to 
God. According to King, “Spirituality promotes transcendence through ritual, whether 
through worship, spiritual practices, or rites of passage…experiences of transcendence 
serve to promote positive outcomes and coping…however, they do not shed much light 
on the mechanisms behind the relationship.”397 That is, spirituality typically promotes 
transcendence, which promotes thriving, but why this is the case is unclear. King suggests 
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that moving beyond oneself opens a space within which one can search for and construct 
meaning.  
After describing religion and spirituality in terms of the ideological, social, and 
transcendent contexts, King argues that religion and spirituality, taken together, have 
been shown to correlate with positive outcomes in further studies. It is important at this 
point in the argument to note the ways in which religion and spirituality interweave. 
While she initially separates all three contexts, each context plainly influences the others. 
The social context of a religious group influences the kinds of transcendent experiences a 
person might have in that group. At Grace Baptist, for example, one Sunday a visiting 
preacher was preaching on a passage of Scripture that included the phrase “for we have 
never been slaves.” Drawing on the ideological context, however, the preacher made a 
contrary point: We have been slaves, but we will continue working for our liberation! 
This interpretation of the Scripture passage explicitly linked all three contexts. 
Ideologically he named the importance of liberation and racial equality even as he named 
the social context of their shared heritage. By bringing that heritage to bear on the 
passage, he also provided an opportunity for the individuals to transcend their present 
experiences and connect with their forebears and the God they share.  
Given the interlocked nature of religion and spirituality in King’s work I refer to 
them here as religion/spirituality. She describes correlations between religion/spirituality 
and six markers of thriving: health, mental health and coping, academic achievement, 
civic engagement and moral development, identity, and meaning and purpose. 
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Furthermore, religion/spirituality also correlates with a decrease in several risk behaviors: 
delinquency, substance use, sexual activity, and suicide risk.  
There is, however, an important caveat: “it is important to recognize that [these 
constructs] are multivalent constructs that do not always promote thriving…Both religion 
and spirituality have been documented to be a source of both significant personal and 
social distress.”398 She goes on to add that in addition to the data she cites so frequently, 
her conclusions are also dependent upon some assumptions. Her first assumption is that 
transcendent experiences as such are positive. A second assumption is that the ideology 
developed in religious contexts is prosocial, fostering a commitment to the greater good. 
She notes that some religious environments create toxic ‘in-group’ dynamics and even 
promote violence. Some studies, she notes, suggest correlations between fundamentalism 
and right-wing authoritarianism, prejudice, and ethnocentrism.  
This caveat calls the whole enterprise into question. If thriving is dependent on 
positive individual → context relationships, but the context itself is toxic, then no 
amount of positive relationships within such a context will truly lead to flourishing, 
especially if flourishing is viewed through a wide lens. King therefore does not do 
enough to distinguish between the outcomes in different kinds of religious/spiritual 
contexts. She is right to call out extreme fundamentalism and authoritarianism, but such 
concepts are not dualistic in nature; rather, they exist on a spectrum or spectrums. 
Additionally, it is not enough to assume that because a community is growing or its 
members seem committed that real flourishing is happening. Kenda Dean nearly makes 
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this move in Almost Christian when discussing retention rates among different religious 
groups. She dedicates a whole chapter to Mormonism, called “Mormon Envy.” 
Mormons, she argues, are “winning” because they are growing and more of their youth 
are “highly devoted” to Mormonism than other youth are devoted to mainline or 
Evangelical Christianity or Catholicism. The Mormon youth were more articulate about 
their faith and often reported transcendent experiences. They participated frequently in 
worship services and learned clear moral directives from this participation. In short, the 
ideological, social, and transcendent contexts provide a very clear life-trajectory for these 
youth. Dean does ever so gently critique Mormons from her own mainline Protestant 
perspective, saying “a peculiar God-story must set the terms for how teenagers use 
religion’s cultural tools.”399 That is, she explains, Mormons might be ‘winning’ 
sociologically, but theologically, Dean’s own Protestant perspective provides a clearer 
pathway not to church membership, but to following Jesus. She desires a different 
orienting narrative than what the Mormon church offers—but her brief disavowal does 
little to offset the full chapter she devotes to extolling Mormon methods. I do not share 
Dean’s optimism that sociology and theology can be separated so neatly.   
The research cited in Chapters Two and Three begins to address this multivalence 
within religious contexts. King’s model of the three interweaving contexts provides a 
way to consider more closely the caveat that while religion can promote thriving, it can 
also be destructive. The case being made in this dissertation so far suggests that this 
tension must be addressed outside of the mainstream of youth ministry dialogue. 
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Furthermore, I am working to distinguish between ideological, social, and transcendent 
contexts that promote flourishing and those for which flourishing is an unintentional 
byproduct or occurs rarely. This is what is at stake: youth are embedded in youth 
ministries which are embedded within an academic discourse which is embedded in 
broader religious traditions, and some of these are more likely to promote the kind of 
biblical flourishing described above. Flourishing is an important norm because it refuses 
the atomization that has led to a deeply divided American public, wanton destruction of 
the planet, oppression of others based on race, gender and class, and a recent uptick in 
white supremacy and dangerous nationalism. I am not suggesting that the youth ministry 
discourse is responsible for all these maladies; but I am suggesting that reorienting the 
discourse can have a positive effect on adolescents and the contexts within which they 
find themselves. In Connolly’s terms, I am pointing toward ministry practices capable of 
contributing to a positive resonance machine that can counter the more destructive 
impulses surfacing in the 21st century global village. Without reorienting the discourse, 
differences between healthy and unhealthy practices and systems may remain opaque.  
 
Context Dominant Youth Ministry 
Discourse 
Theology of Becoming 
Ideological Masculine Voices 
Implicit Racial Bias 
Dualisms 
Encountering Embodiment  
Inspiring Connection 
 
Social Youth as Not-Yet Adults 
Ressentiment 
Flourishing  
Discovering Voice 
Transcendent Frozen Gospel 
Conformity 
Banking Methods 
Living Theologically 
Transcending the Mundane 
Table 5.1 
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In the first chapter I critiqued the dominant youth ministry discourse for its 
emphasis on oppressive dualisms, ressentiment, and a frozen gospel. In this chapter I 
have begun to construct a theology of becoming that deviates from those themes in 
important ways. Defining adolescents as people who can flourish widens the perspective 
beyond successful recruitment or assimilation into a tradition. Instead, it becomes 
possible to ask which aspects of a tradition or church are more likely to promote 
flourishing both for the members of the tradition and for those beyond it. To be an 
adolescent is to be tied to the world in a particular way; but this tie does not describe the 
totality of a young person. To speak about adolescents constructively thus requires a 
different starting point. By examining how an adolescent flourishes, I have already begun 
answering the question “what is an adolescent?”  
The chart above makes explicit the links between King’s account of spirituality 
and PYD, the structure of dominant youth ministry discourse, and the constructive 
proposal to which this chapter begins to point. PYD is important in orienting the insights 
gleaned from the research in chapters two and three.  
 Adolescent Flourishing in Religious/Spiritual Context 
 In what follows I begin to tease out some of the differences proposed for youth 
ministry discourse. These sketches are, like some of the texts above, poetic in the sense of 
being open-ended. In each subsection, organized according to King’s categories, there are 
two tasks. First, I place the constructive proposal’s approach in dialogue with models 
from the dominant discourse. This opens a space in which the proposal will be employed 
to make sense of the research in chapters two and three. In addition to sense-making, I 
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will begin to sketch the ways my constructive proposal can promote adolescent thriving 
and renew church practice.  
Social Context: From Sticks and Stones to Developing Voice 
 A healthy social context is one in which all parties are able to exert agency 
appropriately with the real possibility of contributing positively to others in the 
community. Therefore, reciprocity is constitutive of a positive social context. Reciprocity 
does not mean equality, of course, and it is not possible nor advisable to erase all power 
disparities within a congregation or other community. Reciprocity does require valuing 
rather than minimizing the contributions of each member. First Presbyterian’s social 
context displays some reciprocal elements, such as allowing a youth to serve as a voting 
member on the Session. Other elements, however, are less reciprocal. Though he serves 
in leadership, Perry still believes his concerns are viewed by his parents and others in the 
community as petty. Young people rarely have leadership roles in worship; one of their 
only options to contribute is to help lead the children’s Sunday school classes. It is not 
clear, however, whether they are eager about this task because they feel valued or 
because it provides respite from a worship service that fails to engage them and their 
needs.  
 The survey data collected in chapter three provides some insight into how the 
social context functions. Congregational warmth directly correlates to positive youth 
development, most notably in the precise areas in which a correlation would be expected: 
caring and connection. Each of the three subscales, activity, openness, and sense of 
community, contribute statistically to caring and connection. Perhaps more surprising is 
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that a positive Sense of Community correlates with an improvement in Character as well. 
The Sense of Community subscale measures the level of intimacy and depth of 
interaction between members. Members of First Presbyterian, which was a high scoring 
church in this category, describe their fellow congregants as family. It is a diverse family, 
though, and difficult conflicts are survived only through the strength of interpersonal ties. 
Perhaps it is in navigating these challenges that one’s character develops. Several youth 
members of First Presbyterian noted that value was added to their lives specifically 
through hearing the deep values of others expressed and challenged in a loving 
atmosphere.  
 I want to suggest the metaphor of developing voice to conceptualize the social 
aspect of congregational participation and youth development. This serves both to 
illuminate the research and provide a counter to ressentiment fostered by viewing young 
people as not-yet adults. As shown above, adolescents are often resented or ignored in 
religious contexts. Too often, the function, sometimes expressed as much in the null-
curriculum as in the explicit curriculum, of religious education and youth ministry has 
been to control young people.400 When youth are thought of as not-yet adults, it further 
deepens the gap between young and old and contributes to the silencing, or minimizing, 
of adolescent voices. If flourishing, rather than socialization is the goal of youth ministry, 
then finding and developing voice is a helpful reframing of the adolescent task. Three 
aspects of voice will be emphasized here: it is reciprocal, embodied, and in process. 
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Voice, in its most basic form, is corporal and communal. Karmen MacKendrick 
writes “We do not, and cannot, become ourselves in isolation from anyone else; no more 
do we find our voices alone. The sense in which the written voice is distinctly auditory 
and bodily is important; to develop one’s “own” voice is to find resonance among voices, 
to learn to hear in speaking…uniqueness does not mean separateness: every voice takes 
up multiple voices, and more voices than we can count resonate within it.”401 Reciprocity 
already comes to the fore: one is able to find one’s own voice precisely because of the 
resonances among other voices. Is this not an apt description of the Christian tradition, 
with the seemingly infinite improvisations on its core themes?  
A religious community can be a wonderful place to find those resonances between 
one’s own voice and the voices of the community and tradition. Tanya Luhrmann’s work 
in Vineyard churches illustrates one way in which individual’s voices can be developed 
by learning to discern God’s voice in prayer. She writes, “No one at the Vineyard ever 
laid out rules of discernment for me like a train schedule. I never heard a sermon that set 
them out in a list. But the rules existed within the community the way teenagers know the 
local expectations of how to dress and date.”402 The religious community’s norms are 
present only and exactly to the extent that they are learned and practiced in the 
community—not only in worship, but also in small group meetings and individual 
relationships. She describes how, after people participate in the community’s worship and 
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small group gatherings, they begin to develop the shared vocabulary and skills needed to, 
for example, pray publicly.  
While Luhrmann’s example illustrates the power of communal formation, it can 
be read within a more rigid framework than what I am developing here. Evelyn Parker’s 
description of holy indignation illustrates one way adolescents can develop voice. In a 
chapter entitled “Teenage Rage,” she draws on stories of youth, literature, and research to 
explain numerous ways black youth can become enraged due to horrific cultural 
conditions. For many black youth, rage can become a central part of their existence. The 
reasons are diverse, but, drawing on the work of Ellis Cose, Parker identifies, “inability to 
fit in, exclusion from the club, low expectations, shattered hopes, faint praise, 
presumption of failure, coping with fatigue, pigeonholing, identity troubles, self-
censorship and silence, mendacity, and  guilt by association,” later adding factors 
identified by James Garbarino: “child abuse, gangs, substance abuse, weapons, arrests, 
neurological problems, and difficulties at school.”403 This rage is given voice in hip-hop 
culture, through music, movies, and graffiti. 
Parker then shifts the focus to channeling this rage into constructive action. While 
hip-hop culture is an important voice for rage, what if rage could be translated into holy 
indignation through engagement with the church? She writes: “Indignation is anger 
aroused by something unjust within a human relationship. Treated as synonymous with 
rage, wrath, and anger, indignation expresses a violated connection between human 
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beings that yearns to be mended. Indignation is human wrath demonstrated in words or 
deeds against forces that hinder human thriving.”404 Indignation is rage directed 
specifically at those forces that hinder human thriving. Such indignation, Parker suggests, 
can be holy since it “emulates the holiness of God, whose wrath is shown when Israel 
fractures its connection with God through disobedience.”405 Parker then takes her readers 
on a brief journey through the Hebrew prophets, showing how their prayers and laments 
demonstrate God’s holy indignation. She ends the chapter by suggesting that “holy 
indignation is the freedom to express anger against injustice in the sacred space of the 
Christian church and also in the public square.”406 Adults model this indignation, and 
young people are invited to participate.  
Anne Streaty Wimberley and Sarah Farmer develop a “pedagogy of narrative 
expression” that is in many ways similar to Parker’s building up of holy indignation. 
Wimberley and Parker build on the Akan proverb “I am because we are, and since we 
are, therefore I am.” This guides their development of story-sharing. When young people 
are invited to share their stories, adults are given a window into their lives, and their 
stories are even able to shape the lives of their elders. This practice directly counteracts 
the conformity-inducing practices typical of many churches and youth ministries and has 
hope-building power in the lives of adolescents. Significantly, the process does not end 
with the sharing of a story. Instead, Wimberley and Farmer develop a process that 
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includes connecting aspects of the story both to biblical wisdom and past and present 
exemplars of the faith. These connections help the young person/people “evaluate their 
own embrace of courageous hope and decide ways to act on it.”407 This pedagogy of 
narrative expression is a powerful tool for adults to create spaces in which young people 
can find and develop their own voices in dialogue with their religious tradition. 
These last two examples illustrate another important aspect of voice. Developing 
voice does not mean simply repeating the voices of those who came before, such as in 
methods that emphasize rote memorization and repetition of churchly rituals. Instead, a 
person’s voice is simultaneously one’s own and not one’s own. To make this clearer, I 
return to Karmen MacKendrick’s work in The Matter of Voice. Mackendrick describes 
finding voice as finding “resonance among voices, to learn to hear in speaking. It is to 
discover one’s own musicality, even if that happens to be atonal, or highly eccentric in 
rhythm, or surprisingly dissonant with itself.”408 In order to find resonance among voices, 
though, one must be exposed to voices; such exposure is alluded to in each of the 
examples above, in differing ways. Resonance also means that whenever one speaks, 
multiple voices resonate within the speaking voice. Some voices will resound more 
clearly than others. This, however, is part of the point. Finding voice for MacKendrick is 
not simply about externalizing a pre-existing internal state, it is about speaking one’s own 
self into existence. She writes “We become not in the words we generate…but in our 
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emergence into an existing discourse.”409 This is part of the reason shifting the discourse 
about and with adolescents is so important.  
Emerging into a discourse, however, does not necessarily mean acquiescing to the 
discourse’s norms. MacKendrick’s application of rhythm as an integral aspect of making 
sense of language shows how people can enter a discourse without becoming captive to 
it. It is not only the words that matter, it is how they are put together. Emerging into a 
discourse can mean echoing these rhythms in a new voice, not unlike how musicians can 
transform a classical piece of music into more modern forms. Such echoing is not simply 
a reproduction, but is more akin to a riff, making it one’s own. Coming to voice, she 
suggests, may even happen by pushing back against those voices that have shaped a 
person. Citing the literary development of Samuel Beckett as he struggled to find voice in 
French and English, MacKendrick suggests that he found his voice explicitly by rejecting 
his literary idols.  
This idea, which we might call imaginative echoing, unveils a space in which, too 
often, adolescent voice development is curtailed. To invite such echoing is, it is often 
thought, dangerous to the tradition. This phenomenon reads the tradition as limiting what 
can and cannot be said. As Jason Lief says it, it is the view of tradition as keeping one 
“between the lines.” It is the fear expressed in David Kinnaman’s description of Exiles, 
those young people who have left traditional expressions of Christianity and created 
something different. Imaginative echoing thus sees the tradition as having important 
voices that resonate with, rather than determine, one’s own. These voices from the 
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tradition, including, to use Wimberley and Farmer’s work, biblical voices and past and 
present faith exemplars, are echoed in the voices of the present. 
Indeed, such a view of resonance can be found in Nancy Ammerman’s 
sociological work on everyday religion as well. Ammerman argues that, in a world no 
longer underneath what Peter Berger calls the Sacred Canopy, “[R]eligious identity is not 
an essentialist social category.”410 That is, former concrete identity markers such as 
‘Christian,’ ‘Catholic,’ or ‘Presbyterian,’ no longer—if they ever did—refer to all-
encompassing worldviews or ways of being in the world. Instead, she urges researchers 
to consider how individuals uniquely bring together the sacred and the profane across 
institutional borders once believed to be solid, developing what she calls sacred 
consciousness. Sacred consciousness is at the core of religious expression and 
development. It is the recognition of a sacred dimension in life that can have implications 
for an individual’s agency. This spiritual dimension of life expresses itself differently in a 
person’s life depending on where and with whom a person is interacting. Ammerman’s 
work, which depended on journal entries and interviews with adults, highlights the ways 
in which sacred consciousness both depends on and breaks down church walls. On the 
one hand, people’s “spiritual tribes” are diversely articulated, including friends from 
work, yoga studios, and tattoo parlors. Nancy Ammerman’s research, quoted partially in 
Chapter Three, aptly demonstrates this: 
One of the most striking results of this research has been the degree to 
which participation in organized religion matters. In nearly every 
systematic comparison we have attempted to examine, people who attend 
services more frequently are different in ways that go beyond 
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demographic differences of differences based on the type of religious 
tradition or differences based on the individual’s level of spiritual practice 
and virtuosity…When people do not have regular sites of interaction 
where spiritual discourse is a primary lingua franca, they are simply less 
likely to adopt elements of spirituality in their accounts of who they are 
and what they do with themselves. If they do not learn the language, it 
does not shape their way of being in the world. They can neither speak 
of—nor perhaps even see—a layer of spiritual reality alongside the 
mundane everyday world. Conversely, the more deeply embedded people 
are…the more likely they are to carry strands of that conversation with 
them. It’s not that they have learned a set of doctrines or subscribed to a 
set of behavioral prescriptions—though they may have done both. It is that 
they have learned to “speak religion” as one of their dialects.411 
 
Ammerman’s work breaks down, or at least problematizes, the neat distinction between 
sociological descriptions of the religiously active and the now infamous “spiritual but not 
religious” category. She found that unless a person’s own voice echoed religious voices, 
those claiming to be spiritual but not religious were typically neither spiritual nor 
religious.  
Ammerman is not a youth minister, and her concerns in this text accordingly 
reflect her concerns to better nuance the sociological study of religion. Still, her text 
provides empirical support for the employment of voice argued for here. Emerging is a 
sense that, even in these turbulent times of rapid change in religious practice, voices in 
religious traditions already play an important role in shaping the lives of young people. 
The category of voice helps uncover both the ways in which such shaping is already 
happening and it points to future directions that youth ministry may move. 
 In Chapter Two we met Delores, an elder member of First Presbyterian, who said 
“The church provided a sanctuary for me and it helped me find my own voice.” She 
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experienced the church first as a sanctuary, a place where she felt safe. Then it became a 
place where she could find her own voice. She found this voice, she tells us, both by 
feeling free to express herself and through opportunities to speak in front of and with 
people who are different from her. Her story resonates with the quantitative research 
collected in Chapter Three. Recall that perceptions of congregational warmth provided a 
significant correlation with adolescent development. Adding in a questing spirituality 
improved the fit of the data, meaning that it added some explanatory power to the mode. 
Without warmth, however, questing on its own did not have a discernable effect. A warm 
congregation is one in which voices can be tried out, and those that resonate most can be 
taken into one’s own voice. Even those that do not resonate can, as in the case of Beckett, 
be fruitfully formative. 
 Grace Baptist’s emphasis on engagement displays themes similar themes. As 
Dominique, a Sunday School teacher said, “The first thing is that [children and youth] are 
enveloped and appreciated. From the time they step into the community children are 
cherished, you know what I mean?” Toni adds, “They will know we are Christians by our 
love, so you continue to engage, engage, engage.” Engagement here does not imply a uni-
directional process of adult teaching and young person learning; they are not advocating a 
banking-style of education. Engagement means something much closer to hearing those 
voices that will echo in the voices of the adolescents who are embraced and shaped by 
their grafting into the fabric of Grace Baptist. Dominique’s understanding of enveloping 
and appreciating youth is not accidental; on her first day attending Grace she and her 
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husband were immediately accepted into the community, “and it felt good.” The warm 
atmosphere at Grace is intentionally cultivated and passed from one member to the next.  
 In sum, the social context of a church matters for youth development. A context 
that expresses resentment of youth, through minimization and silencing, demands for 
conformity, or marginalization, does not provide a space in which voice can be 
developed. Conversely, the social context of a church can be a place in which voices, 
biblical, historical, and current, can be encountered by adolescents. A multicultural space 
such as First Presbyterian can promote voice if members are willing to continue working 
to overcome the tensions that inevitably develop as a church transitions from being 
mono- to multicultural. Youth at Grace Baptist, on the other hand, benefit less from 
multicultural interaction than deep engagement with their own cultural past. Their 
specific theological orientations differ, but in both cases, young people such as Alex and 
Anna who feel that they belong in the community are able to draw on the deep wells of 
tradition. The social context is thus important since it both provides a space in which the 
ideological and transcendent contexts can be engaged, in which young people can echo 
voices in new rhythms. 
Ideological Context: From White Male Values to Embodied Realities 
In Chapter One I introduced the metaphor of architecture to analyze the state of 
discourse around youth ministry in the United States. The discussion there uncovered 
important ways in which this architecture welcomes some individuals and excludes 
others; specifically, the discourse privileges white middle-class males. One way in which 
it does so is by ignoring the particularities of bodies altogether, assuming a certain 
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homogeneity among youth. While this is troubling enough on its own, it also mimics 
broader cultural trends that deny certain populations a space in which their bodies are 
welcomed. Alex’s comments from the beginning of Chapter 2 illuminate this. His friends, 
most of whom are in the LGBTQ community, often feel out of place in school and 
outright rejected in churches. Alex has found a home in the church, but many aspects of 
his Christianity are not welcomed in other public spaces. These and other examples show 
how young people’s bodies and voices are often denied opportunities to flourish.  
Grace Baptist Church is a place where these difficulties are explicitly addressed. 
Through ethnographic work, I learned that two themes Grace’s congregational life are: 
appreciating its African-American heritage and providing a loving, welcoming space for 
people of all ages. There were significant differences among adults in the congregation in 
their understandings of how and why these values function in the community. In several 
cases, these values were not explicitly stated, but they were almost intuitively held, as 
when one teacher described the goal of her kindergarten age class as helping the students 
“be comfortable in their own skins.” These values are a central part of the ideological 
context at Grace. The language “in their own skins” is not merely coincidental. Rather, it 
points to an ideological bent that takes adolescents and their bodies seriously. Through 
the acceptance of a nomadic toddler in worship, the performance of the dance team, or 
even the stained glass, bodies are celebrated at Grace Baptist.  
Body is an important beginning point for youth and flourishing not only because 
its omission in many youth ministry texts assumes complicity with existing power 
structures, but also because corporality is essential to flourishing. Grace Jantzen shows 
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how the conceptual split between body and mind contributes to undercutting both the 
body and flourishing. She explains that from Freud’s death drive to Heidegger’s 
“thrownness,” and even the common phrase “death and taxes,” “it is in relation to death 
that the western symbolic takes shape.”412 Alongside death’s prominence is a desire for 
immortality, found as early as Plato, and—perhaps ironically—immortalized in western 
religious traditions and literature. Life’s antithesis, death confers meaning to life and 
serves as the great equalizer: we all must die. Bodily immortality is unachievable; Plato 
thus theorized the existence of the eternal soul which is housed in the prison of the body. 
This cut became a fissure between the material world and the spirit world. The material 
world, of which the body is the prime example, is to be hated and feared, while the spirit 
world is what really matters. 
MaryJane Rubenstein links this subordination of the body to a denial of wonder 
and thus to all sorts of social ills. Following wonder, or thaumazein in the Greek, from its 
development in Plato as that which grounds philosophy, through Enlightenment 
philosophy and to the US Military’s program of shock and awe, she argues that wonder is 
closed off with the introduction of a transcendental subject and another world that renders 
this one meaningless, or at least dangerous. She writes, “The denial of thaumazein, it 
seems, necessitates a reconstitution of the simple identity and pure self-presence of the 
subject, its objects, that world as opposed to this one, our nation as opposed to theirs, and 
this people as opposed to those.”413 Rather than simply ceasing wondering, however, the 
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Western intellectual tradition substitutes the transcendental subject as the source of “the 
marvelous.” Thus internalized, the only outlet for wonder is to impose it on others: “The 
attempt to inflict shock and awe, then, is thus an extreme and disastrous contemporary 
expression of the modern super-powerful ego’s internalization of wonder, which, I have 
argued, stems from a refusal of all indeterminacy.”414 This refusal of indeterminacy 
begins with a refusal of the indeterminacy, the vulnerability, of the body itself.  
Rubenstein proposes that sustaining wonder is the key both to thought itself and 
undermining the destructive impulses set in motion by the strong desire “pin down 
Being,” which closes off wonder before it can really get going.415 Fascinatingly, to make 
this argument, she turns to the body. Wonder is characterized, she notes, by physiological 
changes: widened eyes, jaw dropped. According to Darwin and later scientists, these are 
helpful adaptations, since wider eyes expand one’s field of vision and an open jaw 
silences one’s breathing, improving hearing. Opening the jaw also increases the amount 
of air that can be taken into the lungs. Breathing becomes, for Rubenstein, the “double 
movement that makes me myself [and] divests me of myself, continually.”416 Breath 
simultaneously gives life and connects me to the world: I breathe in what other life has 
exhaled. MacKendrick notes that a baby’s first breath differentiates her from her mother 
even while connecting her to divine participation in the flesh. 
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Breath, that first and essential bodily action, has long been associated with the 
divine Spirit. The Bible opens with the spirit of God oscillating over the primal chaos. 
The words for Spirit in Hebrew and Greek, ruach and pneuma, are famous for their 
double references to Spirit and breath. In the second chapter of Genesis God breathes that 
very same Spirit into earthlings, giving life. MacKendrick points toward additional 
Scriptures in Job and Ezekiel to accentuate the scriptural linkage of Divine breath with 
life: to breathe is to participate in divinity.417  
The picture I am painting runs directly counter to the picture painted in Chapter 
One of an explicitly masculine youth ministry discourse that emphasizes intellectual 
assent and is fueled, in part, by resentment about young bodies. Together, attention to 
flourishing and bodies provide alternative metaphors for understanding and talking about 
adolescents: “The notion of flourishing does not begin to make sense unless bodiliness is 
taken into account: dualism is ruled out from the start. The concept of flourishing is one 
which involves thriving, luxuriant growth, diversity, obvious and exuberant good health: 
all of these are rooted in bodily well-being, including both physical health and adequate 
material provision.”418 Thinking about flourishing means thinking about bodies and all 
their differences, their joys, wonders, and vulnerabilities. 
The flourishing of bodies is not explicitly thematized in Katherine Turpin and 
Anne Carter Walker’s excellent book Nurturing Different Dreams, but is present 
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throughout. The text is a call to people of privilege to step outside their comfortable 
communities and minister alongside and to people from minority communities. Such 
ministry is very difficult, and the authors are refreshingly honest about falling into some 
of the pitfalls. They note that, even in their attempts to “own” their social location, by 
writing about subjects who cannot “talk back,” there is still a colonizing aspect of their 
project that cannot be fully erased. The authors therefore approach their work self-
critically, allowing deep insights about their students and ministry to emerge. They write, 
“All of our educational practices in youth ministry have very tangible effects on the 
material lives of persons, for the process of privilege and oppression is reciprocal.”419 
This insight is highlighted in a section challenging the White middle-class value-based 
youth ministry methods that I have critiqued here as well. The material lives of students 
inform all the interactions the authors have with young people, and this emphasis 
supports the wisdom of their shift away from an overbearing, leader-centered mode to a 
collaborative, adolescent-centered mode. 
In addition to shifting focus to the material lives of students, thinking about 
bodies means asking hard questions about the social location and privilege of religious 
congregations and the concerned adults who take teaching and leading roles in the lives 
of youth. Though Turpin and Walker explore this topic thoroughly regarding youth 
leaders, they leave the social location and privilege of congregations largely unexamined. 
Also, many congregations, such as First Presbyterian, are not able to pay youth or 
associate pastors and instead recruit leaders solely from within their own congregations. 
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The data thus supports a both-and approach; youth leaders and the congregations they are 
part of would do well to develop awareness of their social locations and the attendant 
privileges. Material realities are complex and include many factors. For example, 
members of Grace Baptist’s congregation are marginalized due to their race, but the 
upper middle-class status of most members places them in relative positions of power 
such that their pastor mentioned they have a difficult time relating to a downtown sister 
church.  
This is also supported by the data collected and analyzed in Chapter Three. There, 
a Warm and caring atmosphere was found to correlate positively with youth 
development. Furthermore, when combined with a Questing spirituality, the effect 
accounted for a greater variation of the data. In other words, Warmth, which is social, and 
Questing, which is transcendent, overlap in the ideological sphere. When cross-
referenced with interviews and data in chapter 2, we can see that developing a Warm 
community is not an accident: it is intentional. And the efforts to create an atmosphere 
that Adolescents will perceive as warm and welcoming must happen at the ideological 
level through attention to bodies. 
At Grace Baptist, the language used by many of the leaders evinces their care of 
bodies, from allowing toddlers to flail in the aisles to wrapping up adolescents in the 
fabric of the community. Attention to bodies also drives the concern to help young adults 
get to the church through the developing ride-sharing program. When the youth pastor 
said that “in every service, you should hear the voice of an adolescent,” he was drawing 
together salient aspects of body and voice. The practice of inviting young people to speak 
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in the service both helps them develop voice and gives their voices—and therefore their 
bodies—a visible place in the congregation.  
Perhaps this is one reason why, at First Presbyterian, there is less enthusiasm from 
the youth about the services themselves. The young people do report, both in the surveys 
and in the focus group, that the community is warm. But they are in agreement with their 
elders that they struggle to find themselves in the services, and often opt out of 
participation to join Sunday school classes. Socially, First Presbyterian is warm. 
Ideologically, however, Warmth is not written into the practices and fabric of the 
community as much as it is at Grace.  
One further point that seems obvious must nevertheless be stated: if a young 
person does not feel safe in a communal space, he or she will not continue to engage. 
Recall Alex’s statement that his friends would not even set foot in a church building 
because of the visceral reaction of their bodies. His friends do not feel safe, let alone 
validated or warmly embraced in a church. Alex expressed some frustration that his 
friends would not join him at Grace despite his assurances that they would be warmly 
welcomed there, that since the Ethiopian eunuch asked Philip to explain Isaiah, their 
bodies have been affirmed in the church. His frustration is a reminder that while some 
churches have made such welcoming an ideological and social priority, many have not, 
and those that have not are often the most powerful and visible churches.  
Developing a truly warm social context requires an ideological shift away from 
promoting conformity and sameness, either explicitly or implicitly, to welcoming and 
celebrating the diversity and vulnerability of different bodies. It means overcoming any 
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ressentiment that may develop when the very presence of young people wounds the creed 
of adults in the congregation. It means recognizing that what brings comfort to some may 
be stifling to others. In the final chapter additional suggestions will be made for shifting 
these ideological and social practices. 
Transcendent Context: From a Frozen Gospel to Livable Theology 
In all the focus groups and interviews conducted for this research, none of the 
students spoke about their faith using dogmatic language, or what we examined in 
Chapter One as strong theology or a frozen Gospel. This is perhaps a result of shifting 
attitudes toward authority in a world characterized by several “posts,” postmodern, post-
Christian, post-secular. While these are all hotly contested terms, skepticism toward 
centralized authority is well-documented. David Kinnaman lists changing attitudes 
toward authority as one of three main causes of declining participation in church among 
young people. For Kinnaman, distrust of authority is linked to the minoritization of a 
globalized, interconnected world. Young Christians are less likely, he argues, to consult 
their pastors or prominent faith leaders when they have a question than they are to consult 
peers or the internet, though of course many pastors and faith leaders have strong 
presences on the internet.420 I explored this in an earlier research project, where I 
discovered that adolescents viewed churches not as having intrinsic authority, but as 
spaces within which multiple religious options could be explored.421 When asked whether 
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a pastor’s view on a certain topic was more important than someone else’s, the 
adolescents responded: “he’s only one person.”  
Similar themes resurfaced in the present research. In the focus groups I asked: 
“How does participation here add meaning or value to your life?” Immediately Tyrone 
said: “I mean, we get to like understand other people’s view about topics and solutions 
that are going on.” Perry added, “Yeah, I feel like it’s really beneficial, you can really 
express what you believe and think here without being attacked, um,  you know, it’s, you 
definitely get more opinions and perspectives than you think you’d ever need, but when 
you think they come in handy, but they come in handy.” Both young people grew up 
attending church and Sunday school frequently, where they were exposed repeatedly to 
the Bible and the polity and beliefs of the Presbyterian Church. Perry also states that his 
dad continues these conversations at home, to the point where coming to church is almost 
a relief, because at least he gets to hear different voices! But both Tyrone and Perry see 
the value of this participation functionally. Like the other youth participants, neither 
references specific doctrines, scriptures, or stories. The value for them is in hearing 
various approaches to life and faith presented, and then being able to bring some of those 
values into the real world, where they “come in handy.”  
Perry describes his mindset as more open than his atheist or agnostic peers. “And 
that’s been my experience in [city], if you say anything that’s not the norm you get 
crucified anywhere you go. It’s…they see themselves as a very peaceful people as long 
as you don’t mess with it or don’t say anything that is actually true or just an opinion, 
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they’ll crucify you for anything they don’t agree with, they won’t take anything into 
consideration at all.” Perry sees his Christian education as separating him from his peers 
because it has helped him be able to appreciate and examine differing viewpoints—even 
though at times he is openly made fun of or criticized. Anna and Tyrone, who live in a 
different suburb, have had different experiences. Anna reports that, “everyone is like 
concerned about themselves, it’s like “you do you,” (Tyrone: ‘Yeah’) no one will look 
down on you for [being a Christian].” Anna and Perry did agree, however, that the event 
they attended during which Muslim teens articulated their faith in public was powerful 
because the Muslim youth were knowledgeable and articulate about their tradition.  
The problems associated with strong theology and a frozen Gospel are linked to 
these attitudes toward authority. Simply put, in a world in which power and authority are 
so diffuse, a strong theology is unattractive at best, unintelligible at worst. Asserting a 
hard line, in-or-out black and white theological stance is likely to be met with Anna’s 
response of: “you do you.” And why shouldn’t it be? As Kinnaman and others have 
noted, many young people have boundless information available to them through 
smartphones and laptops; meanwhile, their local communities are failing to provide either 
sufficient support or compelling, livable theologies. Kinnaman’s reference to “the 
spiritual narrative” of our world recalls Peter Berger’s Sacred Canopy; if such a canopy 
ever existed, it has long since blown away. Therefore, Kinnaman does not go far enough 
in addressing the “problem” of religious dropouts when he suggests reexamining “the 
substance of our relationships and the shape of our institutions” without also reexamining 
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the theology that underwrites those relationships and institutions.422 This is how the 
architecture of dominant youth ministry hides the cracks in the foundation. If theology 
takes the open, pluralistic world as a starting point rather than as a foil, options for real 
growth and change emerge. Not reexamining theology closes the hermeneutic circle; the 
kind of thinking that built Western Protestant institutions and has shaped the relationships 
therein will not be the thinking that is able to build new structures. 
Because they must be developed locally, the specifics of such theological thought 
need not concern us here, though ecclesiological concerns will be taken up in the next 
chapter. Here it is enough to trace the shift in orientation from strong theology to livable 
theology. I am borrowing the term, though not the content, from Kinnaman. Discussing 
the Church’s failure to teach a consistent sexual ethic, he writes, “we need to initiate 
frank conversations that will help young people develop a deep, nuanced, and livable 
sexual ethic beyond ‘Sex is dirty. Save it for the one you love.’”423 Later he broadens the 
concept of livable theology, writing “The next generation needs workable, biblical, grace-
filled ways to relate with people who are not believers. For the sake of Christ and the 
church’s mission, we must give them better tools and a thoughtful, livable theology to 
match.”424 The term “livable theology” resonates with the functional approach to 
theology espoused above by the youth from First Presbyterian. I diverge with Kinnaman 
at the point he suggests “we must give them,” as if older adults must, or even could, 
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articulate a fully formed theology that young people then uncritically adopt. This flows, I 
would suggest, from Kinnaman’s denial of the need for new theology—another symptom 
of the Frozen Gospel.  
I use the term livable theology to denote a living, breathing framework by which a 
person can make sense of the world. It denotes the skill or ability to “imagine and speak 
about everyday realities through the lens of sacred consciousness.”425 It cannot be 
reduced to knowing this or that theological doctrine, although such knowing is an 
important piece. To be sure, as theology there is emphasis on a kind of knowledge that 
depends on a transcendent experience or experiences and/or an engagement with sacred 
texts and traditions (particularly Christianity). Often the frozen Gospel is presented to 
young people as something they must choose over and against the world they experience 
every day. They are told they must give up the things of the world if they want to follow 
Christ. This theology closes off the world, but a livable theology opens it. A livable 
theology is one that does not present itself and the world in a dualism, but helps a young 
person make sense of the world, alerting them to the sacred dimension present in 
everyday life.  
This shift both illuminates and is illuminated by the data collected in chapter three 
regarding questing spirituality. For example, at first glance Perry’s claim (above) that he 
is both religious and more open-minded than his non-religious peers seems 
counterintuitive. Perhaps, though, Perry is displaying a mature spirituality. In Chapter 
Three I introduced Questing spirituality as an orientation toward religion/spirituality that 
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embraces complexity and refuses simplistic answers. The Questing instrument was 
chosen for several reasons: primarily because it has been heavily researched, and it 
correlates with several other scales of spiritual and moral maturity. Majerus and Sandage 
link Questing to tolerance, compassion, and altruism. Other studies have shown that 
Questing predicts sophisticated levels of moral reasoning, complexity of existential 
though, and a lack of discrimination for helping others based on gender, race, political 
preference of sexual orientation.426 
Richard Beck and Ryan K. Jessup have complexified our understanding of 
Questing spirituality with their 2004 study “The Multidimensional Nature of Quest 
Motivation.” In this article they attempt to empirically answer concerns raised by other 
researchers that questing is composed of distinct features that are not as related as the 
original authors believed. This led the initial developer, Daniel C. Batson, to describe 
three features of Questing: readiness to face existential questions, religious doubt, and 
openness to change. Beck and Jessup meticulously took apart the Quest scale and 
reconstructed it with nine different subscales: “tentativeness, change, ecumenism, 
universality, exploration, moralistic interpretation, religious angst, complexity, and 
existential motives.”427 They studied each of these scales in relation to various other 
measures and concluded that Questing is indeed multidimensional. They argue that, since 
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their subscales did not correlate with each other, but each did correlate with the original 
Quest scale, they have identified nine distinct dimensions of Quest.  
Rather than undermining the Quest scale, however, this research identifies two 
typical paths Questers might take. The first path, “hard” questing, involves “A largely 
existential Quest that might lead a person toward or away from traditional religious 
beliefs and might not ever have a proper ‘ending.’”428 This pathway is not explicitly 
connected to a confessional form of religion, and correlates in their data with higher 
levels of agnosticism. “Hard” questers are less likely to emphasize spiritual practices in 
their lives or participate in organized religious communities. The second pathway, “soft” 
questing, “embodies openness, doubt, and growth but it moves within a limited, albeit 
large, territory. Specifically, one can remain committed to a religious worldview yet 
share Quest-like attributes…persons within a religious worldview, in this case 
Christianity, can be tentative, curious, accepting of other faiths, and not beholden to 
Biblical literalism.”429 These categories fit nicely with the distinctions found in Chapter 
Three by examining how Questing and Congregational Warmth together foster 
adolescent development.   
A livable theology, then, enables a person to make sense of the world without 
closing off other interpretations of the world or offering simplistic answers to 
complicated existential questions. The young people we met in Chapter Two thrive when 
the theologies they encounter in church resonate with their experiences of and dreams for 
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the world beyond the church. Questing helps uncover nuances otherwise missing in 
Kinnaman’s account of exiles. Exiles, for him, desire to positively influence the world on 
account of their spirituality but are often pushed away by local congregations, perhaps 
becoming the “hard” questers described above. Kinnaman’s answer, drawing on a strong 
theological approach, is to retrain them in orthodoxy, lowering their overall Questing 
mentality. Perhaps another approach is better: “soft” questers maintain their ties to 
Christianity and they display the kind of humility and openness required to thrive in an 
increasingly plural world.  
Conclusion 
 This chapter has made a case for disrupting the dominant youth ministry discourse 
by changing the way the social, ideological and transcendent contexts are discussed. Each 
context was examined individually, but there are clear resonances between them. Several 
common ideas weave through the themes of flourishing, embodiment, finding voice, and 
developing livable theologies. I present these ideas here under the umbrella of a theology 
of becoming. 
 The first of these interweaving ideas is the centrality of connection. All people, 
young people included, become who they are within a wider web that includes both other 
humans and the natural world. This web extends backwards in time and outward into 
socially created institutions. When a person speaks, her voice echoes with those who 
come alongside and those who have come before. Our bodies are shaped by the world in 
which we live, for good or ill. It is no longer possible, in a world with airplanes and the 
internet, to ignore the ways in which we are all implicated together; the actions of each 
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cause ripples in the web that affect others. Young people occupy an integral space in 
communal life. 
 This is so because of the second theme: the plasticity of human becoming. 
Plasticity names the changeableness of all living things. To be alive is to be changing. 
This is as true for traditions as it is for humans. Plasticity necessitates the development of 
new theologies that can make sense of the world within which a person finds himself. 
Meaning-making is an ongoing process that begins anew the moment a baby takes her 
first breath, simultaneously separating from her mother and taking in the world around. 
Religious traditions provide rich resources for meaning-making, provided they also 
provide a warm atmosphere within which young people feel safe to experiment with their 
own livable theologies.  
 There is no abstract ‘person’ separate from her material and social conditions; 
there is no generic “teenager” whose needs and temperament can be determined a priori. 
Rather, there are people with race, gender, and class, of this or that sexual orientation and 
living in this or that geographic region. A person’s age is an important factor in 
understanding that person’s social location, but it is not determinative of his or her ability 
to thrive and make positive contributions to the world. How young people relate to the 
social and economic institutions of which they are a part changes over time.  
 The third theme that interweaves each context is the notion of reciprocity. 
Whereas earlier conceptions of youth ministry depended on strictly hierarchical models 
of leadership and one-directional relationships, the research presented here suggests that 
adolescents also have something to offer to the community. Two biblical images illustrate 
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this point. The first is the feeding of the five thousand, one of the few stories recounted in 
all four Gospels. In this story, Jesus realizes that the people need to be fed, but he does 
not have any food. He asks the community members to share the meager food they have, 
breaks it, blesses it, and returns it to the community, famously collecting 12 baskets of 
leftovers after all had eaten. Translated into an image of Christian education, leadership 
becomes an exercise in blessing and amplifying the rich gifts that already exist within and 
among the congregants, including the adolescents! Samuel Wells writes of this passage, 
“The discovery is that the more food is shared, the more food there is: like the sorcerer’s 
apprentice, the congregation finds that breaking bread in two means twice as much bread, 
not half as much.”430 Sharing the gifts of adolescents, perhaps, will have the same effect, 
enriching rather than threatening communal life.431 
 The second biblical image that illustrates reciprocity is the story of the conversion 
of Peter in Acts 10. In this story, Cornelius, a Roman centurion and God-fearing man 
receives a vision from God. In the vision God tells Cornelius to seek out one of the 
leaders in the fledgling Christian movement, Peter. Peter has also recently received a 
vision from God, and though he seems to understand it, is hesitant. In the vision God 
commands Peter to eat food that was previously considered unclean. It is not until after a 
lengthy discourse with Cornelius that Peter sees the wisdom of his vision and admits: “I 
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now realize how true it is that God does not show favoritism but accepts from every 
nation the one who fears him and does what is right.”432 Justo Gonzalez suggests that 
perhaps this is the beginning not only of Peter’s conversion, but is a key to reading early 
Christian history not in triumphalist expansionist terms, but as the conversion of 
Christianity.433 In this story God’s spirit is working in Cornelius; it is because of his 
Gentile status that his witness is able to change Peter’s mind. Peter, for his part, is still an 
authority in the church and he is therefore able to baptize Cornelius. The story therefore 
demonstrates the importance of relationships that are not unidirectional but reciprocal. 
How different might the church look today if Cornelius had not confronted Peter!  
 What evidence of these themes can we find among the youth? As a transgender 
person of color, Alex is acutely aware of how others perceive his body in ways that are 
often invisible to others. When he entered Grace Baptist, he discovered a community that 
had already developed some resources to come alongside him. These resources, which 
range from the material to the social and ideological, do not ignore or minimize Alex’s 
body. Instead, by inviting him into a community in which he can see himself fully, Grace 
Baptist provides a space in which Alex can develop his own voice in dialogue with the 
rich tradition of Christianity as it finds expression in the local church. By sharing the gifts 
of his voice, Alex contributes meaningfully to the church.  
                                                        
432. Acts 10:34-35, NIV.  
 
433. Justo Gonzalez, Santa Biblia; The Bible Through Hispanic Eyes (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
1996), 46-51. 
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 Anna’s experience is different; her church, First Presbyterian, is multicultural, and 
so is not as willing or able to draw on the remembered history of oppression that Grace 
Baptist draws on. Instead, First Presbyterian offers opportunities to engage with others 
across lines of difference. Significantly, this engagement does not happen in a vacuum, 
but in a warm atmosphere that is guided and shaped by a common wrestling with the 
Christian faith expressed in the Presbyterian tradition. The family-like atmosphere 
provides a space in which different voices can be held up. Long time members such as 
Delores report that First Presbyterian is a place that allows expression and allows, and 
perhaps even requires you to develop your voice, both in interpersonal interactions and in 
public speaking opportunities. As Anna begins to develop her own voice, other 
congregants will encounter and potentially be challenged, blessed, and changed by their 
encounter. 
 Anna, Alex, and many others are on their way to developing livable theologies. 
Their participation in their respective communities exposes them to the richness of 
theological traditions that then influences the ways in which they see and engage with the 
world. These young people “on the way,” navigating their circumstances, developing 
their voices, coming to terms with their bodies, integrating the sacred and the mundane, 
are what youth ministry is about. Their formation takes place in the complex social, 
ideological, and transcendent contexts of their various churches and communities. Each 
story is different from each other story, yet each of these adolescents is able to flourish, 
and their churches are richer for their presence. 
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Chapter 6: Toward a Practical Theology of Becoming: Non-Essential Youth 
Ministry and Kenotic Ecclesiology 
 This study focuses on re-considering adolescence in relational terms and 
suggesting new guiding metaphors and images for youth ministry. Many other themes 
weave in, as this work seeks to model the very connectivity it argues is important in 
rethinking adolescence. This work is a response to the flagging energy of progressive 
Protestantism in the United States and to the increasing challenges young people face in 
today’s world. As such, readers may note that the values of connection, plasticity, and 
reciprocity and the various practices outlined above under the umbrella of becoming are 
insufficiently practical. The communities examined in Chapters Two and Three, 
however, lived and embodied these values to different degrees and in different ways. This 
concluding chapter therefore explores how a commitment to these values precludes the 
construction of a single model of youth ministry or church community that might find 
traction in all places. Instead, this chapter points toward conditions within which a 
theology of becoming might inspire the emergence of communal ways of being that 
promote adolescent thriving in a variety of contexts. 
 In any case, the purpose of the dissertation was never primarily ecclesiological, 
especially in the sense of using ethnographic research to make specific normative claims 
about Church with a capital C. Still, if one of the central hypotheses is that the church 
community matters for adolescent development, then a few words must be said about 
ecclesiology. Again, the research is perhaps not robust enough to claim an absolute 
backing for what follows, but it does suggest some speculative imagining and avenues for 
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further work. Following the lead of earlier chapters, these concluding remarks simply 
seek to uncover resonances between the disparate elements of this work and the insights 
of a few thinkers whose approaches to ecclesiology create space for new ecclesiological 
configurations.  
 The guiding theses of these speculative comments are as follows. First, if a warm 
atmosphere positively influences adolescent development, what sorts of ecclesiological 
formations might be more likely to produce such an atmosphere? Second, what 
ecclesiological commitments might communities draw on to better engage the embodied 
realities of students within and beyond their walls? Third, how might churches approach 
and consider their own spiritual traditions if they are to help adolescents find voice and 
develop livable theologies? 
 This third question is the most urgent, both for denominations struggling to stay 
afloat and a world in need of a religious critique of neoliberalism, global 
technocapitalism, and overconsumption.434 The picture of the world as becoming 
presented in Chapter Four and revisited in Chapter Five suggests that the Church too 
must change and grow in relation to the world around it. Therefore, in these concluding 
remarks I suggest that adolescent flourishing can best be supported by a kenotic 
ecclesiology, one that sees the church as emptying itself of certainty, privilege, and 
authority, so that adolescents can flourish now and in the future.  
                                                        
434. See: Keri Day, Religious Resistance to Neoliberalism; Jason Lief, Poetic Youth Ministry; and Clayton 
Crockett, “Non-Theology and Political Ecology: Postsecularism, Repetition, and Insurrection,” In Common 
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University Press, 2015), 73-90. 
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 Soren Kierkegaard, who was famously critical of the established church in his 
native Denmark, articulates a counter-epistemology that draws on his existential theology 
to emphasize contingency and uncertainty. In Works of Love, he suggests that meaning 
and action are always in flux: “How the deed is done: this is the decisive factor in 
determining and recognizing love by its fruits. But here again it holds true that there is 
nothing, no in such a way, of which it can unconditionally be said that it unconditionally 
proves the presence of love or that it unconditionally proves there is no love.”435 
Kierkegaard views love as an action, and for something to be loving, the action and 
intention must match. And what is true on an individual level is also true, for 
Kierkegaard, on the collective level. Even when the church does the things a church does, 
such as preach the Word and practice the Sacraments, the subjective intentions of the 
individuals involved must also be considered.  
 Writing about the parable of the banquet in which a king offers a feast to the poor 
and downtrodden, Kierkegaard argues that love’s requirement is that one still calls it a 
feast—rather than a banquet or charity event—even though the company is, speaking 
worldly, inferior.436 Christian equality does not abolish earthly differences, it relativizes 
them: “To love one’s neighbor means, while remaining within the earthly distinctions 
allotted to one, essentially to will to exist equally for every human being without 
exception.”437 The difficulty is that as each individual grows, she grows alongside 
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worldly differences; there is no pure self to remember before earthly distinctions distorted 
our view.  
Yet if one were in truth to love his neighbor, he would be reminded every 
moment that the differences are a disguise. As previously said, 
Christianity has not wanted to storm forth to abolish distinctions, neither 
the distinction of prominence nor that of insignificance, nor has it wanted 
in a worldly manner to make a worldly compromise between distinctions; 
but it wills that differences shall hang loosely about the 
individual…loosely as the ragged costume in which a supernatural being 
has disguised itself. When distinctions hang loosely in this way, then there 
steadily shines in every individual that essential other person, that which is 
common to all men, the eternal likeness, the equality. If this were true, if 
every individual lived in this manner, then temporality would have 
reached its utmost…this would be the reflection of eternity.438 
 
In Kierkegaard’s Christendom, this grand vision is an impossibility. Everyone is called 
Christian, but precisely in this way Christianity has been abolished. Could this 
nevertheless be an ecclesiological vision? Is it the church’s task to be a community in 
which all distinctions hang loosely, where all come before God? This could be taken as a 
statement about the “qualitatively different individuals” who constitute the church.439 
While the qualities of the ‘object’ of love are taken into consideration in friendship and 
erotic love, with neighborly love these qualities disappear and the quality of the lover’s 
                                                        
437. Ibid., 92. He argues that one should be content with one’s earthly distinctions in order not to covet. 
From a liberation perspective, this conception of love for the neighbor seems woefully inadequate. He does 
leave some space, however, for “opposition” and discourages a life of “quiet obscurity” (93). His position 
seems to assume a reasonably well-functioning, non-oppressive State and he refuses to equate an individual 
with that person’s role in life (95).  
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love is the only factor.440 As long as there exists a single person to whom the title 
‘neighbor’ can be applied, so exists the possibility of love. 
 Amy Laura Hall, in Kierkegaard and the Treachery of Love, masterfully weaves 
together themes from Works of Love with various characters from Kierkegaard’s 
pseudonymous works in order to maintain Kierkegaard’s rhetorical strategy. “Reading 
the pseudonymous texts with Works of Love proscribes the evasive maneuver of 
philosophical generalization at the expense of specificity. By presenting the question of 
existence precisely where boy meets girl (and where boy seduces girl, marries girl, or 
escapes from girl), Kierkegaard poses the question as the reader’s and the interpreter’s 
own.”441 Kierkegaard’s aim is not therefore to create an intelligible Christian system or 
theory, but to cause a “deliberate unsettling.”442 In other words, Kierkegaard is exposing 
weak forms of humanly love for what they are: self-love.  
 Hall argues that the pseudonymous characters fall into various traps. The first is a 
trap of self-delusion, whereby “we draw the other into a world wherein we are the 
center.”443 In the pseudonymous works, the ‘we’ is always represented by a male, 
whether it is the young man in Repetition or Johannes the Seducer in Either/Or. But there 
is a parallel problem for the women in the stories, namely that “we allow ourselves to be 
drawn into a world of another’s making, giving an individual the power only God should 
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have over our lives.”444 Another trap, which is perhaps less noticeable at first, is to 
fantasize that the beloved is somehow more than what she really is. This is the mistake 
made by William the Judge in Either/Or: “William’s love has as a presupposition his 
wife’s attentive adherence to his wishes…Indeed, William calls his wife’s ability 
“tenderly” to meet his needs her ‘rich bridal dowry.’”445 In other words, what William 
mistakes for love of his bride is really little more than love of what his bride can do for 
him.  
 These two traps are exactly the ecclesiological traps that those churches that 
promote the flourishing of adolescents avoid. The youth of First Presbyterian Church are 
most passionate about the church when it offers a space within which differing 
worldviews can be encountered and engaged lovingly. The most compelling events are 
those that decentered the church: leadership training, house-building trips, interfaith 
engagements—and these are also the same mechanisms by which the young people are 
aided in their development. What is distinctive, though, about a church that empties itself 
of its own heritage? 
 Grace Baptist offers a different perspective than First Presbyterian. Grace Baptist, 
which derives its communal identity not only from its denominational roots but from 
cultural roots, seems at first glance to embrace, rather than empty, its own history. 
African heritage Sunday, traditional Gospel singing, preaching styles, and many other 
practices and attitudes explicitly draw on the church’s Black Baptist heritage. In other 
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subtle and important ways, however, Grace Baptist allows, even expects this tradition to 
change. Already significant changes include the affirmation of gay marriage and the full 
inclusion of transgender people in the life of the church. These two positions directly 
oppose Grace’s denominational roots. Furthermore, elements in worship and Sunday 
School intentionally fuse old and new styles and attitudes. The dance group featured on 
African Heritage Sunday began dancing in a traditional style before transitioning into a 
hip-hop style; by the end of the song, even the elderly members of the congregation were 
dancing in the aisles! 
 Grace’s approach to Christian education also reflects something of this kenotic 
attitude. Bible study is still important to the life of the church, but the Bible is engaged 
using critical historical methods and narratives, and it is interpreted through the lives of 
its members. The older members of Grace Baptist remember what the world was like 
before the Civil Rights Movement. It is part of their story. But they also long and fight 
for a better future for their youth. In this fight, irreversible changes are made to their 
tradition. 
 These examples are not meant to fully represent or exhaust the “in such a way” 
that Kierkegaard insists does not exist. Rather, they are meant to inspire an imagining of 
the church that lets go of just those elements that prevent adolescent flourishing. Kyle 
Roberts writes that Kierkegaard’s “kenotic ecclesiology inspires an instrumental, 
provisional, “parenthetical” community that upholds Jesus as the prototype against the 
grain of the world and that follows Jesus courageously and creatively into new 
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territory.”446 In this vision, Jesus, who emptied Himself, is an iconoclast, even within the 
Church itself. For Roberts, a kenotic ecclesiology is not one that can be fully articulated 
ahead of time, it is one that emerges in this spiraling iconoclasm of the risen Christ. As 
we have seen, churches have complex histories, and thus do not emerge ex nihilo. Indeed, 
the notion of kenosis requires self-reflexivity and a robust sense of one’s own roots.  
 Roberts’ Kierkegaardian vision of a church community that emerges organically 
by following Jesus courageously seems unlikely in a world in which mainline 
denominations have long been entrenched and institutionalized. Institutions always have 
a strong drive for self-preservation, and this drive often seems to manifest as a defense of 
the status quo.447 It might therefore be helpful to consider a kenotic ecclesiology as one 
that intentionally, continually decenters the church in the name of renewal. What the 
church does is, on this view, more important than what it is. Just as, in chapter four, Mary 
Elizabeth Moore argued for displacing identity with imagination in religious education, 
so must imagination displace identity in the church. Samuel Wells writes, “I perceived 
that the role of the local church was to be a community of imagination: and what enriched 
that community and embodied that community were the practices I describe in this 
book.”448 How might churches move from status quo supporting institutions to 
communities of imagination that nurture the flourishing of adolescents? 
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 John Thatanamil, thinking with William Connolly and employing social-
constructionist language, argues that the concept of a “religion” that is recognized today 
emerged alongside, not prior to, the concept of “the secular.” He traces a shift from what 
he calls tradition to religion. He critiques the idea that “religions” were stable entities 
acted upon by modernity, first to politicize, then to privatize. Instead, he argues that 
“religionization” is a global process that has developed the following assumptions 
regarding what a religion is: 
Religion is taken to be defined by singular and exclusive claims to 
allegiance. You can be a part of one religion at a time. The various 
religions are innately incommensurable. Religious identity is one kind of 
identity among others, but different from all others because it is marked by 
a necessary and final nonnegotiability. Most peculiar, as W.C. Smith noted 
quite some time ago, are the processes by which the loyalty of religious 
persons has been shifted away from the “object” of devotion—namely 
God or ultimate reality—to one’s religion as such.449 
 
Thatanamil further distills these processes into a non-exhaustive list of marks of 
religionization: textualization, literalization, creedalization, reification, and fetishization. 
His scope here clearly goes beyond Christianity, since texts and creeds have long been 
central to the Christian tradition. Nevertheless, these five categories name processes from 
which Christian churches in the 21st century can empty themselves.  
 Regarding adolescent flourishing, the two most pressing kenotic moments are de-
reificaiton and de-fetishization. By these Thatamanil means “to remove the conditions 
under which traditions themselves become the objects of religious devotion…to 
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recognize traditions as porous, ever changing, and internally multiple is to give up on 
fictitious representations of religious traditions as immutable or possessed of essential 
features always and everywhere the same.”450 This point weaves neatly with the research 
in this dissertation. Adolescents, due to their partial socialization, embody the ever-
changing, internal multiplicity of religious traditions. As explicated in the first chapter, 
the very form of the dominant youth ministry discourse emerged for the purpose of 
minimizing this multiplicity in terms of race, gender, theological approach, sexual 
orientation, and vocational goals. The dominant youth ministry project was, in this sense, 
more successful than its proponents hoped or believed. Its success only became apparent 
recently when those youth trained to support the status quo found that their faith was 
utterly irrelevant in an increasingly diverse and globally connected world. 
 In such a world, developing a livable theology means both more and less than rote 
memorization of catechism or development of a Christian identity or worldview. 
Developing a livable theology includes being embraced by a warm community that first 
accepts adolescents then gives them tools to flourish by developing their voice and 
actively contributing to the community. Active contribution to the community can and 
does take many forms, but in every case it requires a kenotic approach to religion and 
spirituality that expects the future to be different.  
 Furthermore, abstract concepts of what or who an adolescent is and “the 
adolescent task” give way to the flesh-and-blood reality of young people in the 
communities within which local churches are themselves embedded. Adolescents differ 
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from one another, and there is no paradigmatic form of the adolescent, there is only 
James, Anna, Tyrone, Perry. To be sure, adolescents have many shared experiences, such 
as experiencing the body’s changes in puberty, developing abstract thought, and the 
hormonal changes that spur sexual expression. But these experiences can only be 
understood through the assemblages that constitute each human’s unique existence.  
 Throughout this dissertation I have attempted to show how questions of 
adolescent flourishing are interconnected, or, to use Connolly’s term, resonate with 
concerns not only about the survival of churches, but with broader global issues such as 
climate change, political involvement, and economics. If the connections are still unclear, 
perhaps Thatamanil’s words can bring them into sharper focus. He suggests that the 
purpose of religious traditions is to “comport bodies—personal and social—to the world 
as rightly interpreted…What dispositions should we cultivate in ourselves given what we 
take reality to be?”451 This question, I believe, is vital to the whole human enterprise. 
Thatamanil answers his own question by suggesting that the disposition humans must 
cultivate in the 21st century is a threefold configuration of ontological wonder: wonder 
that anything exists, wonder that what exists is contingent, and wonder that whatever is 
exists in virtue of its relation to all other things.452 “Religious orientation,” he suggests, 
“at this ontological level serves to challenge, disrupt, and reconfigure conventional 
investment in reified identities.”453  
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 In its genesis, North American Protestant youth ministry was co-opted by 
individualistic, White middle-class values. For many years, these values dominated the 
landscape of the public discourse in youth ministry. Since about 2000, however, these 
voices have been challenged by a growing awareness of different ways to discuss 
adolescents, and different approaches to youth ministry practice. The research in this 
dissertation adds to those dissident voices, voices that realize adolescent involvement in 
church and society potentially means unexpected changes to the institutions I and other 
adults have loved and valued. At the same time, the vitality of mainline churches depends 
on the revitalization rendered possible by religious orientations that disrupt and 
reconfigure ossified institutions. These same religious orientations, described variously 
throughout this dissertation as questing, developing voice and livable theologies, or 
ontological wonder, can lead to significant changes beyond churches themselves, as 
young people face mounting ecological, social, and political challenges. Furthermore, the 
development and nurture of these dispositions happens in the context of the local 
congregation. Local church congregations have agency in adolescent development. My 
hope is that they will employ this agency to promote adolescent flourishing.  
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APPENDIX 
Batson Quest Scale454 
On a nine-point Likert Scale: Please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with 
the following statements:  
 
1. I was not very interested in religion until I began to ask questions about the meaning 
and purpose of my life. 
2. I have been driven to ask religious questions out of a growing awareness of the 
tensions in my world and in my relation to my world. 
3. My life experiences have led me to rethink my religious convictions. 
4. God wasn’t very important for me until I began to ask questions about the meaning of 
my own life.  
5. It might be said that I value my religious doubts and uncertainties. 
6. For me, doubting is an important part of what it means to be religious. 
7. I find religious doubts upsetting 
8. Questions are far more central to me religious experience than are answers. 
9. As I grow and change, I expect my religion also to grow and change. 
10. I am constantly questioning my religious beliefs. 
11. I do not expect my religious convictions to change in the next few years. 
12. There are many religious issues on which my views are still changing. 
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Congregational Climate Scales455  
On a nine-point Likert Scale: Think about how descriptive you feel the statement is of 
your church: 
 
Openness to Change: 
(R) 1. It is hard to change the church’s rules. 
(R) 2. Members like to leave programs as they are rather than change them. 
(R) 3. Many members do not want to try new approaches and ideas in the church. 
4. The educational programs in the church are often updated to meet changing needs. 
5. The ministers often introduce changes to make the religious services more interesting. 
6. Members of this church are willing to change the way things are done to increase 
involvement in the church. 
7. Members are open to differing ideas about religion. 
8. Members are willing to share and listen to different points of view. 
(R) 9. Members of the church avoid discussing controversial topics. 
(R) 10. Our church leaders seem to stay with old traditions rather than listen to new ideas. 
 
Activity 
(R) 11. During services the church is not very crowded.  
12. In this church, many kinds of educational programs are offered. 
13. In this church, members start new programs if their needs are not being met. 
14. This church has activities daily.  
(R) 15. This church does not offer enough variety in activities to meet the needs of all 
members. 
(R) 16. There are not enough activities (discussion groups, retreats) where members can 
get to know each other better. 
17. Our church offers courses that help members improve their family lives. 
(R) 18. Social activities are not very well attended. 
19. In this church there are enough social activities to meet most members’ needs. 
(R) 20. Many of our members seldom participate in church activities other than the 
worship services. 
 
Sense of Community 
21. Members usually introduce themselves to new members. 
22. The clergy know most of the members by name. 
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(R) 23. After services there is not enough time to talk with the ministers and other 
members. 
24. Members treat each other as family (for example, visiting the sick, celebrating 
anniversaries, etc.). 
25. Most members are close friends with each other. 
(R) 26. Members often do not notice the absence of other members. 
27. Activities make children feel like a part of this church. 
(R) 28. New members find it hard to be accepted by the congregation. 
(R) 29. Members have little one-to-one contact with the ministers. 
(R) 30. Members hardly see each other outside of church. 
 
 
Bridge-PYD456 
For each question, mark the box that is most like how you feel: NO!, NO, YES, or YES! 
 
1. I get good grades. 
2. I think assignments are easy. 
3. I am one of the best students. 
4. My teachers think I am smart. 
5. I am good at reading. 
6. I am good at math. 
7. I am smart. 
8. I work hard in school. 
9. I am good at sports 
10. I am a happy person. 
11. I like who I am. 
12. I feel left out. 
13. I am an important part of my class. 
14. People make fun of me. 
15. People say I have good ideas. 
16. I am easy to get along with. 
17. I am good at music or art. 
18. I feel proud of myself. 
19. Adults are nice to me. 
20. Adults tell me to do a good job. 
21. I can ask adults for help. 
22. I get along with my teacher. 
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23. My teacher listens to me. 
24. If I don’t understand, my teacher will help me. 
25. I fight with other kids. 
26. I am mean to other kids. 
27. I help other kids. 
28. I help adults. 
29. I follow the rules. 
30. My friends follow the rules. 
31. My friends listen to adults. 
32. It is important to plan for the future. 
33. If I do not do well at something, I will try again. 
34. If I set a goal, I will complete it. 
35. If I am upset, my friends will help me. 
36. My friends listen to me. 
37. My friends are happy for me. 
38. My friends and I have fun together. 
39. My friends are on my side. 
40. I am there for my friends if they need me. 
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